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This thesis iovestigates Ontario's indusmiai school system duriag the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century. New related legiskition regardmg children in 

the province in this period is surveyed, illustrating the increased intervention of the 

state uito the family. The industriai schools are at the centre of these interventions. 

The research presented here illuminates the changing role of the law, nom the 

t~aditional common law which reuiforced the male prerogatives to legislative 

measures at both the provincial and federal govemment levels, justified according to 

the %est interests' of the child. Moral reguiation and legal initiatives regarding 

dehquent and nonaelinquent chiidren are seen to be tightly interwoven, both 

working to sustain the existing social order, and conm%uting to the tasks of state 

formation and citizenship. 
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Chapter One: IntrOdumon 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth century was a periad of great social 

change in Canada. An urbanizing society and industrializing economy aeated the 

perception of social problems induding poverty , unemployment, poor housing and 

sanitation problems. As m e m h  of the growing urban working dasses hced these 

hardships the middle and upper dasses became increashgiy concerned about the 

more obvious manifestations of these difficulties and social breakdown. It was 

predominately the membea of the middle dass who undertook a mission of moral 

improvement and proposed regulatory schemes inteaded to improve the situation. 

The economic bases of these problems were seidorn confronted. Rather. urban 

industnal problems were blamed on crime and immoraiity - more personalized and 

individuai failings. 

How then to fix these problems and their perceived causes? Middle dass 

fears generated a variety of social refoms, involving institutions such as the church 

and education. More significantly, the state was expected to take a more direct and 

active role in s d  ordering in the name of moral r e f m .  Reformers called for 

inaeased state intervention through repressive and regulatory laws in hopes that the 

federal and provincial governmem would be able to legislate the problems away and 

restore sociai order. What was previousiy the most pnvate of a l i  social institutions, 

the family, was the focus of new public smtiny in this perceived crisis. It is the 

emergence of new legal controis over the fàmily, and specificaiiy children, that is the 



focus of this research. 

The family feil at the centre of debates surrounding the eV& of 

industrialization and urbanization. If the traditional Canadian M y ,  typicaiiy the 

Angio-Saxon Protestant famiiy , was to s u ~ v e  reformen believed both the federal 

and provincial govemments needed to intmene. Concems about familial 

breakdowns centred around issues such as infidelity, a b d o n ,  and divorce. W e  

reformers were raising their voices about these issues they were aiso looking beyond 

to the children, since children represented the funire of the young dominion. The 

growth of the cities and the worldorce aiiowed children to contnbute to the famiiy 

incorne through various odd jobs, but it also caused a problern with children 

'mnning' the streets. The fear of children falling victim to the various available vices, 

such as alcohol, pre-marital sex, and prostitution, was widespread. Children, it was 

feared, would acquire a taste for the uhan 'fast We' at a young age. If immoraiity 

could be stopped at an early age then perhaps these issues would cease to exist, or at 

the very least be greatly reduced. Refomers d e d  on ail  levels of the government to 

legislate children off the stIeets, into the public sdioois, and in some cases into 

institutions. They called for direct intemention by state officiais into the homes of 

private citizens, armed with the authority to remove children fiom homes if it was 

deemed that they were in danger. Further, it was believed that reformes themselves 

rnust take visible leadership in ensuring that Canada's funire as a country rested in 

the han& of citizens who c o n f m e d  to middle ciass standards which d e d  for 

moraiiy upnght, hardworkhg, Christian men and women. Industxy, manufacturing 

and production were ail to be encouraged by the state, but the state was aiso in the 
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business of manuficturing their own atizens. Indeed, Canadian govemments were 

in the business of creating 'good' atizens, and ultimately building a nation. 

This thesis focusses on chilchen and the law within this movernent of mord 

reform and citizen formation in Ontario. The discussion to foiiow will &al with the 

development of chiid w e k e  legislation as it m e d  to both delinquent and non- 

delinquent children. Delinquent children wiii play an important role in the picnire 

that emerges as much of the legislation, institutions and reguiatoiy progams that 

arose out the reform movement were directed toward deiinquency, or at least initiaîiy 

so. It would be difficult to examine the plight of delinquent children during the hte 

nineteenth cenniry without givir~g some attention to chiid welfare issues. More ofien 

than not chsldren were not either neglected or delinquent; quite ofken these two 

categories overiapped, causing reformers to constantiy shuffle their attention between 

saving cfiildren through preventative legisiation and refoming them through 

institutional means. Since so many of these children required heip and attention 

from both areas, the fight for a separate system of justice to protect children within 

the legal synem (through triai and sentenkg pradces) and the fight to protect 

children within the home, were often fought on the same fiont. The avninal law 

also drew the federal govemment into the picnire, although this study focuses on 

Ontario initiatives. 

Official amtudes toward the child and childhood changed dramatically 

duMg the hte nineteenth and early twentieth century. Children evohed fiom king 
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an extra pair of f m  hands to the fume of the young dominion.' It was due to this 

changing amtude that children secured a very important place in the eyes of 

reformels. Children have been chosen as the focus of this mdy since they held the 

least arnount of legal power within society. As weii, in many ways 1 believe that 

children, more than anyone, were subjected to the bmnr of social refom, legal and 

regulatory initiatives, permeating areas such as the education system, leisure reading 

material and activities, Sunday schools and the amtudes of parents. In this way I 

believe that many children of the late nineteenth and early mentieth century were 

significantiy formed by state legal initiatives and regulatory schemes pushed by 

middle class interests. 

Severd reform movements workhg to improve the Iûe of the neglected child 

wiü be surveyed. such as the Social Gospel, various Women's movements and 

Temperance. These reform movements had a great deai in common. Most 

importantly, reform movements of the late nineteenth and early iwentieth cenniry 

shared two things; Christianity and social discourse. Christianity was at the base of 

aU moral reform movements of the the .  This seems an obvious conclusion since 

morality is dosely linked with religion but it went fiuthm than that C-ty, 

particularly Protestantkm in Ontario, feli at the centre of the refonn movement. The 

middle dass in an effort to preserve the Anglo-Celtic race felt it was important that 

future generations embrace Christianity. Refom movements of the M i e  wae also 

responsible for a social discourse that emp hasized deanlines, purity and motaïty . 

Xeil Sutherland. Children in Ennlish-Canadian SoQetv: Framina the Twentieth-Cenniw 
Consensus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976) at 12. 



This discourse was enthusiastically repeated in aii  realms of Society: churches, 

schools, goveniment and bus in es^.^ 

There were a number of areas of law and institutional sites where 

compre hensive re forms affected children directiy . These largely provincial 

institutions ranged fiom education, employment and the family (e.g., compulsory 

public schwling, factory acts and labour standards) to criminal justice (reformatones, 

female constables, passage by the Dominion govemment of the Juvenile Dehquenû 

Act). Although this study wiii touch on di these areas. the latter in particular, the 

focus of the research wiii be on the industrial schools movement fiom the initial 

concept, to the opening of the f h t  school and foîiowing the process to the dedine of 

public support for the schools, and the intxoduction of the foster home. 

The indumial schools were public institutions funded by the province where 

delinquent andior neglected chiidren were sent to be 'saved' through the benefit of 

leming a trade and mord instruction. Similar schools were enjoying varying 

success in Britain and the United States and Canadians embraced the idea as one that 

could alleviate some social issues regardhg young people. The initial concept of the 

schools as a Canadian institution arose in the 1860's, and they were legislated into 

efiect in 1 864, although the tnst school did not open iû doon mil 1 8 X 3  With the 

omet of a massive population growth and a new concern for youngsters in trouble 

' Mariana Valverde. The Aee of Linht. Soa~. and W a m  M o d  Refonn in Enelish Canada. 1885- 
1925. (Toronto: McCleiland & Stewart Inc., 1991) at 10-1 1. - 
3 Richard Splane, W a l  Welfare in Ontario 1 79 1-1 893 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1965) at 226. 
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with the law, there arose the question of where to put these children. In the face of a 

rnovement that was arguing for cbildren as young as swen to be removed fiom the 

penitentiary the provinciai government was placed in an awkward situation. Where 

do you place children who have committed a crime? On the one hand was the 

argument that the fedeml penitentiaries and reformatories were too harsh an 

environment for children who instead of king reformed were king schooled in 

crime by olde-r inmates. On the other hand the argument was that children who 

committed a crime so young had to be stopped and reformed so that when they 

entered society as adults they would be more indined to iive a Me of obedience to the 

law . Thus, the industrial schwls seemed to be the solution to the juvenile crime 

problem. Here, it was believed, children would benefit fiom hard work, a basic 

e ducahon and moral and religious i n ~ c t i o n . ~  

It is important to note that the i n d m  schoois were only one type of 

institution for children during this M i e .  There were other 'homes' for children where 

they could be housed and kept out of trouble. These privately run institutions were 

not monitored by the provincial government although they did receive minimal 

hancial assistance at tirnes, These 'homes' were called children's homes and were 

rneant for orphaned children. These institutions were generally nin through a church 

organization and whiie they hold  the^ own place in Ontario history , chüdren's 

homes are beyond the xope of this researdi. The research presented here is meant to 

examine industrial schools diat were state spoasored and rnonitored, in this way it is 

4 Carol yn Strange and Ti Loo Makinn G d  Law and Mora1 Rqplation in Canada. 1 867- 1939 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997) at 50-5 1. 



possible to see the infiuence the state had in moulding it's fume citizens. 

Research Goals 

It is important, in rny opinion, to study the industrial schoois system in 

Ontario for four main reasons. F h ,  the industrial schools act as an excellent marker 

of the wider range of reform initiatives affecthg children. The initiai concept of the 

schoois emerge earlier than other refonn initiatives, although they followed soon 

after. In this way the schoois acted as a precursor to the child welfare movement and 

the quea for juveniie justice. While the schools were developing, other movemenn 

for reform grew rapidly within society and generated public support of the schools. 

The industrial schools system began as an educational institution meant to house and 

train children taken fiom either the street or fiom poor homes. As reform initiatives 

evolved so too ciid the schools, and during the end of the nineteenth century and the 

beginning of the twentieth century the schools' population underwent a dramatic 

change. The 'poor and neglecred' chiidïen had been to a large degree replaced by 

juvenile delinquents, hardened aiready by their experience with the criminal justice 

system. As the schoois' popularity began to give way to new notions on childhood 

and children's righû, the soaal reform rnovemena continued to flourish, promoting 

family based reform for young people instead of institutional care. In this way the 

schools' original mandate to give chiidren a chance to leam a trade and keep them off 

the street gave way to new beliefk in the benefit of a îàmily environment in reforming 

children. As such, the foster care system undemit the schools' popuiarity for non- 

delinquent children, leaving the schools o v m n  with young people already found 



guilty of a criminal aa. Jane Ursel has noted that the social refom movements 

present within Ontario during the late nineteenth and eady twentieth cenniry enjoyed 

so much success because there was no opposition to the idea of morality that the 

social reform movement promoted.' Opposition to the industriai schoois 

nonetheless began to mount by the 1880's. oddly enougb. from the very social reform 

movements w hich had previously supported the in~titutions.~ Why had the social 

reform movement which had previously Sung the praises of this system begun to 

criticize the institutions? This question is important as it not oniy sheds Light on what 

was occurring in society but reveak how society was r e a c ~ g  and interpreting the 

law regarding children. 

Secondly, the study of the indusnial sdiools rnovement in Ontario is 

important because it signifies an expansion of public policy implementations fiom 

publicaly funded institutions to quasi-public institutions such as the Children's Aid 

Society. There occurred a shift in the pubWprivate dichotomy. Refonners in the 

early y e m  of the movement relied on the provinciai and f e d d  govanmenû to both 

punish young people guilty of a aiminal offence as wd as protect hem fiom a future 

of crime. During the rise of the industriaf schools, state intervention had taken the 

form of removing chilâren fiom prisons and reformatozies and placing them within 

otha public institutions - the industrial schools. In the iater years of the movement 

Jane Ursel. Private Liva. Public Poiicv: 100 vean of State Inmention in the Familv (Toronto: 
Women's Press, 1992) at 74. 

Lanard Rutman "J. J. Keslo and the Development of Chiid Welfarew in The Benevolait State: 
The Growth of Welfare in Canada eds. A, Moscovitch and J. Albert voronto: Garamond Press, 

1987) at 71-73. 
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the emphasis shifted to placing chilchen within a family environment, the favoured 

means being the foster home. Now state intervention was not needed so much in 

terms of wardens and guards, which remained as Eall-back measures, but in terms of 

legal power to remove children who were negiemd or in danger of negiect or abuse 

from their caretakers. The production of atizens by the state took a furttier step, at 

the urging of the refomers, to protect negiected and dependant children. The 

industrial schools act as a starting point for this shift in state intervention. 

Thirdly, the indusnial schools are important because they set the stage for the 

J u v d e  Delinquents An of Im(JDA). Ewmining the schools will aiiow me to 

show how far the province of Ontario and the federd govemrnent came in 

recognizing the particuiar requiremenn of children. to the extent that a 

comprehensive package of legislation was passed that was to involve both Ievels of 

govemment. This was to have a profound effect on the administration of cximinal 

law and how delinquent chiidren were regarded in society. The introduction of the 

JDA has special significance to diis study as it acts as a nopping point for my 

research. Through the passage of the JDA, legislators and reformers believed it 

marked the end of a muggle between the state and refmers regarding the need to 

balance a child welfare system with a juvenile justice system. That is not to suggest 

that the fight was over, indeed it would only get more complicated. But the 

importance of this act is that many of those involved in the nght for child welfare 

and/ or juvenile justice believed that they had effectively and responsibly established 

two separate systems for two separate groups of children. The JDA would both 

punish and protect young offenders and the Children's Aid Society would nurture 
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and protect neglected, dependant and abused children. Interdngly, reformers, 

politicians, and legislators of the t h e  did not realize that more often than not these 

two groups of children needed attention fiom both systems. 

The JDA attempted to change the way children were dealt with under the 

criminal law. While answering the needs of neglected and abused chiidren was of 

equal importance to children in conflict with the aiminal iaw, legislation regarding 

child welfare was weii in place 17 yean before a separate system of justice was in 

place for young people. The JDA attempted to respond to the many injustices 

committed against young people who became involved in crime, by its very nature a 

matter of pressing public concem, involving public processes. Child weifare was 

more of a private issue concerning the famiiy unit involving more hidden 

interventions in the private sphere of the home. The SDA itseif is beyond the scope 

of this study, but in removal of al1 young people fiom adult penitentiaries, prisons 

and common gaols, the sepatation of the adults and children during the aial and the 

various new niles and options open to the judges and magistrates regarding triais and 

sentencing of young offenders nonetheles had an effect on the system directed to 

other children in need. 

Finaiiy, examination of the industrial schools system aliows for further 

opportunity to undemand how middle dass d u e s  and discourses reached a a d ' s  

everyday We through basic education, religious instruction and industrial training. 

There has been a great deal of schohhip within the past twenty f i e  yean devoted 

to the social reform movements in Canada and to the part that the micicile class had 

in regulahng the working and lower classes. What I am eager to discover is the 
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amount of power the wmking dass held within the social phenomenon that 

historians and sociologists have termed moral regulation. It is simpler to assume that 

the working class were regulated by a more powerhil, and socially inciined mime 

class; it is far more difkult and interesting in my opinion. to begin with an 

assumption that the working dass did possess an element of power. By voluntariiy 

placing their children in these schools the working dass were empowering their 

chiidren with knowledge. While the educarion the chilken received was geared to 

keeping them within the working dass, it is important that the working dass in some 

cases did take the step themselves and enrol their sons and daughters in the schools to 

learn a trade, an opportunity they would otherwise have not received. 

There was an onslaught of new ideas and solutions on how to curb the 

negative effects of industriakation and urbanization, apart from the criminal justice 

institutions and the industrial schools. There were other movements that resulted in 

institutionalized care for chiidren. Coupled with ideas about puming society 

through prohibithg alcohol, illicit litmature and other sowces of vice, some 

reformers worked tirelessly for the mental hygiene movement There was a move to 

institutionalize anyone, especïaily chiidren, who were perceived to be mentally 

disabled in any way. The mental hygiene movement was masked in the movement 

to improve the g e n d  health of aU Canadian chiidrem Refonners were concemed 

how the feeble minded would affect society at large. It was believed that ail 

conditions of perceived mental disordm were inherited and if the members of this 

'unfortunate ciass' were institutionalized then the cyde could be broken. The danger 

of the racial dedine of Canadian Society became motha platform for the mental 



hygiene movement in Canada.' 

Many children did not Mi under this category of 'retardeci' but were 

nonetheles segregated due to physical disabilities. During the late nineteenth 

cenniry a number of schoois opened their doors to the exdusive education of the 

deaf, blind, and mute.' Finaiiy the issue of inf'mt m d t y  feu under great s c n i ~ y  

duMg the last quarter of the nineteenth century. New advances made in public 

health indicated that high infant mortality rates were not necessary (at mm of the 

cenniry Ontario neariy 1 in wery 5 Canadian babies died). The Ontario kgislature 

passed an act c a U g  for the licensing of infaat homes so they could keep an eye on 

health issues. Not surprisingly , this legislation was not actively enforced but by 190 1 

organizations such as the National Council of Women were teaching new methods 

to mothers, such as home pasteurization of mik. Foundling or infant homes also 

improved their techniques and the infant mortality rate eventually dedined.' 

While there were a number of institutions devoted to the care of children 

under various circurnstances, 1 have chosen to focus on the industriai schools because 

these schools were concemed not with mental or physical disabiiities but with the 

social disabilities of the chiken. I th& it is interesting to trace how quiddy the 

schools rose and fd in popuiarity, starting out as a second chance for misguided 

youth and evennialiy becoming a dumpmg ground for rebeilious hardened young 

Sutherland. mura note 1 at 71. 

8 Constance Backhouse, Perticoats and W d i c e :  Women and Law in Ninaenth-Centun 
Canada (Toronto: Osgoode Smety, 1991) at 183. 

Y Sutherland, suma note 1 at 56-58. 
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people, who by the saving gace of the 1908 J u v d e  De!liaquents Aawere below the 

age limit to be sent to an aduk jail. As well, it is important to study the schools if we 

are to effectively understand the sauggle between public and private concems for 

children which was played out in the battle between supporters of industriai schools 

and supporters of the foster home. By focussing on the industriai schools I wiU be 

able to effectively analyse this tension. 

My focus on the industrial schools stems from an interest in the changing yole 

of the law regarding chilchen and young people. A great deai of legal changes 

regarding children occurred in a relatively short period of tirne. 1 want to know and 

understand what sparked and motivated these changes and how did both the state 

and its citizens reaa to these changes, if at aU. Any time there is a new type of 

legislation passed it causes issues dong enforcement and jurisdictional lines.1° 1 am 

interested in the ripple effect chiidren's legislation had within both the law and 

society . 

Throughout this thesis 1 wiil assert that the thnist behind most reform 

movements and specificaiiy those r e i a ~ g  to children was one of moral regulation. 

As suggested earlier, in the Fdce of a changing economy, population and d e t y ,  

many affluent citizens felt that many of the social issues of the &y were directiy 

10 Snange and Loo, SuDra note 4 at 5 .  
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related to an moding moral base." Moral regdation is a concept that will be more 

hlly discussed in the foiiowing chapter, but it is important to indicate the b k  

between moral regulation and law here. For middie dass reftmners of the hte 

nineteenth and early twentieth century it had becorne important not only to reguiate 

their own personal space but the public sphere, as well as other people's personal 

space, specifically those of the lower ciasses. In ordm to effectively do this there was 

a call for the provinciai and federal governments to step into the private sphere, an 

area previously devoid of state intervention. and regulate the private sphere through 

legd means.'* The iaw had symbolic and regulatory funcaions. Although it was an 

authorkative statement of disapprovai its most important role was k i n g  reactive. 

responding to immorality after it occurred and punishing accordingiy. Thus, the iaw 

and moral reformers had to corne together in a workable pamership and fom what 

Carolyn Sûange and Tina Loo have temed "law in action". In this way the federal 

and provincial govemment legislated certain behaviour as iiiegal. Refomers were 

then responsible for the pressures put on everyday society to act rn~rally.'~ 

The use of this concept is informed by scholarship in the fields of social 

history and law regarding children. 1 will use kgal concepts and rnethods to access 

the legislative changes made during the iate nineteenth and early twentieth century 

regarding children. These statutes, and processes by which they wae produced and 

' ' Valverde. suma note 2 at 12. 

" Suange and Loo. su~rg note 4 at 60. 

l 3  &&.at19. 



adminûtered, are cenaal to the themes of r e f m  and children because they were the 

most obvious means of state fe8uhtion. 

Howwer, research of the law. and its administra . . tion is not sufficient for a 

comprehensive understanding of these issues. For instance, while changes in the 

administration of criminal law and sentencing can teii us a great deal about how the 

Canadian justice system reacted to change feit within Society, how are we to 

undemand how the law responded to and flected Ontario social interests? To 

understand this 1 wiii rely on the field of social history. Social history has k e n  called 

'history fiom the bottom up' and ' history with the politics left out'." A dearer more 

precise definition cornes fiom David Gagon and H.E Turner who define social 

hinory as: 

... the study of historicai processes which prompted change and 
con~u i ty  in those social relationships that, taken altogether, d e s a i  
and explain a whole way of Me. Soaal history, in short, is the stuff of 
societal history if, by society history, we meant the total human order 
in a given era, age or epoch.....also history that mats Society notas a 
museum of amfaas to be descriid, but as a constandy changing 
archive of public and private experience.. . 1s 

Gagon and Turner break the field of social history into three main sections: women, 

the working class and societai reformation16. Chiken fbil neatly into the field of 

social history; dearly they are the actm in Society with the least amount of control. 

14 David Gagon and H.E. Turner, "Social History in Canada: A Report on the 'State of the An' " 
in C o n t m r a r v  Aumaches to -an Histow eds. Car1 B e r p  (Toronto: Copp Clark Piman 
Ltd., 1987) at 89. 
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Since the main sea of people 1 intend to examine are those under the age of 18 and 

predorninately fmm the working dass, working within a soaal history fkmework 

makes good working sense for the research to foiîow. 

How then to effectively combine these fields? Previously. most legal 

histoncal work was dominated by practicing lawyers with a focus on technical 

domine and its development. The 'new' legal history is concenieci with the broader 

forces at work behind the aeation of iaws, how these laws are adminisûated, and 

how people experienced them.17 These questions reveal the interactions between the 

law and society. This can take the fonn of the soQal history of crime and 

punishrnent. British social historians for instance, have tumed to the records of 

criminal courts for insight into the lives of those who left few records of their own. 

This interdisciplinary approach has been extended to the M y ,  women, dass and 

race. I s  This type of history seeks to uncover the exteriences of those who were le ft 

out of traditional historiai accounts, espediy those of women, children, and other 

marginalized groups. By tuming away fiom a whiggish focus on great men and their 

politicai and economic achievements or a doctrid focus, we widen the historicai 

i n q u e  into what is signifi~ant'~ 

My theoretid fiamework takes a skeptical look at the state's role in chiid 

" Barry Wright. "An h c r ~ o n  to Canadian Law in Historyn in Canadian Pmmgctivfi on Law 
and Sderv:  I s s u a  in Hinory ed. W. Pue and B. Wright (Onawa: Carleton University Press, 
1988) at 7. 

I8 Jim Phfips,  "Recent Publications in Canadian Legal History" in Canadian Hisoncal Revim 
vol. 78 no.2( June 1997) at 237. 

l9 Veronka Snong-Boag. uWriring About Women" in Wnting About Cana&: A Handbook for 
Modern Canadian History. eds. John Schultz (Scarborough: Rentice-Hall Cana& Inc., 1990) at 1 76. 



welfare legishion and especiaiiy at the invohrement of the govemment in the 

indutrial school systern and the Juva i i l e~quents  Act IM8. 1 question the 

justifications for these measures. The purpose is to investigate whether or not the 

state and the social actors who influencecl it reaiiy believed they were 'swing' these 

chiidren. I suspect that the government really did believe they were rescuing non- 

deinquent children through the development of proteceive legislation, and the 

establishment and support of the fme~ home. With regards to deliriquent cbrtdren 1 

believe that the govenunent attempted to reform rather than rescue these children. 

By reform 1 mean to Say that the govemment, consistent with middle dass values, 

attempted to ensure that the children would grow up to be working dass adults. 

The methodology of this research will take two foms: content analysis of 

secondary sources and primary research of legislation and archival source material. 

The secondary source material wiiî work to do w o  things. First, it wiU set the stage 

for the primary research to foîiow. In my next two chapters I WU explain the concept 

of moral replation and how it relates to existing researchuig on the idea of the new 

chiidhood and the infiuences and events leading up to chiid welfare legislation. In 

this way, the secondary source materiai will set out a context for the original research 

to follow. 

I intend to focus on legisiative initiatives as a reference or starting point to 

guide my primary research. The legisiation 1 deal with in my research was drafted, 

inplemented and enforced by pnvileged groups, and refetence to other primary 

sources is necffsary. One of the problems with pimary source research in archives 
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to how to fil1 the gaps in the historiai widence and I acknowledge that such records 

usuaily reflect a privileged human hand and therefore that person's perceptions and 

views about events. How does one recover the eXpenences of people who left few if 

any records of their own, an important issue when it cornes to children? Mincihl of 

these lùnits, I have been able to separate my primary research into two main areas; 

newspapm and governrnent papas. Litmature fkom organizations such as church 

newsletters. ti ty newspapers or reform propaganda aie important as they aiiow the 

researcher to uncover what a wider segment of society (albeit largely privileged) felt 

toward working class children and the legislation perraining to children at the t h e .  

The next chapter sets out the political and social context by exploring the 

themes just introduced: Nation building, state formation, moml regdation, the 

development of the new childhood, and refom movemenû. I have organized 

chapter two into two main categones, each with sub-g~oups. The fmt section will 

deal with state development. Within this theme of state development 1 w u  deal with 

nation building, the sorthg out of jurisdictional difficulties, for example, and sme 

formation the production of ideas and identities. 1 beiieve it is important to 

investigate the how Canadian avil Society, and atkens residing in Ontho  were 

being regulated and moulded by the state. As a starting point, it is essential to 

understand what the policy prionties of both the provincial and federal governments 

were in relation to children. When was state inmention into the hves of the 

country's most wlnerable &kens deemed necessary? Why the dtsplacement of the 
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role of the traditional patriarchal fsmihr on selected matters? A final subsection of 

the state development theme deals with the concept of moral reguiation. This opens 

the way to the mdy of civil society , induding dass issues between the reformen, 

predominately fiom middle das;, and those king 'saved' , in this case working class 

and lower dass children. Moral regulation provided the bridge between child welf'e 

initiatives and broader pressures to sustain the existing social order. prwent fiiture 

crime and conmbute to the task of nation building. 

The second section wili focus on the social and politicai context, in particular 

social reform movements that emerged in the late nineteenth century, namely the 

'new childhood'. 1 believe it is important to dûcuss the development of the 

phenornenon Neil Sutherland has tenned the 'new chiidhood'. This was a move to 

seeing the child as a penon with hindamental rights and needs. The change to 

viewuig the chiid as a winerable person in need of guidance spuned the giowth of 

many reform movements. Women, specifically mothers, pkyed a fundamental role 

in the 'new chi ldh~od' .~~  The reform impulses of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century greatly dected the chiid welfare movement. In this section 

attention wiU be played to social r e f m  groups such as the Soaal Gospel, the 

Wornen's rnovement (matemai feminism) and the tempeance movement. 

Chapter three deais with the legai context, fmssing on legislation passed 

regardhg chiid welfare and juvenile justice issues. It traces each important piece of 

legislation passed since the aeation of Uppe~ Cam& until1908. It also deah with 

20 Sutherland, supra note 1 at 12. 
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the older cornmon law approaches to the family and the courts in passhg. The most 

important or ground breaking pieces of legislation are disçussed fully, taking into 

account various pressures fiom members of society and the legislacure. Throughout 

this chapter I attempt to dosely tie in the themes of nation building and state 

formation and the legislative responses to this. 

Chapter four focuses on the creation, development and organization of the 

i n d u d  schools. This chapter is designed to investigate the schools' cumculum, 

discipline, daily scheduie, population and organhation, as well as tying in the five 

main themes of the researdi. The changing role of the schools is important to this 

chapter as it illustrates how the idea of nation building evolved during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth cenniry. This chapter also facilitates a discussion of 

the m g g i e  between different re fom groups. favouring either instkutionalized care 

or private home care (foster home). Finaiiy, this chapter examines both the 

successes of the school and the criticisms and problems of the schools. 

The concluding chapter explores how the indu& sdioois coupled with the 

passing of the Juvslire Deiliaquena Act of 1908. The discussion wiii revolve around 

how the JDA affected the schools' organization and success. As weii, 1 will very 

briefiy introduce the JDA as a hirther means of reguiation and as a logid 

consequence of the fight for child wehre and juveniie justice. 

Before delving into the research at hand it is important to note that while the 

majority of the advances made through the movement will deal with delinquent 

children, nondelinquent children played an important role as weii. Children 

suffering fiom negiect and/or abuse during the late aineteenth cenniry received some 



relief with the passing of severai provinciai am. The gains made by many of the 

child savers regarding abusive and negiectfiil p a n s  have been weU documented 

over the past years, the real emphasis of the work presented here is intended to focus 

heavily on the industrial schools system as an agent of sociai conaol. The term 

'ini&&ile', whkh was used to d e s u i i  offences such as loitering and iarceny, act 

as a marker by which the research is to be measured. To M i y  and properly present 

the picture it is important to smt with the experience of noadelinquent chiidren to 

illusnate how the lives of 'incorrigible' children would be iater af3ected. 



Cbapter Two: Pofitrcal and Soc~~ài Context and litenhue Review 

B y the 1 880's Ontarians could no longer deny that society was changing. The 

political and economic dimate was developing in new ways that had a dramatic 

effea on society as a whole. Industriabed areas &ew people in and intense 

urbanization soon followed. Even the face of the population was changing as 

immigration increased and new cultural backgrounds intenningied with ewting 

cultural bases. The purpose of this chapter is to set the social and political stage for 

the research to follow. There is extensive historical literature on this area which is 

surveyed here. I will introduce and discuss the five main themes emerging fiom this 

literature of relevance: nation building, state formation, moral reguiation, the 'new 

childhood', and reform movements in civil society. It is intended that these five 

themes, combined with the legal themes examined in the n e a  chapter, will provide a 

contemal Framework for the primary research that foiiows in chapters four and five. 

The idea of 'building a society' was on the mincis of political leaders and the 

population at large during the iate eighteenth century, aithough there were different 

views about what this m a t  look îike within the Francophone population, loyalist 

refugees, British senlers, and other immigrants (liugeiy non-loyalist Arnericans). The 

native peoples were increasingly margiaaüsed and deaeasingiy had a say in this new 

society. By the mid nineteenth century, when the idea of a Canadian dominion 

made up of the British North Amdcan colonies and the notion of citizenship began 

to emerge, tensions between region and culture were not resolved, but only 



compounded by new social tensions with the beguinuigs of industrialization and 

urbanization. After Confederation, power mggies emerged on every level, 

especially between the central state and the provinces, and manifesteci itself in 

j urisdictional disputes. 

The ideas of nation building and state formation tend to overlap. Children 

were a key part of the quest to build a new nation and citizenship. Chilchen, 

namraiiy, are seen as the future generation of a country, fulfilling the perceived need 

for productive indusmous citizens. Children, particularly those fiom the lower 

classes, were viewed as piilticulariy dangerous. Ifa child was brought up in poverty 

or even worse, crime, then how could that boy or girl conmiute to the new country 

when they reached adulthood? The answer to this question cornes in the fonn of the 

development of institutions. When using the term 'nation building' I will refer to the 

institu tional developments designed to promote the strength of the country. The 

t m  'state formation', focuses on the related objective of moulding a productive 

citizen base, that is, the cultivating of a cornpliant and weii-ordered population. 

These two concepts tend to ovalap, but 1 wiU d imiss  hem separately. 

The themes of moral reguhtion, the 'new childhood' and reform movements 

in civil society are also closely iinked. We have aiready estabLished tbat during this 

transitional stage in Ontario history, members of the middle to upper dasses felt the 

need to regulate the behaviours of others in society. This shaping of behaviour and in 

many cases resisteace to the regulatiag of behaviours also worked to build the nation. 

Coupled with new ideas on childhood purity and innocence, and a variety of moml 

reform movements the stage was set for society to reconstnict itseif. Again we will 
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see this played out in the industria! schoois, chitd w e l h  issues and the quest for a 

separate juveniie justice system. As a working point L have found that the ovemll 

theme or final destination was the building of a new nation and the formation of a 

state, where the mechanisms used to achieve these were concepts such as moral 

regulation, new ideas on childhood and moral reform movements in civil society. In 

this way the five themes to follow are closely iinked together in the research to 

follow. 

It is important to take a historiographical look at the existing secondary 

literature in order to fbiiy understand how the research conducted here conmbutes to 

the existing scholanhip. When discussing the authors to foUow and their 

contributions to the topic it is important to remember that many fail to take the role 

of iaw into consideration. Until iecently, oren the uitical literature on a social 

movement did not adequately account for changes in the role of the state. What 1 

feel is missing from much of the secondary literature is a critical look at state 

involvement and, in particular, the role of law. It is my aim with the research 

presented in this thesis to fill the gaps in the exisMg literature regarding the role of 

the state and iaw. 

Paul Bennett has completed important research on the experience of the 

indusaial schools. His focus on the social history of the schools reflects a reaction 

agak t  the 'whiggish' focus on institutions and 'great men' in olda historical 

interpretations such as the 'nation building' perspective ewmined below. However, 

critical historians have begun to retum to the study of institutions and their relation 

to social Me, as reflected in the themes of state formation and moral regulation, also 
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examined below. This study reflects this move to 'reinstitutionalise' history, by 

paying parth1a.r attention to the law and the state h m  a criticai perspective. 

The industrial schools wiU be examined extensively in chapters four and five 

but it is important to again define the schools in iight of the themes that I set out in 

this chapter. The indusaial schools were state sponsored institutions that were meant 

to house chïldren found wandering the city streets neglected or dependant The 

schools were &O set up to give children guilty of petty offences a second chance. 

The premise of the schools was to educate the children of the working and lower 

classes and transfom them into industrious hard working citirens. Within the 

schools walls these children were taught to embrace Christianity, morality and 

middle c k s  values. Basic education was offered but more irnportantiy these 

children were nained in slcills such as carpentry, and shoe making. The idea was to 

educate these children in the hope that tbey would carry these skills with them into 

adult hood and contribute positively to society in Future years. These objectives 

reflected the concems uncovered by those working on the political and social life in 

Canada and Ontario in this period. 

a) Nation Building 

The aeation of the Canadian state was in progress weil before Codederation 

in 186% The British conquest of 1759 added to British North Amerîca as the otha 

Arnerican colonies in the han& of Britain (witb the exception of Nova Scotia) were 

lost. Quebec acquired a civilian govemment and administration of law under the 

Quebec Act, 1774. The Constitutional Act of 1791 divided the province of Quebec 



into two new provinces hown as Uppef and Lower Cana&. The geographical 

divide was made dong the Ottawa River. There had been a push €rom the Loyalist 

population to have a separate province that resembled the British methods of law 

and land division as opposed to the French CM iaw and seigneurial land system. 

The Constitution Act of 1791 was not oniy refiective of Loyalist concems for the new 

colony and British reaction to the A m e n  rwolution, but also ofconcems 

stemming frorn the French re~lut ion.~'  Murray Greenwood and Barry Wright write 

that these attitudes: ". . . had an impact on the structure of representative govenunent 

(a powerfûl appointed legislative council) and on the administration of law (which, 

through the Judicature Act of 1794, was closely modeiied on the English system but 

was also heavily centralized and executively c~ntrolled)".~ 

These tensions between these institutional structures and the social and 

cultural divisions conmbuted to the rebellions of 1837-1838. The union of the 

Canadas, responsible government, and Confederation in 1867, were institutional 

responses to the crisis of the colonia state. Macdonald's "national policy" followed 

yet this explicit drive towards nation building would cause yet further tension 

between different levels of government and différent social groups in society . 

The rebellions challengeci the political culture that had existed for years and 

" Murray F. Greenwood and Barry Wright "Introduction: State Trials, the Rule of Law. and 
Executive Powers in Early Canadaw, in Canadian State Trials Vol. 1 : Law. Politics. and Security 
Measures. 160% 1 837 (ïoronto: University of Toronto Press, 19%) at 2 1. 



paved the way for moderate reform." Lord Durham's famous report on the colonies 

of British North America entitled R p r t  on the Aaairs U> Bitish N h  A m e h  was 

completed and fded in January of 1839. Among Durham's recommendations for 

the political aisis of the colonies was respomible govemment (only realized ten years 

later af'ker the work of refonners Robert Baldwin and Louis Lafontaine in the united 

provinces of Canada and Joseph Howe in Nova Scotia) and for the union of Upper 

and Lower Canada (in an attexnpt to assimilate the two cuitUres; French and British). 

As Greer and Radforth point out, Durham's recommendations were foliowed by 

Lord Sydenham's work in developing a much more elaborate and utilitarian 

administrative state. So while responsible government made Canada more 

democratic the state itself became much more pervasive in people's lives.*" This 

introduced the foundation of state formation which wiii be examined shonly. 

Confederation and the range of nation building policies under the leadership 

of Sir John A. Macdonald foilowed, to resist American incursions. to tiu up the West 

with productive citizens, and parnier the state and capitalisrn, notably the 

development of the transc0n~enEd railway. This generated deep politicai confias 

between the federal and provincial governments whose jurisdictions were set out. 

The federal govemment's conml over the aiminal law and provincial control 

over education has particular relwance to the snidy at hand. The industrial schools 

"1 LM. Bumsed, The Peoola of Canada: A Prpconfirderation Hinon, Coronto: Onford 
University Press, 1992), at 249. 

'' Alan Greer and lan Radforth. "IniroducOonW in Colonial Leviathan: State Formation in 
Nineteenth-Centurv Canada, edi. Greer and Radforth floronto: University of Toronto Press. 1 Z a ;  
8. 
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system feu under the provincial jurisdiction but many of the concerns about children 

related to criminal law rnatters. Tension also existed between provincial and 

municipal levels of govemment as weU. Welfate issues cieariy demonstrate the point, 

as welfare policies fell under provincial jurisdiction. The provinces in turn delegated 

this responsibility onto the municipalities and the financial burden feu onto them? 

The municipalities, unabie to cope with the financial responsibility, ofken just ignored 

the problem. 

Mariana Valverde infoms us that the process of nation building is how race, 

gender and dass intert~ine,?~ a &finition that relates to the research at hand. The 

new nation was king developed through these interactions in both positive and 

negative ways. As a result, institutions and new practices, both political and legal, 

developed. Valverde goes on to say that there was a tension that existed between 

adopting British and American ideas and the desire to consma the young dominion 

as dflerent. Regulatory rhetoric of the t h e  was peppered with discoune 

emphasizing purity and moraliry. In an anempt to distinguish themselves fiom their 

British and American counterparts, Canadians focused on purity, snow, and 

whiteness, as metaphon for nahird innocence and cleaniiness. There was an 

assurneci Whiousness and pure image about Canada, assocjating its youth with 

childhood innocence and purity. These metaphors, and the many more that 

7 5  -- J-C. Turner and F, Turner, Canadian Social Welfàre. (Don Mills: Collier Macmillan Inc, 1986) 
at 54. 

'' Valverde. suma note 2 at 16. 



followed were rneant to promote a healthy and l e s  compt atizemy." This rhetoric 

wiil be explored in later sections. 

While the term nation building relates to institutional developments and 

policies there was a concern about citizenry and that some groups were more in need 

of character building than others. It was those who were perceived to be in danger of 

Faiiing that suffered the most pressure to be moral and virtuous citizens. As Valverde 

puts it: " . . .non criminal populations and in particulaf youth, were seen as requiring a 

process of character building, the individual equivaient of nation-buiiding.. ."." This 

new character was not solely based on sexual purity and morality for an individual's 

own good. Rather individual character building would benefit the nation when al1 

individuals came together to form a national identity - one of industry , morality and 

good health." 

B) State Formation 

Ian Radforth points out that British ideas of state formation were fuelled by 

social and political ideas in civil society such as evangelicalism, humanitarianiSm and 

utilitarianism." Radforth asserts that the Govemor General of Canada in 1839, 

Charles Poulett Thomson later Lord Sydenham, believed that the atizens of the 

" Valverde. gwra  note 2 at 1 6 1  7. 

30 lan Radforth, "Sydenham and Uaüitarian Rdormn in Colonial LeMathan: State Formation in 
Mid-Sineteenth-Cenw Canada eds. Grer and Radforth floronto: University of Toronto Press, 
(1992). at 64-66. 
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colonies also wanted the state to i n t e n e  to promoted unifonnity and effiaency.)' 

Fundamental to the theme of state formation is the production of good 

citizens. In the case at hand that meant produchg healthy chilchen, sunoundhg 

them with Anglo-Celtic, middle dass ideals and values so they would grow up and 

contribute to society as efficient citizens, rather than contribute to instability and the 

prison population. While the emphasis wiil be prirnarily placed on chilben, it is 

important to understand that aeating a solid cituenry was a phenornenon that 

reached ail members of society in some way. One way to ensure that the dominions 

citizens were 'good' was to encourage immigration fiom a group deemed to be 

desirable. Desirable immigrants feu into two main categories, those hom a wealthy 

background who had the financial means to facilitate immigration to Canada, and 

those fiom healthy stock who were industrious and strong bodied, to work the land.32 

Just as  new citizens were sought fiom abroad and brought over to be 

manufacnired from within to match the ideai of what it was to be 'Canadian', 

children were too." Jane Ursel's work on state intervention into the family is 

particularly useful here. Ursel describes a shift fiom familial patriarchy to social 

paaiarchy as a process of inaeasing state intervention into the family. Ursel goes on 

to argue that the fundamental principle of societies is the reproduction of its 

'' Radforch, suma note 30 at 74. 

" m.. at 78. 

Strange and Loo. suma note 4 at 9. 
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populat i~n.~ This priaciple can be applied to the case at hand as the goal duriag the 

late nineteenth century was not only the production of &kens, but the producsion of 

'good citizens'. The number of neglected children on die street contniuted to the 

fear as the 'quality' of citizenship. As weii, it appeared that women of chiid beaMg 

age were neglecMg their natural c a h g  and either having fewer cM&en than their 

rnothers or opting to have none at 

Early social and education poiicy presented obstades to state intervention into 

the lives of cliildren. One of Lord Durham's recornmendations was to impose a 

uniform system of education throughout the colonies. During the twenty to thirty 

years prior to confederation education was stniggled over between provincial 

govemrnent elites which favouzed denominational education and refonnen such as 

Ryerson who wanted a modem unifonn system of compukory public education. 

Interests were developing in using education as a method of ensuring that the hime 

adula of Upper Canada and iater the dominion would be governable out of their 

respea for British authority . a 

The development of mandatory public schooling is beyond the scope of this 

thesis, but its relation to the industriai schmls in terms of Citizen formation is 

apparent. Prior to the 187û's sending a child to school was a voluntary action and a 

decision to be made by the child's father. As a general rule the majority of a chiid's 

Y lirsel, supra note 5 at 4. 

" m.. at 36-37. 

'"adforth. am note 30 at 92. 



education was attained within the home. When churches became fùrther established 

in pioneer Canada the educative sphere was expanded to include both home and 

church instruction. As schools became more popular children attended in a sporadic 

mamer, depending on what seasonai chore was required of them at home. The 

School A a  of 187 1, legislated mandatory attendance for at least four months of the 

year. As weU, each municipality was now required to provide a hee common, or 

public school." The schools were organized in a fashion that would facilitate the 

beginnùigs of a moral and Christian utizenry. In a way the move to bring Canada's 

children together in a school room was a move to bring order to a turbulent society. 

As we will see later in the chapter when discussing the new childhood, Canadians 

were discovering the effects of environment on children. Many beiieved that if 

causes of crime such as radical thought, lack of mords and no religious base could be 

removed from a child's environment, then perhaps future aime rates could be 

curbed .3%0n Prentice clarifies this further: " The movement to send al1 children 

to school was above aii, a movement to bring sanctity and order to human affairs"." 

Another problem area reiated to the industrial schoois was social assistance. 

Canadian society had glorified se*suffiaeacy as a result of the tough pioneer 

conditions of the first half of the nineteenth century. The predominant attitude was 

that the poor shouid fend for thernselves because once assistance was granteci, 

27 Allison Prencice, The School Promoters: E ç i î s  in Mid-Nineteenth Centur~ 
UDW Canada (Toronto: McCleliand and Stewart hc, 1988) at 15-17. 

'' IbkJ.,at25-26. 

" - Ibid. 



citizens would become dependant, bzy and immoral." The public attitude toward 

charity was made dear in the Fe- 27 1874 issue of J'he Globg : 

In a new country N e  this we ought to find the problem [poverty] 
comparatively easy. Promiscuous alms-gMng is fktal - it is the 
patent process for the manufacture of paupers out of the worthless 
and improvident. A poor law is a legislative machine for the 
manufacture of pauperismP1 

It is because of these amtudes and the Failure of Upper Canada to adopt the Enghsh 

poor laws that the development of assistance for the poor were not pemimentiy put in 

place (during the fust legislature meeting of Upper Cana& in 1792 all English law was 

to be adopted with the exception of the poor laws and the bankniptcy laws). 

Historians have vigorously debated the rasons why these laws were excluded." 

Russell Smandych suggesa that perhaps these welfare issues were not seen as 

important when compared to emigration and military defencd3 This is consistent 

with the prevailing attitudes of the &y conceming nation building. 

By the later stages of the nineteenth century charity became more 

administrative and institutional. Previously, charity sought to deviate the irnmediate 

problem. Instead of %and outs', phiianthropists at the end of the century fmsed on 

training the poor in industrious habits and hygiene. As wd there was a move to focus 

Andrew Jones and Leonard Rutman, Jn the Children's Aid: J.J. Keh  and Child Welfare in 
Ontario. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981) at 16. 

J 1 "Charity, its aims and means," The Globe, 27 February 1874 at 2. 

" Russell Smandych " W i a m  Orgoode, John Grava Simcoe, and the Exclusion of the English 
Poor Law from Upper Canada" in Law Socim and the SUW: Essavs in Modem Leaal Historv. eds., 
F. Knafla and S. Binnie (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995) at 99- 102. 
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on those members of society that would best benefit the nation, ". . .ratha than give to 

old people, who were fivoured by mditiorial charity, there was a aew emphasis on 

children, and indirectiy, on women, for with them one was making an investment in 

the future of the nation" .& 

The C14an't-y Aid Act of 1874, The Factoly Act of 1884 and the Workmen 's 

Compaisahun Act of 1887are all examples of the provincial govemment stepping in, 

in an attempt ta get a handle on welfare issues. Private charities developed 

simultaneously with govemment programs, hospitals, orphanaga, and hostels. W ith 

the passing of the Charity Act the province was able to give hancial support to 

privately run organizations? This move was seen as a necessary measure, as the 

pnvate sphere simply could not cope with the problems. There was too much for 

members of society to deal with, both financially and through volunteerism. Despite 

the public view that financial assistance would produce a lazy and immoral citizenry 

the govemment had to intervene. It had become dear that the self-sufficiency that 

Canadians had prided themselves on had become an impossible task for some. 

CI Moral Remiation 

The idea of moral regdation is ciosely linked with state formation as many of 

the institutions and policies at the time reflected the attempt to impose moraiity 

through regulatory means, in spheres mch as education and social assisance as 

44 Valverde, supra noce 2 at 19. 
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discussed above. We see an inaeased intemention into private spheres, specificaily 

the family as well as econornic activity. With the inaease in industxy it had become 

clear that some regulation was needed in ternis of limiting houa. limiting age and 

establishing a minimum wage. Was this regdation rooted in economic issues or was 

this an example of the social sphae permea~g  the economic sphere? Some effects of 

industry, such as chiid labour and unsafe workhg conditions, had becorne a social 

problem and the state was subsequently asked to cross the line and legislate 

accordingly.16 This shift in the public and private spheies will be picked up again in 

later discussion. 

As we have seen, new state interventions were intended to build up good 

citizenship through regulation , social forces separate fiom the nate also contributed 

to moral regulation. Historiaas intluenced by the work of post modemists such as 

Michel Foucault have started to explore the complex web of power within and beyond 

the state. Since the state at various ievels of govemment aims to pomay itself as 

neutral, value fiee and an instrument of the majority, it becomes difficult for the state 

to become actively involved without first receiving some public pressure to do so. 

Once public pressure is placed on any lwel of govemment to change an e x i s ~ g  law 

or practice, the state can respond through legisktive means. It is easier to respond to 

the public cry for legislation regarding mord issues than it is to organize a moral 

campaip." It is for this reason that we see the state taking on a reactive stance to 

46 Valverde, suDra note 2 at 20. 

47 m., at 25. 
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social problems rather than a proactive stance. Thus, regulatory schemes related to 

morality generally originated in the private sphere through civil reform movements. 

Morality is an abtract concept with religious connotations and/or refmence 

to naturai law. Carolyn Stange and Tina Loo have adopted a definition of morality 

that 1 find to be useful for the purpose of this research: "..A is a stxategy of evaiuation 

or a means of distinguishing behaviour between goodness and badness. Thus, notions 

of morality dictate behavioural ide& ..."." Laws may regulate our activity within 

society, but not ai l  laws regulate our moraiity. Ln an effort to regulate the penonal 

space many moralists relied on Christian values and fundamental principles of nght 

and wrong . These are examples of social forces that operate some distance from the 

state but coordinate with it, notably through the law, in the regufation of moulding its 

citizizenry ." 

What is central to the idea of mord regulation is that laws based on morality 

are not neutral as the legislators daim them to be. Strange and Loo inform us that 

moral regulation achieved through the work of three sets of actoa; the federal and 

provincial States, Roman Catholic and Protestant churches, and the local 

communities." By the latr nineteenth centwy Canadians wae not ody working tu 

irnprove themselves and those around them. but they were calling for the state to 

throw some power behind regulatory agendas. Examples of this can be found in the 

many urban reform movements of the penod. Each movement was based on the goal 

4R Strange and Loo, supra note 4 at 4. 

4"J ibid, at 4-5. - 
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of eliminating a 'vice' fiom society , such as irnproper sexual behaviour, illicit 

literature, aicohol., gambling and prostitution." Vices such as these were seen to be 

the d o d d  of a g d  Canadian family and ultimately a productive healthy atizenry. 

We wiii examine the law in more detail in chapter three, but as we have seen 

earlier in this chapter the British North America act gmnted the federal govemment 

the right to legislate criminal laws. Although the criminal law was derived from the 

federal govemment, its enforcernent fell under provincial jurisdiction. The courts and 

police of particular provinces had their own agendas for mord regulation and were 

subject to local pressures. As a general rule the in the early national pdod the federal 

govemment reacted to inappropriate behaviour after it had occurred. Ln this way the 

federal government was taking a reactive stance towards crime as opposed to a 

proactive stance. EssenMy the federal govemment relied on the criminal law to 

impose morality &er an immorai a a  had occurred." This set the stage for a 

jurisdictional tug of war regardhg the legislating ofbehaviour. 

Some histoniuis have used the term 'social control' to explain the state's power 

over its citizens. However, if we assume that control occua, then it is difficult to 

account for ineffective laws or institutions that Eail to contr01.'~ As we w 9  see, this is 

the case with the industrial schools; dearly the evidence points to the fidure of the 

schools as they closed after a relatively short nurnber of yean. It would be almost 

" Strange and Loo. suDra note 4 at 60. 

Ibid.. at 18-19. - 
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impossible to explain the failure if 1 did not take into account that other hctors were 

at work. The state may weii have had the physical control of the chilchen in that they 

were placed withui the schools and submerged in middle class ide& and values. It is 

important to accept the fact that the chiidren. their parents, and other members of 

society held an element of conaol in the process as well. This is why moml regulation 

theorisû have emphasized, forces beyond the state. Control can corne From religious 

instini tions, sc hoois, factories, families and peer g r o u p ~ . ~  

Strange and Loo use the concept of "law in action", that is laws that are 

backed by a societal force.'" I d  this to be a useful concept to the research at hand. 

Had societal forces, namely from the middle dass not k e n  behind the legislation that 

regulated delinquent and nondelinquent children, many initiatives regarding children 

would not have k e n  possible to impiement, no matter how important the state 

regarded them. In reaiity, law on the 'books' is v e q  different from law in action as 

we wiil see in the next chapter. A legal reformer may set out code  a law but is 

unaware of the enforcement problems, and unexpected consequences. Once a law is 

on the books it does not mean all the work is done. As weii, there may be a difference 

benveen intended effects and actual results. In hct, as the authon suggest, the 

regulation itself ofken turned out to be worse than the moral dilemma to begin with? 

54 Suange and Loo, supra note 4 at 5. 
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dl The 'New Childhood' 

A fourth relevant theme in the historical Literature examineci in this thesis is 

the concept of the 'new childhd'  . Neil Sutherland argues that the early traditional 

view of the child was that of a miniature adult. Canadians of the nineteenth century 

rarely discussed issues of child neglect and abuse, as people either did not want to 

interfère in the traditional family relatiooship or did not see these abuses as a problem 

at ail. The idea of the family as soictly part of the private realm was h l y  

entrenched in the mincis of Canadians at lem during the early part of the century. 

There was also little awareness of the motional needs of the child and children were 

not seen as individu&. Instead, they were expeaed to participate hilly in the fkmily 

economy." One f m e r  who had emigrated to Canada found that in Britain his 

children were iike a 'rope around his neck' whereas in Canada they were the 'source 

of his wealth'." 

Hard work was central to a child's life and what occuned during childhd, it 

was believed would ultimately determine the type of adult a child would eventualiy 

become. Sutherland maintains that pre-1880s adults viewed the child as a form of 

'raw plastic' in need of king moulded and shaped by cornpetent, moral and Christian 

parents into cornpetent and independent adults. Proper nourishment, clothing and 

shelter were secondary to a child's upbringing. Mo& and good work habits took 

" Sutherland, suura note 1 at 4 5 .  

'' m..at 9. 
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It is important to note that the new attitude toward children in the hte 

nineteenth century was dearly reflected in types of metaphors or the discourse used to 

descr1"be children and childhood. Innead of the 'plastic &y model' children were 

seen as persons who needed support and encouragement in order to growf' 

Throughout the mid 1870's to 1880s concern for the welfire of chiMren was 

reflected in the development of institutional programs. The protection of non- 

delinquent children within the home had not yet developed and these chiidren were 

still without official rights and protection. This again stemmed h m  the idea that the 

govemment could not and would not enter a 'man's home', reinforcing issues of the 

male prerogatives reflective in the law . C hiidren were seen as the responsibiii~y of the 

parents, and what they saw fit to do with theu children regardhg discipline and 

upbringing was nobody's business but the parentsT, pasîicuiuly the father. During the 

1880's and 1890's there was a growdi of English Canadians who began to exert a new 

attitude toward children, and began to see hem more as individuals and hrnire 

citizens of the state and not so much as conmiutors to the family iacome. 61 

social shift in attitudes towards the child was ultimately reflected in the law, 

supporting anempts by both provincial and federal govemments to fater the 'new 

childhood' . Other reform movements conmiuted to this intervention, and the 

. . .  
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historical Literature on them will be surveyed in the final section that follows. 

el The Immediate Context of Reform Movements 

Since there were a variety of refom movements withia Ontario society, many 

of which have attracted considerable attention from historians, 1 have narrowed the 

survey down to the fields that I feei most greatly influenced and contriiuted to the 

chiid welfare movement, the industriai schools and the quest for a separate juvenile 

justice system. The reform movements I bave chosen to focus on are those that were 

religiously orientated and those led by women. Religion played a hndamental role in 

reform movements and 1 wili discuss the effea that the Methodist church, particularly 

the phenornenon know as the Social Gospel, had on children. 

Refom movements led by women f a  under the umbrefia of what Constance 

Backhouse has termed the 'cult of rn~therhood'.~' 1 have bomwed this term and 

under it placed the emergence of domestic science within the public school system and 

the support of wornen for the Temperance movement, through the Women's 

Christian Temperance Union. The nature of this section is historiographical as 1 

believe it is important to examine what research has already k e n  done in the area and 

present it in Iight of what I believe to have occurred. The purpose of this section is to 

examine the selected urban reform movernents in light of their conmibution to child 

centred reform in late nineteenth and early twentieth cenniry Ontario. 

Toronto is the focus as it was the dominant uty in Ontario in the late 

'' Backhouse. g~prp note 8 at 202. 



nineteenth century. Toronto expaienced the brunt of social problems, iacluding 

poverty, poor houskg, irnproper nourishment, high infant mortality rates, 

unemployrnent and sanitation problem~~~. Conditions of the Iowa and workmg 

classes were deplorable and it was clear to those of the upper classes that sornething 

needed to be done. Not al i  members of society were interested in child welfare; 

generally it was the affluent memben of the middle dass who had becorne influenthi 

through urbanization and indusmalization, who felt that participation in the urban 

reform movement, through a variety of ways, was necessary. Govemments at the 

provincial and federal levels were facing an urban aisis and among the more obvious 

problerns of urbanization such as poverty, there was an increase in saloons, 

prostitution, gambling, 'bad giris', and a decrease in church membershipM 

An awareness of chiidren Living in temile conditions soon arose and there was 

an effort to remove these diiltiren from the urbanizing effects of the city. The 

Children's Fresh Air Fund was created in 1888. Emphasis was put on the word 

'fresh' as volunteers removed poor chiidren from the city for a few short hours into the 

rural areas for the day and fdied them with good food and fiesh air. The problem was 

that after a &y in the country these chiidren were then deposited back into the same 

conditions diat had led the reformers to believe that a rural outing was necessary in 

the fint place. Another ewmple of society reaching out to the poorer children of the 

city r a t s  in the creation of the Santa Claus Fund. In 1888, child w e k e  refomers 

6 t J.M. Bumsted,ghe $esCanada: P 1 of (Toronto: OTord 
University Press. 1992) at 83. 

61 Jones and Rutman, junra note 40 at 12 1- 122. 
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threw a Christmas party for the poor childm of the city. Again, at the end of the &y 

the children were returned to the slums. Both the Fresh Air Fund and the Santa 

Claus Fund enjoyed continued success for many ~ears.~'  

By participating in both funds, either through voluntarisrn or Financial means, 

many wealthy and middle cias Torontonians believed they were contributhg to the 

moral and social obligations they felt were necessary towards less fortunate children. 

These organized activities were seen as an oppomnity to instiii in poorer childrea 

religious, moral ideals. Mannerly behaviour was encouraged as weU as a clean 

appearance? These efforts were seen as essential to middle dass reformers but it is 

doubâul if the children found much use for their newfound skiils once they were back 

in the slums. 

It is important to note that while many in society were involved in some way 

in the reforms surrounding children, middle dass women played a particularly active 

role. It is also important to note that the middle class reforma worked within their 

own perceptions and most refomers were from the middle class. According to 

Sutherland. Canada's middle class in the late nineteenth century was made up of the 

foilowing groups: prosperous fanners, skiiîed arthns and crafkmen, public 

employees, the commercial and business occupation, clergy, lawyers, judges, doctoa 

and dentists. With the excepéon ofthe bnm, m m  mided in the urbar! a r e a ~ . ~ ~  

Before delving into speafic reform movements, it is important to the research 

O' Jones and Runnan, wra note 40 at 31-32. 
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at hand to danfy the tension between rniddle anci working dass values. I do not want 

to claim that the working dass did not have a value base, or that the rniddie dass had 

a much higher set of values than the working dass. What is important to remember is 

that members from both these dasses were coming from different perspectives. 

Members of the middle class were concemed about working class children corrupting 

their own children. As weU, many of these neglected and/or delinquent children 

could be found roaming the meets. Begging children found on the streets tended to 

conflia with the prosperous, pure and dean image that Ontario wanted to project in 

the interest of nation building. Members of the working dass were concemed with 

surviving daily life and hophg to irnprove the Lives of their children. This is reflective 

in the practice of comrnitting one's own chiid to an indusmal school in hopes of him 

or her leaming a useful trade. Members of both dasses certainly had value bases but 

the middle class, the more dominant cias had concerns about the image of the nation 

and their own children's interests. 

Re&zous(y Based Refoms 

Legal and historical schoiars such as Richard Allen, Carolyn Saange and 

Manana Vaiverde have dearly established the importance of the relationship that 

existed between urban and moral reforrn movements and Cbristianity. The reiigious 

make-up of preconfederation Canada was cut dong regional lines, Lower Canada 

remaùied predominately the reaim of the Roman Catholic Church, while Upper 

Canada had a large Protestant foilowing dong with some Cadiolicism. The 

established church of the Upper Canada colony was the Church of England which 



was entitled to financial support fiom the me." By the mid nineteenth cenniry other 

churches such as the Methodist church began to gain support in the province. UnWre 

the Anglican and Catholic churches, the Methodist church reiied heavily on 

evangelicalism, m a s  participation in revivals and the emotional preaching of the 

salvahon of Gd. As J.M. Bumsted has noted : "For many in the establishment, 

violent passion and populism went hand in hand with rev~lution".~~ Perhaps a 

revolution did occur because by the late nineteenth century Canadiaas were faced 

with Danvinkm and a great questionhg of traditionaily acceptecl beliefk had begun." 

Society within Ontario had changed radicaliy during tbe late nineteenth century; if 

revolution had been foreseen by those of the religious establishment, it would be one 

fought on an inteiiecnial front. 

The Sociai Gospel was the passion behind the majority of social reform 

movements h m  1890 to 1939. The rmts of the Social Gospel can be found in the 

theologicai debates that arose during the last thùd of the nineteenth century. 

Throughout this time many arguments arose about the place of science and religion in 

society , biblical criticism, positivism and philosophical idealism." It was Weved  by 

members of society who had embraced the idea of i i i a l i sm and fiee thought that the 

only way for the churches to make themselves relevant and influentid again was to 

* Bumsted, aum note 23 at 257. 
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the church with sociai issues? 

1s it fair to say that the Social Gospel was a method or means for religion to 

recreate itself in a new Society? Perhaps this was the case; cleariy rewon and the 

belief in God was not enough to sa&@ the need of those who saw moral degradation 

and industriaiism as codependant. The Socid Gospel as with many other reform 

rnovernents of the time, was a response to the weakening family stnicture, increased 

p o v q  and perceived moral crisis that was tearing tbrough Canadian society in the 

late nineteenth and eady twentieth century. 

Nineteenth century evangelicalim had set the stage for the Social Gospel. 

Evangelicalism was not baed on the formality of theological issues or the religious 

hierarchies which mled other churches, but on the belief that religion should be 

active, and should be played out in s o c i e t ~ . ~ ~  The Sooal Gospel incorporated the key 

ideas of evangelicalism in its suggested refonns. Social pmblems were now seen as 

society's problems and not so much the problem of the individual.'' The movement 

cornbined religious and social reactions to a changing society. and used a collectivist 

approach towards social problems. Its memben beiîeved industriakation and 

urbanization produced an individualistic Society, a detrimentai side effect according 

to followers of the rnovement. Where other reform rnovements placed blame on 

individuais themselves, the Social Gospel centered the blame on an urbanizing 

72 R. Cook, suma note 7 1 at 132. 
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society that was losing touch with sound moral and Christian traditions." The 

movement strove to awaken the soaal coIISCiousness and a@ members of society in 

solving the social ills of the &y.% The concept of bmtherhood was fundamental to 

the Social Gospel movement. There was a c d  nom the movement for Christian 

businessmen to act in accordance with rnorality and Christian values and lend their 

support, both financiai and through volunteer work, to aid in various refom 

rnovement. 77 

The Social Gospel was a religious movement above aii  else, and its premise 

was to spread Christian influence into the social realm and 'save' people. Its 

participants believed that intervention by the public into the private realm had 

become a necessity . Thus, Social Gospelers pemnified the shift in Canadian sdety  

from the private to the public sphere. Despite the theologicaî elements of the 

movement, the Social Gospel did not consida itseif'to be a theological movement, 

but rather a response to human needs." According to the beliefk that underiay the 

Social Gospel, everyone in society was responsible for the existence of an imperfect 

world. J u s  as the way fiom life to death was through discoverhg the Kingdom of 

God, so was the way fiom social unrest to sociai orda." 

The Social Gospel movement was more than just about social refonn, it was 

' 5  Turner and Turner, supra note 25 at 33. 
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about social duty and the role that a good Chtistian played in society. Many 

Christians already beLieved in the benefit of sociai aaion was a way of life and a 

religious duty. But the Social Gospel had put a new spin on the matter and instead of 

the individual becoming a source of salvation, it was society acting through the state 

that would ultimately lead one to salvation. As a writer to n e  Weekin the 1880's 

put it "Christianity beguis t e k  From within, socialism fiom without" .m 

7he 'CM of Mor%rmhood' 

Woman were traditiondy at the centre of issues deahg with religion and the 

family . It was inaeasiogly perceived by many middle dass women that a breakdown 

of family cohesion had begun in the rapidly uibanizing society. It was a shon step to 

reform activkm when such hreakdowns were seen as a threat ro the edting social 

order." Out of this emerged several s o u a l  movements induding the Women's Right 

Movement. Within the movement was two main branches, the suffiagim who were 

fighting for the enfianchisement of women and the matemalists who were prornoting 

the 'cult of motherhood'. b t h  these branches found that they worked with and 

against each other at diff'ent times. The Women's Movement became a large part 

of the child weifkre reforrn movement. Through their fight for bettet protection for 

ch ildren, women came to be socially constructed in a new way. A new klief about 

women as mothers was glorified and promoted in society. Under the guise of 

80 Cook, suora note 71 at ?6. 
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maternalism Canadian women were able to extend their roles fiom the domestic 

sphere into the public. T.R. Monison desaiks the idealized version of woman 

during the late nineteenth century as one where the rnother held together the famiiy 

and stood as a numiring, moral and spiritual leader of the h i l y .  Essentiaiiy 

'wornan' and particularly 'mother' were meruit to personify superiority in both 

moraiity and religion. It was quite an image to live up to this expectation, yet the 

majority of women in Ontario during the late nineteenth century aspired to be such a 

noble being." Constance Backhouse calls this e l w a ~ g  of the role of mothering the 

'cult of m~tfierhood'~'. 

What is most important about the 'cult of motherhood' is that increasingiy 

many midciie class women felt it was their duty to add their 'moshering' touch to 

current social problems. The Family , it was arguai, was sirnply a "mini-state" and 

since women successfûiîy govemed the family through religion and moraiity, then 

the same rnethod could be applied to society as a whole. Carolyn Strange argues that 

many women saw their roles as mothers and wives as a civic duty, and therefore felt 

it was natural to extend their roles into society." 

As the concept of motherhood developed in the late nineteenth century, so 

too did a new recognition for the emotiod life of the chiid. There was a new belief 

in the influence of the environment on children, in that the actions of a parent could 

82 Morrison, suma note 81 at 47. 
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have drastic consequences for a child." An amcle in The Globe on Octoba 1S 

1890, shows that this ideai of mothers rnouiding their young sûongly existed: "...for 

the woman whose high and honorable office it is to preside over the home and to 

mould the minds of children in those years when impressions are so easily made"? 

Thus, women began to emphasize the need for stable, secure and Ioving families. It 

was believed that security , Christianity and moraiity iostilled at an early age would 

act as a preventative measure against future crime." Clearly, mothers played a krge 

role in the development of the 'new childhood'. 

The constniction of the woman as a dutiful housewife and a d o ~ g  mother 

was one that was personified through many organizations, ideals and institutions of 

the time. Two examples embodying the ideai of the 'new woman' were the rise of 

domestic science in the public school system and the Woman's Christian 

Temperance Union. The importance of these examples is that the dornestic science 

phenornenon embraced the ideai of woman as mother wholehearteâiy and without 

question. The WCTU, on the other hand, embraced the ideal but also used it to 

further their goals and empower themselves. 

The rise of domestic science in the public school system am as a dear 

example of the powerhil use of middle dass discourse to mobilue reforrn. Under the 

" Sharon Cook, 'Throuah Sunshine and ShaQa': Tbe Woman's Chnsaan . . Temmrance Union. 
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leadership of Adelaide Hoodiess domestic science was brought into the public school 

system with enthusiasm. H d e s s  argued that: "You pu@ society when you purify 

the home"." Hoodiess, consistent with matemalistic beiiefs, argued that mothen 

made an indelible mark on their chilken which ultimately shaped society. 

Therefore, good politicians and honest men were the produa o h  mother's nurturing 

love duMg the formative yeama9 Like many reformen of the t h e  she believed that 

a potential source of familial dhpt ion  was the tendency to 'blur' the boundaries of 

the male and female sphere. She argued that: "The subversion of the natural Law 

which makes man the breadwinner and woman the homemaker cannot fail to have 

an injurious effect on social conditions, both morally and physidy."" The 

reference to natural law again emphasked the Unportance of religion and purity to 

this ideal. 

Cenûal to Hoodless' beiiefs was that the e e ~ g  standardized training 

children received in the public school system was inappropriate. Males and females 

were perceived as different and had different roles to play in society and education 

should recognize, reflect and emphasize these Merences. Future mothers, as al1 

young girls were seen to be, could play a preventive role in soual reform by kaming 

at a young age domestic skilis and scientific child rearing9' Where younp boys had a 

need to leam mathematics and science. a young girl needed ody to h o w  the basin 

88 Morrison, suma note 81 at 67. 

89 bid. .  - 
Ibid - 

" Sutherland, suma note 1 at 1 33. 



of these disciplines so as to nin a household efficiently? By training the hinue 

mothers in correct theories of child rearing and domestic skills, then perhaps future 

social problems could be prevented. The Minister of Education, George Ross, 

responded favourably to the idea and offered financiai support, asking Hoodless to 

wnte a text book. Domestic Science for Public Schools was published in 1898, and 

young girls across Ontario began their training as mothen and w i ~ e s . ~ ~  

The text itseifis riddled with regdatory discoune. In the preface to the text 

book Hoodless States: "physiology and temperance pinciples pemieate the whole 

course of snidy. In addition to these are the direct lessow, provided by the practice 

work, in neatness, prornptness and de an lin es^."^ The ide& of purit. and 

temperance echo throughout the book. Reformers feared that many young working 

class girls were not receiving the proper education regarding domestic duties fiom 

their mothen. In this way the middle class women could step in and take part in the 

forming of new ideas, and ultimately regulate the lower cksses through theû 

children. These young girk were seen as shaping fùnire generations and conPibu~g  

to the task of nation building. HOOdless makes this dear as she dedicates the book: 

"To the school-girls, and funire housekeepers of Ontario . . . " ." 

The Women's Christian Temperance Union also serves as an excellent 

'' Morrïson. suma note 81 at 67. 

'' Adelaide Hoodless, Domestic Science for Public Schooh. (Toronto. 1898) at 5-8. 

'w Ibid., at 6. - 

'' w.,at 8. 
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example of the rniddle dass discourses placed on the working dass. The WCTU 

fought against the 'dernon mm' and was particularly concemed with the safety of 

women and children who feii victim to the dninken rages of husbands and fathers? 

Temperance-supporting women felt that they had a special duty to protect these 

wornen and especially the children as men had obviously faied them. Intemperance 

was not ody seen as a challenge to middle class life but also as a threat to Society on 

the whole. Blaming intemperance foi social disorder was a reflection of dass status 

as many WCTü memben were married to lawyen, doctors and business men. As 

the majority of convicted aiminals were perceived to drink, the WCTU had equated 

alcohol with criminai activity. The link was then further developed to children. That 

is, if children could be deterred fiom ciriinking, the future aime rates would be 

signifïcantly r e d ~ c e d . ~ ~  

The main goal of the Temperance movement and of the WCTü was to use 

prohibition as a means of preventing social dis or de^.^ The WCTLJ was no? dways a 

supporter of the enfranchisement of women but as they were forced to meekiy stand 

by and watch men vote, they realized the vote could becorne an invaluable tool to the 

temperance movement." The solution was to use sufnage as a means to get the vote 

which would enable the temperance leaders to vote Canada 'dry'. In this way, these 

Vb Wendy Mitchinson, "The W C n T :  'For God, Home and Native Land': A Smdy in Nineteenth- 
Century Ferninism", in A Sot Unreasonable Claim eds. Lin& Kealy (Toronto: Women's 
Educational Press, 1979) at 15 1. 

98 S. Cook, s u ~ o  note 85 at 8. 

99 Mitchinson, supra note 96 at 157. 
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women neglected to use the suffrage movement as a means for their M e r  

advancement and equality in Society. Lastead, they clung to the vote as a way to pass 

the social reforms they believed were necessary to keep women M y  entrenched as 

the moral guardians of society and the fmily.lm It is important to note that support 

for women's suffiage did not negate the belief in separate spheres for men and 

women'O1. 

Thus, througnout the latter part of the nineteenth cenniry the cult of 

moîherhood grew and gained a great amount of support. With the &wn of a new 

century the 'new womanhood' was f h l y  entrenched in society and the social reform 

movement was greatly aided by materna1 social ferninisa. The introduction of 

dornestic science in the public school system furthered the entrenchrnent of middle 

class values and ideais in the miods of young Ontarians. Not only did it redefine the 

woman's role in the house, it aiiowed reformers to believe that young girls would 

take home some of the middle dass values and ideas and apply it to their future 

families. Even if the mother of future generations was not nom an Anglo-saxon 

background, at the very least she wouid be rooted, to some degree, in middle class 

Anglo-saxon values and praaices. The WCTU had a duai hinction for women of 

this period. First, it dowed women to fight for the presemation of the home. 

Secondly, the union aliowed women to engage in activity outside of the home in an 

100 Mitchinson, s u ~ o  note 96 at 166. 

101 Morrison, suma note 8 1 at 6 1, 



acceptable manna.'" In this way women were able to came out a place for 

themselves in society. Sharon Cook argues that the WCTü's mission was central to 

the construction of a midcüe fhss as the p ~ c i p l e s  of sobriety , duty , thrift and family 

were at the founhtion of the middie ciass consciousness. 

Conclusion 

As Ontario was transfonned from an agriculturally baseci, rural society to an 

industrial urbanized province, the state and members of society found themselves 

running to catch up w ith developments. Ontario society was experiencing massive 

levels of unancicipated poveriy, unemployment and poor living conditions. As 

society continued to become indusoialized, the rate of people moving into the city 

increased steadily and the crime rates reflected this. At the same time the state 

developed at federal and provincial leveis, becoming more democratic but ais0 more 

interventionist, extending its reach further into civil society and expressing ambitious 

new plans of social regulation. Public support was aucial for the development of 

these interventions. This came fiom members of the middle class, united under 

various moral regulation movements. The ultirnate objective was the transformation 

of the lower classes into compliant citizens that would share in Ando-Saxon middle 

cias Protestant values. Crime prevention became a major focus of the moral 

regulation movement. Innuenced by the Social Gospel, matemal feminism, the 

Women's Christian Temperance Union and other soaal purity and wban refom 

1 O2 Mitchimon, suma note 96 at 153. 
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movements, the development of schools and chiM welfâre legislation refiected a new 

vision of childhood. Child welEue became integral to the building of a stable, 

capitalist and mord nation. 

As the Canadian state wolved fiom the colonial period to the post 

confederation period, society aiso changed and in many ways these two entities were 

reflective of each other. Coupled with moral regulation, we can see the dramatic 

push during the post confederation period, typically 1867-1 893, in legai 

interventions and legislation examined in the next chapter. 

In applying these themes, it is important to be reminded of the effem of 

industrialization and urbanization because out of these grew poverty, over crowding 

and crime. Children were sent out to work in the ever expanding work force to 

supplement the family income. Many were neglected or abused as their parents, in 

the smiggle to survive in a world of infiequent employment and economic hardship, 

feii into despair. Out of industriaiization and urbanization ako grew the urban 

reform movement to help reccify the problems of the city. In effect, the problem and 

the solution came out of the same source. The research to foilow would be seriously 

flawed if 1 were to aSSeR that a 'class conspiracy' was occuning on the part of the 

upper and middle dasses. Nor were they only trying to sweep these children out 

from the view of the public eye for the benefit of capitalism. On the other hand, it is 

&O unfair to state that the upper ciasses were involved in the child weifbe 

movement solely for the benefit of the children. 

The regulation of both delinquent and non-delinquent children arose within 

an unique period of Canadian history. Not ody were groups who dorninated the 
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state beginning to recognize some serious tlaws in how the country's young people 

were treated, but reiated issues such as poverty, crime, unemployment and violence 

were faced with greater urgency . Out of the accumulating pressures of 

industriaiization and urbanization, and all that grew out of it, the more anluent 

members of society came to organize a variety of refonn movements. Clearly, there 

were benefits to the privileged in society in p r e s s u ~ g  the lowei ciasses to accept 

middle class values. But the great arnount of good rhat grew out of these reforrn 

movements cannot be discouated. 



Chapter Inree: me Law and Legd Respodses 

The previous chapter set out the political and social context for this study. 

The thesis now tum to the legal context, focusing on legislative initiatives 

conceming children. The enactment of these laws were not isolated fiom the forces 

discussed in the iast chapter. They refïected pressures from reform movements and 

the social regulatory ambitions of the state. 

As noted earlier, it was much easier for the state to respond to public concem 

for children then it was for the state to launch the campaign itseif. State intervention 

into the private sphere, and in this case the family, had k e n  long discourageci as the 

family was a deeply entrenched institution itself', at the centre of the prerogatives of 

male authority. What is interesting about the law ewnined in this chapter is that it 

clearly illustrates a shift in the paaiarchal ordering of the fmily and the role of the 

state regarding children. The struggle to ovemide historicd practices, expressed 

w ithin the common law regarding the family , was a source of tension between the 

courts and legislatures demonstrating that the application of new initiatives was not 

always as straight fonuard as hoped. In an effort to implement new policies and 

legisiation, public opinion, legislators, judges, teformers and those king regukted 

were constantly ensued in stmggle. 

The Canadian responses to delinquent and nondelinquent children evolved 

during the nineteenth cenniry, from a loosely set network of ways to rid the state of 

the burden of an orphaned child, to the state playhg a more active role in the lives of 
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these children. This chapter will move through the yean of legishtion and public 

policy regarding the protection of children, the treatment of young offenders and the 

general care for aii cbildren in state institutions. We wili begin with Ontario in the 

late eighteenth century, with the fint piece of Iegislation passed in Upper Canada in 

1799 regarding the maintenance of chiidren, and wiii move to the incorporating of 

the industriai schools and the wentual development of the Children's Aid Society. 

What is fundamental to this chapter is the changing role of the law and how this 

affected the processes of state formation and nation building. 

The primary purpose of this chapter is to condua a chronological review of 

the legislation passed on the provincial and federai level pettaining to the welfare and 

maintenance of delinquent and nondelinquent children. 'This account relies heavily 

on the work of Richard Splane regarding social welfare policy passed in Ontario from 

1 79 1 - 1 893. 1 wiiî adopt Splane's t h e  fiaxnework for this chapter, that is 1 will divide 

the legislation into three perds: pre-union period, union period and post- 

confederation period. Each period shows the expansion of the state's social 

responsibilities. in some cases very clearly, and there are features of the state's 

approach toward children t h  are characteristic of each period. This chapter aiso 

briefly overviews the older common law approaches to children and examines how 

the new legislative initiatives wefe received by the courts. 

Historidy, before the nineteenth century iegislative initiatives, the state had 

very h i e  desire to get involved in any aspect of the pnvate sphere, and the fàmily 

was at the core of this realm. Common law reflected this by deferring to the 

traditional prerogatives of the male head of the M y .  The fàther or husband was 



the undisputed head of the W y .  For my pu- I consider the family to be an 

institution in itself, in fact the family was much like the state since both institutions 

were patriarchai and hierarchal in nature. Constance Backhouse inforrns us that the 

fuii weight of patriarchal Engiish common law was transferred to Upper 

Canada/Ontario.'" As a resulf women suffered greatly under the law in cases of 

rape, divorce, child custody, and a b d o n .  Fathen and husbands had complete and 

total controi over their wives and children in all areas, induding pro- and 

discipline. Children were the property of the father, and thus answered to him on all 

matters and he could condemn them to labour if he wished. Separated spouses had 

few or no rights of maintenance, divorce was extremely diffcult to obtain, and the 

father had the automatic right of custody. Baddiouse informs us: 

The family fundoneci under hierarchal structures, and at the pinnacle 
sood the fither, women were subordinate to men, and children were 
subordinated to adul B... Since the male head of the household 
generdy controlled family property it seemed oniy logical that he 
should have sole authority and control over the chil&en.'M 

Since the law was reluctant to interfkre with the hther's wide common îaw 

ngha. many women and children found themselves in unkarable situations upon 

family breakdown. As the nineteenth cenniry continued to change and the urban 

centre became a permanent fixture in Canadian Society, the h i l y  was forced to 

change dong with it. It was recognized that mothers and children lefk destitute posed 

social dangers. As a result, issues of separation, maintenance and child custody were 

-- 

103 Backhouse gmra note 8 at 75. 

IM Ibid at 201. - * 
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re-examined and in some cases legislated improvements for women and children 

were made. A problem existed when the new laws and judges who interpreted the 

law were in disagreement. Judges sometimes resisted the legislative interventions 

into the family, preferring the oldm common law. 

Child custody serves as an example of this. The provincial govemment 

amended the chiid custody laws which had previously hvoured the father, to indude 

the 'best interest of the child'. That is. a chiid was to be placed with the parent who 

would be of the most benefit to the child. W e  this may seem to be a triumph for 

women, the legislative amendment to the law was purely disaetionary in nature. 

The law had been changed but it was ultimately up to a judge to detemine which 

parent would best serve the needs of the chiid. In practice judges tended to interpret 

the best interests of the chiid in the new legislation in a patriarchal or traditional 

fashon, and more often than not the fàther was awarded cu~tody.'~~ "This was a 

clear throwback to the traditionai common law position, and indicated a 

considerable reluctance to permit the new legislation to undermine a fathers authority 

within the family".'m 

This brings us back to Stmnge and Loo's idea of 'law in action' and 'law on 

the books', introduced in chapter two. Clearly the new legislation had iittte effect on 

the practice of judges typ ldy  placing children under the custody of the fathet. It is 

important to keep the intended effects of the law (hw on the books) in perspective 

Io' Bachouse Supra note 8 at 205-2 12. 

lob ibid, 212. - 
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with the amal resulû of the law (law in action). It is only with the apptication of 

new laws by new institutions and agencies that operated separately from the courts 

that initiatives r e d y  took effect. The courts would take longer to shift. 

The legiskitive initiatives reforma pushed for regarding chiici welfare and 

juvenile justice would shatter the proteceive sheii around the family. As reform 

initiatives gained momentum in the later decades of the nineteenth century, the 

farnily found itself being pushed further into the public sphere, and the father's right 

to total control over his children was challenged. I do not want to give the 

impression that patnarchal structures were completely deconstnicted through 

legislative reforms. But I do want to demonstrate how the role of law changed from 

takuig a 'hands off approach to private fmily matters to becoming an intrusive 

player in family affairs and ultimately legislating itseif into the familial institution. 

Concem for the weii-king of children was in the han& of private volunteers 

who donated tirne and money to the cause. W e  the common law expressed 

official reluctance to become involved in family rnatten, the need to protea children 

who were homeless or neglected was recognized in Engiand. Although these 

initiatives were not state sponsored, it is important to note that Muential membes 

of society did not mm a blind eye to issues of child welfare. In 1522, some atizens 

of London petitioned the King to d o w  them to use the Palace of Bridewell for the 

purpose of lodging the poor and to train chil&en in industrial habits. By 1788 the 

Philanthropie Society of London had set to work to rescue and reform children. 

They attempted this by setting up a cottage system to house the chiidzen under proper 

supervision. The diildren, namely boys, were tained in agriculture with the hopes 
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they would lead an industrious Me.''' Thus the concem for the protection of children 

was not a new concept. What was new was the wentual public financiai support and 

acknowledgment that the state âid have a legal duty to protea and support diose who 

could not do this for themselves. What we see is that the legislation evolved from 

simply removing children from the srnets away îrom the public eye, to placing them 

withm state sponsored institutions with safeguards designed for their ' k t  interests'. 

Pre-Union Period ( 1 79 1 - 1840) 

The Canadian child welf'are movement gained great momentum during the 

latter part of the nineteenth century, but its beginnings can be found in the tail end of 

the eighteenth century. Despite the absence of poor laws, and perhaps because of it, 

Upper Canada led ali  the British colonies in the dweloprnent of child welfare 

legislatio n , w i th An An to Pm vide Tor the Educabh and Su- of O~phaned 

Childrm pwed in 1799. Under this a a  two Justices of the Peace could bind a chiid 

into apprenticeship until the age of twenty-one? The Orphans Act, as it was 

referred to, essentiaiiy rid the state of the problem of dealing with orphans as it 

aiiowed for the children to be forced into a masterlapprentice relationship. The 

Orphans Act, dearly set out that if'a chiid or chiidren were abandoned or orphaned 

by a parent or parents then that chiid could be entered into an indenture contract by a 

m agistrate: 

107 "Report of the Cornmissionen Appointai to Enquùe into the Prisons and Reformatories 
System of Ontario". Ontario Sessional Pa- 54 Victoria, no. 18. at 49 

I OS "An A n  to Provide b r  the Education and Suppon of Orphamxi Childreon Stanifes of 
Canada. 1799, at c.3. 



.. .it s h d  be lawful for the Town Warden of any Township where such 
chiid or childien shdi be, by and with the approbation and consent of 
two of his Majesty 's Justices of the Peace, to bind the said child or 
cMdren as apprentices, und he. she, or they, shall have anained the 
age of twenty one years in the case of males, and ee t een  h the case of 
fernales, and an indenture to this effect, under, their hamis and seals, 
and counter signed by two Justices of the Peace, shall be good and 
vaiid in law .'O9 

What is particularly interesthg about the legislation is that it took into 

account mothers. The Orphan's Act, stated that if the father âied or lefi the chiidren 

with the mother, then it was the mothet's decision, with the approbation of two 

Justices of the Peace, if she wished to bind her children into apprenticeship or not. ' 'O  

The act &O provided that if any h i l y  member was willing to take the child in, then 

the town wardens need not bind the child into apprenticeship."' Finaliy, if the 

orphaned child had reached the age of 14 then consent was needed before he/she 

could be bound to an apprenticeship."' Throughout this legislarion it is h t e r e ~ ~ g  to 

note that there is no list of obligations for eithe~ party involved. In iater legislation, 

the duties the apprentice owed to the master and vice versa were dearly listed and 

defined; as weU the consequences for not meeting these responsibilities were also laid 

out. Under the 1799 legislation it seemed that there was an assumed knowledge 

about what exady it meant to be an apprentice. 

109 'An Act to Provide for the Educarion and Suppon of Orphaned Children" Statutes of U w a  
Canada, 1799, c.3. at ,S. 1 . 
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Splane has noted three main problems with this legislation: fïrst, the act failed 

to indicate that the chWapprentice nee&d to be properly cared for. Secondly , the 

a a  faiied to provide the apprentice with a means to protect hirn or herselfagainst 

abuse or negiea from his or ha master. F i d y ,  the act faiied to make any public 

provision for a child who was unable to be placed as an apprentice. Il3 Yet the 

importance of the Orphans Act of 1799 was that it was the fint act to deal with the 

support and maintenance of children."' Despite the obvious failings of the 

legislation it must be put in the context of 1799 where a child was deemed as 

property and an invasion into a 'man's home' was both unheard of and unacceptable. 

It was only appropriate to intervene on behalf of orphans because they were 

inadvenently placed into the public sphere and became the govemment's 

re~ponsibility."~ 

An ACT to Pm vide for the Maintenance of Mons DkbIed, md the Wido ws 

and Cnildren of Such Psson as May be KtUed in H s  Majesty 's Smce was passed in 

18 13. The Militia Pension, as it was called, was important to the welfare of chiidren 

as it made provisions for chilben who had lost fathm during the war of 1812. The 

act provided that the widow and children of a soldier küied in the service would 

receive 20 pounds per year fiom the g~vemrnent."~ An orphaned child had to be 

113 Splane, pmra note 3 at 215. 

116 "An A a  to Provide for the Maintenance of Persons Disat,Ied, and the Widows and Chifdren of 
Such Persons as May be KiIled in His Majesty's Service" Statutes of Umer Canada, 181 3, c. 4. 
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orphaned through the death of a hther in semice to be eligible for state support. This 

slight shiFt in public responsibility was a sipniticant step, but not one that appiied to 

aii children in need, 

1827 saw the passing of the next major act regarding children. The G h i m  

Act dealt with the tridry question of who was rrsponsible for a child whose fither 

had died and mother was still alive."' As previously noted, under the English 

cornmon law mothers had few rights regarding their children. The Guardm Act 

provided that a judge of a probate or surrogate court may appoint a guardian for a 

child under the age of 2 1 .' l 8  

The issue of dealing with orphaned or abandoned children had become a great 

concem for Upper Canadians during the pre-union period. As sertiement continued 

to increase so did the number of orphaned and neglected children. The death toii on 

the immigration ships was high, and many children arrived in the new world either 

orphaned or without one parent."' 

It is important to note that this pre-union legislation did not refer to any form 

of abuse or neglect. The main concern of the legislators was to pass laws that would 

remove the burden of fatherless chiidren from the state. With the exception of the 

Militia Pension Act , financiai provisions for orphaned or neglected chiîdren were 

not set out. Further, there was no system of protection in place for chikiren who 

entered into apprenticeship or guardiamhip. The measures nonetheless opened the 

117 "The Guardian An". BNWS of Vnuer Cana&, 1827, c. 6. 

118 Ibid. - 
119 D. Owen Carrigan. Juvenile Delinauma in Cana4 (Concord: Invin Publiihing. 1998) at 3. 



door slightly to more extensive state intervention. 

These legislative responses are indicative of pioneer Canada attitudes 

regarding charity. The fear of sirnply handing out ch- to citizens refleas the 

reluctance of Upper Canada to adopt the English poor laws. A citizenry who relied 

heavily on the state would only cause future problerns as children would grow up 

expecting charity as adults instead of hding gainfbl employment. The Minors and 

Apprentices Act was an important law to ensure that poor children would grow up 

knowing hard work and skilled in a trade. This belief would later be echoed through 

the development of the indusaial schools. 

Union P e n d  (1 840-1 8671 

The Union Period saw great changes in the move towards protecting 

neglected and delinquent children. During this @od Upper Canada experienced a 

large population growth and, as the urban areas grew Wer than expected, many 

children were neglected, m g  and misaeated.'20 It was during the 1850's and 

1860's that there was first talk of a phenornenon called juvenile deiinquency and the 

problems that existed regarding chiiâren and the uiban centre. Consequently it is 

during this period that we see the fust pieces of legûlation regarding delinquency in 

Upper Canada. Splane notes that the government responded to the rise in juvenile 

cr ime in a reactive rather than pro-active mamer, thus the majonty of state action 

was in the development and establishment of prisons for young offenders. Again, 

120 Camgan, suDra note 1 19 at 6. 
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this new aiminal legislation fmeshadowed the development of the industrial schoois 

system. 

An A a  to Amend the Law Rdating ta Appmaaces and Minors was passed in 

185 1, and later slightiy arnended in 1859.121 The purpose of the a a  was to improve 

on the provisions set out in both the Orphans Act of 1799 and the Guardianship Act 

of 1827. l n  It is with this piece of legislation that it is dearly defined what duty the 

apprentice owed the master and what the master was responsible to the chiid for. 

The act clearly laid out in section 5 that the duty of an apprentice to a master was as 

foUows: " . . .That every Apprentice shali, d u ~ g  the terni of his Apprenticeship, 

faiffiiIy serve his Master, shall obey di lawful and reasonable comrnands, and s h d  

not absent hirnseif from his semice, &y or night, with his c~nsent".'~ Essentiaiîy the 

apprenticed diild was to be at the h c e  of the master at all  times. The duty of the 

master as set out in section 4 " ... suitable board. lodging and dothing, or such 

equivalent therefor as may be mentioned in the Indenture, .... and shaii also properly 

teach and insmict, or cause him to be taught and insmicted in the art and mystery of 

12 1 " An Act to Amend the Law Relating to Apprentices and Minors" -da Sututq, 185 1 c. 1 1 ,  
Consolidated Statutes of Upper Cana&, 1859, c. 76. 

122 This legislation aüoweâ a paren, guardian or other person responsi'ble for a child 14 years of 
age or olckr to have him or ha bound into appmticeshrp with his/her consent until the age of 
majonty. Any child over 16 years of age without a guardian could enter into a master/apprentice 
relationship on his or her own initiative with the consent of a master ï h e  act funher stated that any 
child whose parent or guardian was in a common gaoI or if the child was dependant on any public 
charity, then he or she could be bomd into apprenticeship with bis or her consent by any public 
official. 

I23 " An Act to Amend the Law Relating to Apprentices and Minon" Canada Statutes, 1851 c. 11, 
at S. 5. 



his made or calling".124 

What is most interesthg about this act is that for the fint time there were 

safeguards put in place to protect to some degree the apprentice. A complaint could 

be made against a master based on grounds of cruelty or irnproper clothing, food or 

lodguig. Lf'the complaint was found to be valid, then the sanction for the master was 

a fine of up to five pounds ancilor imprisomnent for up to one month on the dehult 

cf the fine. The termination of the indenture contract on the part of the child was 

remicted to the courts of the quarter session." An apprentice wishing to make a 

complaint against his or her master would face a great deal of delays and difficulties. 

Unfortunately for the child, the most vulnerable Party, the act failed to take into 

account the unprotected position of an apprentice. It would be fairly dficutt for the 

chiid to initiate a complaint without the master fiading out about it. Unlike the 

apprentice, the master could, at any t h e ,  break the indenture contraa. There were a 

variety of reasons that the master could be released fiom his obligations towards the 

apprentice, such as a rehisal to obey commands. If an apprentice broke the contract 

without the approval of the quart= session courts then he or she could be jailed for 

up to one month. If the child raa away then more rigorous action could be taken and 

the child could face up to three months in jail.126 

The temainder of the period saw the rapid development of institutions for 

124 " An Act to Amend the Law Reiating to Apprenties and Minors" Canada Statutq, 185 1 d l ,  
at S. 4. 

126 Splane, supra note 3 at 222. 
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orphaned, destitute and deliaquent childien. Durhg the 1830s homes for orphan 

children and unwed mothers began to develop. Also the push for compulsory 

education and public schools was gaining momennim. This is reflective of a new 

attitude toward social responsibility that was emerghg within Society. The move to 

develop institutions for children gained momentum in the 1850s and f k t  appeared 

in the larger cornmunities. As was usually the case, these institutions were heled by 

women's volunteer work and funded by private organizations with minimal hancial 

assistance from the  tat te."^ 

The devebpment of children's institutions marks an important development 

in the history of  chiid welfâre. Children's homes were onginaiiy intended as a place 

for children to stay while they awaited an apprenticeship contract. Soon it becarne 

apparent that there was a need to estabiish a long term system of are. Some of the 

homes were religiously based, and while some were specifically for either boys or 

girls, the vast majority accepted b~th.'~' 

While most of these homes did receive some sort of provinciai financiai 

support, incorporation was not a guarantee for financial assistance. According to 

Splane's research, in 1866 seven institutions for children and unmarried rnothers 

were receiving financial support fkom the provincial govanment. Ofthe seven 

homes, five received $640.00, one received $480.00 and one received $320.00 a 

year.'" Further, there were no provisions set out in the legislation for the inspection 

127 Splane, WDra note 3 at 225. 

128 Ibid., at 226. - 
129 @id. - 



of these homes until1857.'" An Ac? R e g  PlZsoas fOr Youag Meaders laid 

out the foilowing in section 4: "The Inspecton and each of them appointeci under the 

aforesaid Act shall have and perform the sarne powm and duties, with respect to 

each of the said Reformatory Prisons, as are vested in or to be perfonned by them or 

one of them as lnspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary of Canada ...".13' It is 

interesting to note that there was no time fiame given. That is, there was no 

provision set forth as to how many tirnes the young people's institutions were to be 

inspected. Even then the only record of an inspection was to the Boys Home in 

Toronto in 1861 on an invitation of the board in an unofficial capacity .13' These 

homes were not official indusmal schools, but acted as orphanages. Industrial 

schools sponsored and monitored by the provincial govenunent would not be 

legislated into effea until1874 and only upon an amendment a fûii decade later 

would the f k t  one officiaiiy open. 

As juvenile crime continued to rise, it was becomhg evident that both 

legislation and institutions to &al with law-breaking cbildren were needed In 

pioneer Canada chikiren found guilty of commiteing serious offences found 

themselves within the walls of Kingston Penitentiary.13' 

1.70 "An Act Respecthg Prisons for Young Oaenders" ConsoliQted Statutes of Umm Cana& 
1859. c. 1 O?. 

131 Splane, supra note 3 at 227. 
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Camgan, supra note 119 at 18-19. As of Decedm 31' 1852 there were 477 inmates at 
Kingston. Of this number thirty men w m  between the ages of twelve and sixteen, ami seventy one 
were berneen the ages of sixteen and twenty. 



An A n  Respechg tüe Trial and Piuu'sbmmr ofJuvez.de Meade35 was 

passed in 1857 .'U This act stated that: 

Every person charged with ... the commission of any offence which is 
simple larceny, or puaishabIe as simple larceny ... [and does not] 
exceed the age of sixteen yean, shaii, upon conviction thereof ... be 
committed to the Common Goal or House of Correction within the 
jurisdiction of such Justices, there to be imprisoned with or without 
hard labor, for any term not exceeding three months, or, in the 
disaetion of such Justices, shall forfeit and pay such sum, not 
exceeding twenty d o b . .  . .13' 

Young people who committed serious offences would find themselves tried as any 

other citizen and subject to the options regarding sentencing as an adult. 

While the title of this act looked to be promising, in reality it did very Linle to 

help y oung people in conflict with the law . The a a  essentially iaid out the d e s  to be 

followed during the triai of a young person. But it should be noted that there was 

nothing unique about the pial of young people. The rules were set down regarding 

wiaiesses, conditions of recognizance, applications of fines and so forth. What was 

lacking was consideration of age, and that a young age may require a unique set of 

tules. It would not be untii the passing of the Juvazile Deilinquents Aaof 1908, 

almon 50 years later, that a real improvement would be made regarding the trial of 

young people. 

During the same year, Aa Act R m h k m  rOr Youqg Offendm was 

IY "An Act reqxaing the triai and punishmerit of juvenile of'kmders" Consolidatai Statutes of 
Canada 1859 c. 106. 

135 m., ai s.1. 
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p a ~ s e d . ' ~  Finaily , legislation had been passed to provide for prisons especially for 

young people. Section 1 of the a a  States that; "...two buiMmgs. one to be situated in 

Lower Canada, and one in Upper Canada, to be used as PNons for the confinement 

and reformation of sudi offenden are hereinafter specified. .. " . l" Each reformatory 

was to have both a Roman Catholic and Protestant Cha~Iain.'~' It had become dear 

that there was a great need to remove children who were not guilty of serious crimes 

From penitentiaries where there was a greater potential for abuse both by older 

prisoners and guards. Furthet, by moving the younger onenders to a separate 

building there was a hope that the children would tum to an industrious lifestyle and 

not be further schooled in aime by older inmates. It is important to note that it was 

not mandatory to place young people in these reformatones, it was only a sentencing 

option. 

During the union period the apprenticeship legisiation remained the main 

method for dealing with orphaned children, although two new practices had 

emerged: adoption and children's institutions. Adoption was a viable option to 

many families without chiîdren to help with the daily chores of ninning a farm or 

business. With regard to the dwelopment of cbildren's institutions it is the post- 

confederation period where the chiid welfare movement really takes off regarding 

both delinquent and nondeihquent cbildren. The piight of negiected and destitute 

136 "An Act respecting the trial and punishment of juvenile offenders" Consolidatecl S w t e s  of 
Canada 18% c. 106 at S. 1. 



children was amplified within Society as the pressures of urbanization and 

industrialization took their toU. It is also during this period that we see a rise in the 

development of institutions and legislation for the delinquent diild. What was 

desperately needed was a link between the public school system and the reformatory. 

This would corne in the fomi of the Industriai Schools Acts of 1874 and 1884. These 

institutions wae recognized by the law as a home for children who had been in 

trouble with the law or were orphaned and in need of an education and mord 

ûaining . '39 

During the union period we see the thernes of nation building and state 

formation beginning to be played out in chiid-related legislation. Moral regdation, 

the 'new childhood' and reform movements in civil society wiii play a much more 

active role in the post-confederation period. Through the building of private 

chkiren's homes and separate institutions we can see the move to the 

institutionahzed rn mu facturing of productive atizens hip. 

The incorporation of prisons for young offenders, and the several am 

regarding juvenile delinquency are al representative of this institutionalized response. 

Much like the example of chiid custody, judges were bee to use their discretion in 

sentencing juveniie offendm. Unfortunately for many young people the phrases 'in 

the discretion of such Justices' wouid mean time spent in adult prisons and the 

federal penitentiary. There was no sgdicant piece of Iepislation that would change 

the triai procedures for young people until the passing of the Juwnile Delinquenû 

139 Spiane, supra note 3 ar 229. 
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Act in 1908, but it is important to note that the bu& of govemment initiatives during 

the union period was geared toward developing institutions for children who were 

either in danger of breaking the aiminal hw or had aheady done so. It would be in 

the post-confederation period that reform movernene would rise up in an effort to 

not simply respond but prwent crime and imrnorality. Although we a n  see these 

reform initiatives foreshadowed in the development of privately run chilâren's 

homes, the mass public would not embrace the campaign until after confederation. 

During the union period the state takes a reactive m c e  to the problems facing 

Cananian children. 

The division of powers created by codederation led to yean of stniggle and 

debare benveen the provincial and federal govemment regarding children. As we 

have seen, the federal governrnent had jurisdiction over issues such as the criminal 

iaw and divorce. The provincial governrnent was responsible for education and 

social welfare issues. Many of these children were trapped between requiring help 

fiom the social welfare and punishment under the justice system. 

Post-Confederation P&od 11 867-1 893) 

The first piece of substantiaI le-tion regarding children in the post- 

confederation period was an amendment to the Orphans Act. Und the 1874 

amendment ail the previous amendments back to the 1799 legislation tended to 

reaffirm the power of the master over his apprentice. This amendment introduced 

the rights of minors as apprentices. The apprentice now had both the nght and 

means to bring forth a cornplaint, through another adult., against his or her master for 
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auelty or neglect.'" This was an important recognition by the state that there was a 

need to protect children against potential h m . " '  

Even more important was the Industrial Schools Act of 1874, an important 

Act for negiected and dependant children. This measure and the amendment that 

foilows it in 1884 foms the focus of this research. Although discussion of the 

schools is elaborated in the two chapters that foiiow, it is useful to outline the 

legislation here in the context of the other legislative initiatives. These schools were 

a response to the need for a new institution between the public school and the 

refonnatory. ''' The reformatory was seen as too punitive for a wayward child who 

was not in conflict with the law. Since the v a t  majonty of working ciass children 

did not attend public school on a regular basis, many members of society also felt 

that working class children were not receiving a propet education. Loyalty to the 

British Crown, a respect for hierarchy , solid Christian values and a good sense of 

rnorality were considered essential for working c h  education tiom middle class 

perspectives. With the development of Industrial Schools. these middle class values 

and ide& were taught in hopes of reforming the delinquent or wayward chil~iren.'~~ 

These objectives clearly relate to the themes of nation building, state formation and 

moral regulation examined in the last chapter. 

While the industrial schools act of 1874 was an important one it would not be 

''O "An Act Respecting Appratices And Minon". Statuts of Ontario 1874. c. 19 at S. 18. 

I-81 Ibid. - 
1-82 Splane, supra note 3 at 248. 

143 Sûange and Loo, suma note 4 at 30. 



u n d  1884 that the schoois would be Iegishted into existence. An amendment to the 

aa termed An Act to amendanùmdsofi&te t b e A c l s ~ b d u s m m a l S & m I s  

was assented to on Mach 25,1884.'" For ten years after the passing of the original 

act no school was buiit or developed. This amendment provided that a school board 

could delegate this responsibility to any incorporated philanthropie instit~tion.'"~ 

M e r  the amendment was passed industriai schoois for both boys and girls began to 

crop up across Ontario, answerhg the need to train, and in some cases refom, 

incomgiile children. 

Throughout the mid 1 870s to 1880s concem for the welfare of children was 

developed through institutional programs. The protection of nondelinquent 

children within the home had not yet developed and these children were still without 

official rights and protection. This again stemmed fiom the idea that the government 

couId not and would not enter a 'man's home'. Children were seen as the 

responsibility of the parents, and what they saw fit to do with their diilchen regarding 

discipline and upbringing, was nobody's business but the parents', particularly the 

fathedu During the 1880s and 1890's there was a growth in the number of English 

Canadians who began to exen a new attitude toward children, and began to see them 

more as individuals and not so much as conmiutors to the M y  in~orne."~ A shift 

i 44 "An Act to amend and consolidate the Acts reqxchg Inchstriai Schwkn Stanttes of Ontario 
1W. c. 46. 

14s Ibid.. at S. 5. - 
116 Sutherland, supra note 1 at 28. 

147 Splane. SuDra note 3 at 28. 
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in attitudes toward the chiid was reflected in Society and ultimately in the law. 

Slowly , there was a move in the common iaw to begin deconsmcting the patriarchd 

structure of the farnily. Power was king removed fiom the father and the state was 

beginning to intervene into the private sphere. Patriarchy was not disappearing 

however, instead it was king triillsfmed h m  the bands of the father to the bands of 

the state. 

At this point it is necessary to take a brief break hom an overview of 

legislation and retum to the reform movements introduced in chapter two. John 

Joseph Kelso, one of Canada's leading child refomers was perhaps the most weU 

known child advocate of the tirne, although there were many othen who conPibuted 

to the movement, such as Beverly Jones and W.H. Howland Kelso was deeply 

affected by personal experience and as a young man saw two young children weeping 

on Young Seeet in downtown Toronto. When he approached the children he 

learned that they had been told by their fatha to bring home twenty five cents or 

sufier a beating. Thus, the cbildren stayed on the meet begging fearfbi of retuming 

home without the money. Kelso spent the night seeking out a charitable institution 

to take the children.la 

This ultimately led Kelso to assist in the to development the Humane Society of 

Toronto in 1887. The society emerged out of public concem for the cruel and 

neglected treatment of anima and children. The Toronto community was very 

-- 

'du Jones and Rutman. pmra note 40 at 21. 



supportive by providing both financiai means and volunteer seMces .14' It was this 

support of a close-knit group of prominent Protestant business men and profession& 

that enabled the establishment and maintenance of the Toronto Humane Society.'% 

There was a strong belief held by Kelso and the other supporters that the govemment 

should not intervene. The goal was to keep charitable organizations pnvately funded 

and manned by volunteen. Govemment intmention into the charitable seMces was 

frowned upon by many refomers."' Whi3e reformas discouraged intemention. they 

&O caiied for legislation that would further their means. The workings and 

organization of these pnvate organizations were meant to be kept in private hands. 

The financial support and legal authority needed to protect and/or reform chiidren 

was to corne fiom the state. Here we can see the foundations of a quasi-public 

system of child protection. 

One of the Society's greatest achievements was the innuence it held over the 

development of chiid weYare legislation. The society particuiarly iafluenced three 

developments in the iate 1880's and early 1890's; the child protection legislation of 

1888, the appointment of the Royal Commission on the Prison and Reformatory 

System of 1890, and the founding of the Cbildren's Aid Society of Toronto in 

1891.'52 

By 1888 the Toronto Humane Society r&ed it iacked the authority to &al 

IA9 Splane. suma note 3 at 265. 

150 Jones and Ruman, WPra note 40 at 2 1-22. 

1'1 m., at 75-76. 

"' Splane. suurg note 3 at 266. 
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with neglected children and it was recognized that an authoritative body was needed 

to look out for the protection of children. This is where they reatUed that they did in 

fact need the state's authority to hiriher their cause. The main legisiation at this point 

was still the Orphans Act of 1799. This legislation did not serve the need of 

protecting children in abusive relationships because it dealt only with oqhans and 

apprentices. The only act that had the power to taice a child fiom a parent was the 

hdustn'alSchook Act, but this did not serve the needs of children in abusive 

situations at home because it dealt primarily with deiinquent children and those 

found wandering the streedS3 To solve this problem Kelso, Beverly Jones, a 

Toronto lawyer, and other members of the Toronto Humane Society drafted a bili 

and presented it to the Premier on the February 12 1888. Tbe biu was accepted and 

passed one month later as an Act for the Pmte~bon and Reformabon ofNeg!ecred 

CWdren 1888. 

This act worked to reaffirm the authority of the courts to commit wayward 

and delinquent children to Indusnial Schools. As well, the a a  allowed for neglected 

wayward children to be sent to children's homes.'s5 In both circumstances the child 

could be kept until age 18 and the cost of are, of up to two c i o h  a week, was 

canied by the muniopal govemment where he or she was a resident at the t h e  of 

153 "An Act to amend and consoli&te the Acts respecMg Indussial Schools" &@tes of on tari^ 
18&1, c. 46, at S. 9. 

154 "An Act for the Protection and Reformation of Negiected Chiidrai", -ta of Ontario 1888, 
c. 40. 
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commitial or placement.'% As weli, the act took care to ensure that the chiidren were 

institu tionalized according to theù Kt.. Is7 

Child reformers had succeeded in influencing public policy at the provincial 

level. The 1888 aa was important in that it established a public h c i a f  

responsibility for neglected chiidren, and the aeation of more institutions for 

neglected children. However, there were some limitations to the act, namely that it 

only dealt with institutionai mre of diildren and really did iittle to help chilchen in 

unhealthy or potenMy dangerous situations. Furthemore, power had not k e n  

given to enter the homes of parents who were suspected of abuse or neglect and 

remove the children. Keiso and his coîleagues at the Humane Society recognized this 

and began to petition for better protection of ail children, not just those that were 

wayward or delinquent."' This was a push by reformers to cali upon the state for 

increased state intervention. 

The Royal Commission on the Prison and Reformatory System of 1890 

helped to further advance the public knowledge about chüd welfare and its findings 

wiii be discussed hlly in the aext chapter. The Commission was setup to address 

correctional problems on a wide d e  but also looked at the Industrial Schools, the 

causes of youth crime and the rescue of destitute ~hildren'~~. In an effort to curb 

156 "An Act for the P r o d o n  and Reformation of Negiecred Children", Statuts of Onrarip 1888, 
c. 40. at S. 6. 

158 Jones and Rutman, SUD~B note 40 at 29-30. 

129 "Report of the Commissioners Appointecl CO Enquire Uito the Prisons and Reformatories 
System of Ontario", suDra note 107 at 1-5. 



future criminal behaviour, the Commission suggested that the nghts of parents be 

forfeited if they were found of wilfuîiy negîecting their ~hildren.'~ The Commission 

reviewed Industrial Schools around the world and then looked at Ontario's system 

offerhg recommendations to improve the industriai schools system within the 

p~ovince.'~' 

As a direct result of the findings of the Commission and by the hard work of 

the refonners the Toronto Children's Aid Society was established in 189 1. Andrew 

Jones and Leonard Rutman point out that the 1890's were a nirniog point in child 

welfâre legislation due to the pressure fiom the Prisoners Aid Association led by 

Samuel Blake and W.H. Howland. These two prominent men were appointed by the 

provincial government as a response to the Royal Commission on the Prison and 

Reformatory System of 0ntario.16' Refomers pushed these men to recognize the 

growing problem of cMd neglect, stressing the need for stronger powers to protect 

children From neglea and har~n.l'~ Kelso proposed that al1 neglected, dependant and 

delinquent children should be sent to Industrial Schools and fiom there should h d  a 

home in a good rehgious and niral setting.IH Thus, Kelso began to develop his idea 

of the foster home. The tension between supporters of the industrial schools and 

160 "Report of the Commissionas Appointeci to Empire into the PNons and Reformatories 
System of Ontorion, swra note 107 at 40. 

162 Jones and Rutman, note 40 at 48. 
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Dorothy Chunn, From P u a i s b a t  to Doinn Goai- 
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supporters of the foster home began. 

In 1891 it was recognized that a separate institution must be established that 

dealt solely with M d  protection. The fim meeting of the Children's Aid sdety was 

held on July 3d 1 89 1 and Kelso was named president. 16' The society would &al 

with ail questions affecting children, most importantly it would deal with negiect and 

indifference from parents. The society wanted to refonn police procedure to give 

more power to enter a home and remove a child who was a victim of abuse or 

neglealM The Children's Aid Society of Toronto would become the first 

organization to deal exdusively with child neglect and abuse. The CAS' mandate 

was to corne to the aid of suffering children but it was also to prevent funire crime as 

reflected in the society's mono: "It is wiser and less expensive to save children than 

to punish cri min al^."'^^ 

Again there was a large emphasis on voluntary efforts. It was believed that a 

voluntary non-govemmental characta was crucial to the success of the CAS. Kelso 

was adamantly opposed to excessive govemment involvement, writing: 

"... benevolent societies have a memendous advantage for good since they can draw 

largely upon the zed, cmperation and Li'berality of Christian people while, in a direct 

state work, di these powahil agenaes are completely dienated".'a The underlying 

benefit to many social welfare movements, according to their proponents, was that 

165 Jones and Ruunan, a note 40 at 52-56. 

ICit, Ibid, at 5657. - 
i 67 Tbid. at 58. - 
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they stemmed not fiom an impersonal govemment but from the community. 

Bill 109 inwduced in April of 1888, was meant to provide for the care and 

refomation of children negiected or illaeated by parents or guardians. When 

introduced to the House of Commons for the tirst tirne by Mr. O'Brien, jurisdictional 

issues were raised. O'Brien addressed these promptly by s t a ~ g :  

The Bill, so far as the tirst two clauses are concerned, is similar to the 
Bill already passed by the Ontario Legislature. ' Ihe other clauses go a 
good deal further than that measure does. 1 have to admit at the outset - 

that this Bill travels on that veq narrow debatable ground lying 
between the civil jurisdiction of the Provinces and the &inal law as 
administered by the Dominion.'" 

Here we can see that issues of jurisdiction did play an important role in the 

passing of child welfare legislation. Did new legislation that would ultimately protea 

children but punish parents through criminal sanctions cross jurisdictional lhes? 

This was an area that required a great deal of delicacy since tensions were already 

rising between the two levels of govenunent. Again, the federal state had hopes of 

distancing itself fiom both pnvate matters and social welfare matters, preferring 

instead to leave this up to the provinces. The Bill was eventuaîîy turned down but 

important jurisdictional issues had been raised. 

The passing of me Prievention of &zeity to and Bettff f?tvtecoo~ of QZildren 

Biü, 1893 was yet another important piece of legisiation regarding children. It was 

often called the 'Children's Charter' because it aimed to respect and protect the 

child. Childien were no longer seen as property of the famiiy but had rights of 

169 Canada House of Comrnons J)ebae v. 25,2* session, 25 April, 1888. p.963. 
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citizenship, and male W y  prerogatives regarchg children clearly eroding in the 

Law. Central to the new legislation was the prosecution of those found to abuse or 

neglect children; upon a finding of guilt fines of up to one hundred dollars and 

imprisonment of up to three months could be imposed.lm Ci~il&en found to be 

neglected or abused would be pkced with the CAS, which was given wide powers to 

bring fonvard anyone whom they suspeaed was negiectiag or abusing children, or 

teaching them immoral behaviour such as thefi."' 

The act also hirther developed the foster home which was essential to the 

mandate of the legislation. ' " FinaIiy , the CAS was given powers to remove 

neglected children from the home. The legislation provided that the CAS would be 

set up to have powers to act as police constables in enforcing the Child Protection 

Act and the Industrial Schools Act. Officers of the Society would be able to enter a 

home that was suspected of neglect or abuse and, without a warrant, remove the 

child or children and bring them before a judge who would detemine neglect and/or 

~rueity."~ These powen were what the 'child savers' had worked for. The ultimate 

goal was to have strong powers granted to voluntary societies to intemene in the best 

interest of the chiid. This Biiî was so s@cant because it was die fim to &d with 

the rights and protection of nondelinquent children. On October 20h 1893 the CAS 

170 "An Act for rhe Prevention of Cnidty [o. and Bmer Protedon of Children", -tes of 
Ontario 1893, c. 45 at S. 2 .  

171 m., at S. 4. 
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of Toronto was officially incorporated under the Children's Protection Act of 1893.'" 

In 1893 Kelso was appointed by the Ontario governent as the tim 

Superintendent of Neglected and Dependant Cbildren.'" His responsibilities 

included enforcing the 1893 legislation, setting up other CAS and supervishg their 

progress, maintaining the papenuork and producing a ~ u a l  rep~m."~ By l895,29 

societies were formed and Kelso had been instrumentai in most of them; by 1899 the 

number had risen to 35.'" 

WMe the majority of the state's attention on the provincial level during this 

period was on issues of child welfare, both levels of govemrnent ais0 began to address 

juvenile deiinquency . The Canadian Chininai Code of 1892, set out clearly age 

limits for children who broke the criminal law. It codified the common law by 

stating that children under seven years of age could not be convicted of an offence."' 

The reasoning behind this was that those under the age of seven did not have the 

mental capacity to formulate the diffaence between basic elements of nght and 

wrong. Howwer, the Code took this furtha than the common law by setting out 

limitations for those chiidren between the ages of seven and fourteen. Before this 

such matters were left to judicial disaetion. Section 10 of the Code read as foilows: 

174 Jones and Ruunan, su~ra noce 40 at 72. hiring the k t  year under the new powers the CAS 
investigated 4 14 cases and gave 181 chiïdren shelter. 

175 Ursd, suDra note 5 at116. 

176 'An Act for the Prevenrion of Cruelry to, and Bem Promtion of çhü&en", Statutes of 
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"No person shaU be conviaed of an offence by reason of an a a  or omission of such 

person when of the age of seven, but under the age of fourteen years, unless he was 

comptent to know the nature and consequences of his conduct, and to appreciate it 

was wrong.'" 

Conclusion 

The three periods covered show the motives and influences reforrners and 

legislators were working within. The pre-union period dealt with the growing number 

of orphans within pioneer Upper Canada, the union period concemed itself with the 

issue of juvenile delinquency and the urgent need to correct the problern at the 

sentencing level, and the post-confederation period deait mainly with the plight of 

abused and neglected children and the aeating of quasi-public organizations and 

policies to deal with the problem. 

During the pre-union period, the push was on relieving the state of any 

responsibility toward orphaned children. Juveniîe delinquency and issues of diild 

weifare had not yet arrived on the scene. Ifa child was found to be guilty of a crime 

then he or she was simply med and sentenced as an adult, and upon a finding of guilt 

would be required to serve his or her sentence in a common gaol or reformatory 

alongside adult inmates. If a child was king abused by the father or master d u ~ g  

this period then the state would simply turn a blind eye as they respected the patemal 

authority that dominated the Family in colonial Upper Cana&. 
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Delinquent chikiren received the most attention during the union period but 

the attention they received was an attempt at reacting to the problem through 

institutionalized are ;  it would not be und the early twentieth century that any great 

moves were made to protect these young people within the justice system itseif. 

During the union period the law was viewed as the means to correct the problem and 

certainiy not as the source of the problem. In this way it is dear why during the 

union period the state responded to delinquent children not with proteftive 

legislation but through institutionalized means. 

It is during the postconfederation period that we see the greatest moves made 

towards protecting abused and neglected children. During the postconfederation 

period the 'new childhood' was influentid in that it shaped the ideas of refomers 

and legislators alike. The 1888 children's protection legislation was a provincial a a  

that responded to the growing number of neglected children that were populating the 

city meets. The 1893 children's charter was also passed by the provincial 

govemment but had more intaive powers attached to it. The act was important to 

the fight to save children and one that is reflective of how important the idea of the 

'new childhood' was since swing the neglected child had become a national issue, 

and one that merited more authoritative legislation. Not only were the best interests 

of the child now important but the best interests of the nation was also important. 

Children who were neglected were prone to and immoml behavioun and this 

would surely lead to criminal activity. Even if the child escaped the lure of a life of 

crime could he or she be tnisted to grow up into an indusmous and moral citizen? 

The fate of the dominion of Canada rested in the hands of chiidren and whiie the 



children fiom the upper levels of society were tmsted to becorne comptent and 

cornpliant adults, those from the lower levels were viewed as particularly dangerous. 

The children's charter of 1893, the aeation of the office of the superintendent 

of neglected and dependant children, and the incorporation of the Children's Aid 

Society demanded coqmation with each othei. The legislation was the key as it 

granted the powers of removai to the CAS and the powen of monitoring and 

inspection to the office of the superintendent. These were ali state sponsored and 

worked to Fuxther the state's aim of keeping a safe distance nom the pnvate sphere of 

the famiiy. Although the legislation granted the CAS to remove a child fiom the 

father's care if abuse or neglea was suspected, the CAS remained a quasi-public 

institution and so the state did not have to play a direct inmisive role; insiead they 

were kept at a safe distance, providing oniy the legal power and not the physical 

means of removing a chiid. 

The work of the industrial schools during this period is ais0 important and 

wiil be fùrther discussed in the following chapters. The schools were an institutional 

response to the needs of removing children kom the meets and moulding them into 

productive citizens. But the children taken fiom abusive and neglectful homes were 

usuaily placed in these institutions on a temporary basis. The main pu& was to have 

these chiidren placed within foster homes where a loving family environment would 

foster the new skiils and attitudes that reformas were aiming to achieve. In this way 

the industrial school became an institution for children who were found guilty of 

petty crimes. These children, viewed as more dangerous to the middle dass way of 

life were subsequently trained in a skiü or trade and taught the fundamentals of 
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reiqyon, reading, writing, m d t y  and hygiene. At the very least these children, 

already tempted by aime, and/or vice could be refomied and the disastrous effects of 

their previous environrnents mitigated. 

What then can be said of the role of law? Clearly the law had wolved fiom 

taking a completely 'hands off approach to the family to one where it would ovenide 

the father's and motherts rights to guardianship of their own chiidren. The courts 

initiaiiy resisted new legal initiatives and tended to defer to the older common law. 

New agencies were developed to more fuliy implement the new legisiative 

interventions. The law expressed a social policy agenda that was dflerent fiom both 

the mother country and Canada's neighbours to the south. In an atternpt to 

encourage the childlike innocence and puiity of Canada, reformers and legislators 

were scrambling to cope with social issues such as child neglect and juvenile 

delinquency. Crime rates as a whole were a problem but it was believed that there 

was a much better chance of reforming the children than there was in reforming 

adults. If the children could be saved then surely the dominion would continue to 

flourish. 

The courts played a changhg role as w d .  Traditionally judges tended to 

favour the old English common law. New Iegisiative initiatives in the %est interest of 

the child' required them to look beyond the traditional administration of justice. 

Indu& schools became an option for delinquent children with the passing of the 

1884 amendment to the indusaial school am New child welfare protection 

legislation aiiowed them to place chilchen unda the care of the Chiidren's Aid 

Society as opposed to traditional childrents homes. Cleariy there was a wide variety 
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of options open to judges, but many stdi dung to the cornmon îaw and presumed to 

be acting in the best inter- of the child. 

An important theme mnning through this chapter is the idea of public 

responsibility toward a child in need. Onguialiy the state took linle initiative to 

support orphaned or destitute chiîdren 0th- than lepisiating them into a 

masterkrvant type relationship. Towards the end of the union period there was a 

slight change of thought as the plight of the neglected andior abused chiid cornes into 

play. But it is not untii the postconfederation pend that the state becornes an active 

participant in providing for children in need of care and protection. 



Chapter Four : Onfan'o 3 hdustnSaral S & d  System 

The purpose of this chapter is to focus on the industrial school system in 

Ontario. In particulas, it enmines the development of the schools, the govemment 

policy towards the schools, the legislative responses, Cuncuium, and the effects on 

the juvenile justice system the school promoters aimed to change. The precedhg 

three chapters have k e n  designed to give the political, socid and legal contexts for 

the research to be presented in this chapter. The industrial school system was an 

important stepping stone in the struggle to create a separate justice system for young 

people, one that its proponents daimed significantly addressed child welfâre and 

juvenile justice needs. The indusaial schools answered the need to house children 

found on the Street and/or guilty of petty offences. The schools fiJied the gap 

between obtaining an education rhrough the public xhool system, the need to case 

for these children in an orphanage, and punishment and reformation through a 

cornmon gaol or reformatory. The schoois attempted to embrace ali of these 

concepts and gear their refom and educative efforts specificaliy toward chiidren who 

were perceived to be destined toward a Me of aime and immorality. The uitimate 

goal was the production of heaithy and competent fûnire generations of w o r b g  and 

lower class children. 

The most logical place to begin an analysis of the industrial schools is to ask 

what prompted reformers, community leaders, legisiators and prison officiais to 

create the indusûial school system. As we have already seen, reformers 

enthusiastically supported social w e k e  projects during the late nineteenth century. 
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At the root of Victorian reform movements lay a perception that criminal behaviour 

was linked to an urbanizing Society and morai dedine. Middle class Victorian 

reformers tended to look upon these youngsters as potenhi future aiminals.'" J.J. 

Kelso, the 'child's &end', assumed that middle dass members of Society were les 

prone to crime than their working and lower dass counterpam as reflected in the 

followùig statement: "It is txue that occasionaiiy a young man of good fàmily and 

occupying a position of trust gives way to ternptation and falls to the criminal r a d s ,  

but he seldom remains there, usualiy retuning afkr a short t h e  to law-abiding 

citizenship" . ''' 
The industrial school system was a response to the need for an institution to 

house neglected, delinquent and pre-delinquent children that was not as harsh as the 

reformatories of the 1850's and 1860's, but provided stricter guidelines and rules than 

the existing public school system which experienced high absentee rates.'" What 

was important to reformers and legisiators alilce, was the need to remove children 

from the provincial prisons, and later fedeml penitentiaries, that tended to foster 

criminai behaviour. What then c m  be said of the delinquent chiid? How did the state 

alter its amtude and policy toward these children? Under Enghh Common law 

delinquent children were seen to be essendally the same as adula. A child under the 

180 Susan Houston, "Late Victorian Juvenile Refonn: A Conm'bution to the Study of Educational 
History" in -onal Histoq (Manitoba: University of Manitoba, 1981) at 15. 

l a '  J.J. Keiso. 'Neglecfed and Friendless Chilârenw in Canadian M m  Xi (January 1894) at 
213. 

18: Paul Bennett, "Turning 'Bad Boys' into 'Good Citizais': The Reforming Impulse of Toronto's 
industrial Schools Movement, 1883 to the 1920s" (Ontario History, vol. 78 no. 3,1986) at 212. 
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age of seven was presumed to be unable to have the mental capacity to undastand 

basic morality, that is, the difference between nght and wrong. However, a child 

between the ages of seven and fourteen was believed to have some ability ta 

distinguish between the two concepts. Clearly the older a child, the more iikely that 

he or she would be to distinguish between the two principles and therefore was more 

Wrely to be held accountable for bis/ her actions. Any child over the age of fourteen 

would be forced to b a r  the full weight of the law.lg3 In cases where children were 

held liable for their actions the industrial schools were open as an option for the chiid 

to carry out their sentence. 

Since young offenders and adult offenders generally received si& 

treatxnent under the iaw at this time it was not uncornmon to see children as young as 

seven awaiting their &y in cowt in a county jail alongside adult offenden. Upon a 

finding of guilt these sarne children were then transpo~ted to adult prisons to serve 

their sentences in the same conditions and circurnstances as their adult counterparts. 

Thus, provincial and federal correctional inshtutions becme schools of crime as 

these children ultimately leamed the 'tricks of the trade' fkom more experienced adult 

offenders. Opportunities for rehabiiitation and education were h i t e d  at best in 

these institutions. Consequentiy , many children went fiom king simply 'Qlinquent' 

to becoming permanent rnembers of the 'criminal class'.'" 

The industrial schools marked an important s h f k  in state intervention. 

lS3 Criminal Code of Canada 1892 s.9 & 10. 

I M Bennett. suma note 182 at 209. 
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Reformers were iniWly calhg for the state itselfto set up completely new 

institutions for delinquent and negiected chilchen. EvenWy, a second generation of 

reformers took a look at the situation and decided that private and volunteer based 

organizations such as the Children's Aid Society and the foster home were indeed the 

best piace for delinquent and negleaed children, and wentually began to campaign 

for the closure of state spoiwred institutions such as the industriai schools. Thus. as 

state intervention increased in cenain areas, reformers made a daim on saving the 

children again. However. the state continued to play an important role. This time 

reformers relied on the state as a way to remove the chiidren fiom prisons and homes 

and place them within the private sphere? typically the foster home. Thus, the 

modem amtude that state officiais guided by legislation and reguiation were the best 

judge of what was necessary for the weil-king of a chiid was not abandoned but was 

refined. This strong belief in that the best interests of the child couid be determined 

by legislators and administrators ratha that privately, justifieci the wide state 

interventions into the family surveyed in the previous chapter.Ia5 

Juvenile delinquency and child w&e issues had corne to the fiont of social 

welfare concems by the 188û's. The attempt to secwe the success of Canada was of 

grave concem. The indusaial schools seemed to ammer the need for a place for these 

quasicriminals to be taught and reformeci. If the public school system was il- 

equipped to keep these children in the ciassrooms, a piace they dearly did not want 

to be given the truancy records, and the refbrmatory was too harsh an environment 

18' UrseI, SuDra note 5 at 1 11. 
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for a young boy or girl intent on making mischief, then where were these &&en to 

be ptaced? In this way the industrial schoois aaswered a dire need in society. They 

would refom, nain and iastnict incomgiile chiidren, aU the whiie preserving a 

hierarchal and dass structured society in whidi they existed. 

Legislative Debates 

Prior to the passage of legisiation regarding the industrial schools. there was a 

sena of debates held within the provincial legislature. It was anticipated that a great 

deal of research materials would be made avaiiable through reference to these 

debates. Snangely enough, not much was recorded about either the original 1874 

legislation or about the 1884 amendments that foiîowed. During this time in Ontario 

there was no official reporter in the provincial legislature as found in the House of 

Commons or the Senate at the federal level. Instead, the debates were documented 

by newspaper reporters and cded the newspaper Hansards. 

The 1874 indusûial schools act was first introduced into the provincial 

legislatue as Bill 1 3 1,  a Bill respecthg Indusaial Schools, on February 27 1874, by 

the Attorney Geneml Mr. Mowat.lM 

It was believed bat schoois would be established by private effort in 
Toronto and the principal cites immediately. Many pesons were 
anxious that these schoois shoold be established, and thaefore it was 
thought nght to submit the Bill to the House.'" 

The introduction of this BU was a response to the growing need to remove negieaed 

l n 6  Ontario Legislative AssembIy, Journais, 1874 at 87. 

187 Ontario LegisIative Debates 1874, Newma~er Hansarh March 6" 1874. 



children and seeet vending children city stxeets. There is no evidence of select 

cornmittees or reference to govemment commissions. We must assume that the 

government was responding directiy to outside reform pressure and a dimate of 

public concem. 

D u ~ g  the readings and eventual passing of the Bill linle was reported in the 

newspaper 'Hansards'. As a general rule they simply stated that the BiU was read for 

a first, second, or third time. It was during the second readllig of the Bill on March 

6h 1874 that some debate was generated regarding the BU. Mowat mted that it was 

tirne for the industrial schools to take 'practicable shape'. The idea had k e n  before 

the Toronto school board for same years."' Legislation found from the 1860s 

indicates that industrial schools had been established through private efforts. These 

schools were neither publically fundeci nor monitored. There was no legal power in 

place to emol a child within these homes. Instead, these acted as orphmages for 

children who were old enough to leam a made and obtain a basic education.'" 

What is key to the passing of the industriai schools act is that this legislation 

would provide the legal power needed to remove a child found either begging on the 

smet, orphaned, destitute or neglected by parents, or if the parents presented to a 

magisaate that their child was 'incomgible'. As weii, schools estabhhed under this 

legislation wodd be monitored and later fbnded by the provincial govemment to 

ta8 Ontano Legislative Debates 1874. N w a m  H m d s  March 6U 1874. 

'" "An A a  to incorporate the 'Boy's Home* of the City of Toronto" Statuts of UDLW Canada 
186 1, c. 1 14. And "An Act to incorporate Tbe Girl's Home aad Public Nursey of the City of 
Toronton Stanites of UR- Cana& 1863, c. 63. And "An Act CO incorporate the Children's 
industria1 Schod of the City of Hamilton" Statutes of U ~ w r  Cana& 1864, c. 145. 
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some degree. Schook established thiough private efforts prwious to the indusaial 

schools legisiation lacked the legai power to place these children within a school. 

The proposed legislation granteci a rnagisaate the nght to remove these childm from 

the streets and presumably keep them out of trouble. The thrust behind the proposed 

legislation was to deal with the inueasing problem of street chilken. 

Mowat infomed the legislative assembly during the second reading that the 

Bill had k e n  fashioned fier &g American and Imperhi legislaticm. While it 

was not explicitly reported it is interesthg that mention was made of American and 

Imperid advances made in this area.lPO This concern of falling behind Arnerican and 

British advances would be raised again in the debates surrounding the passing of the 

Juveniie Dehquents Act of 1908. 

Mention was also made of government funding. While Mowat made it dear 

he was not asking for public funding, it was implied that funding would certainly 

help in the success of the schools. "He wowat] did not propose to ask for a grant for 

these schools at present, but whether it might be though, hereafter, proper to make 

such a grant would be a matter for conside~ation".'~' It was assumed that much of 

the financiai burden wouid be met by public chanties. Otha members of parliament 

echoed this belief that governent aid would be helpful to the success of the schools. 

Mr. Cameron noted that: 

He [Cameron] regretted the Goverment did not see it's way dear to 
making an appropriation for the assistance of these schools at their 

'90 Ontario Legislative Mates  1874, Newmarrer m r d s  Mar& 6a 1874. 

19 1 bid. - 



commencement. Of course that might be done by means of charity, 
but he thought it would be a great advantage if they received 
Govemment aid at their establishment.'gt 

It was further provided that if the Govemment saw fit to grant any money for the 

support of the schools it would be done so on the work that each school did. I am 

assuming that this related to the type of training that the school woulâ offer. Mowat 

again agreed that financial support would be helpful but that he prefened to wait 

until the next session to see what couid be done if these schools were indeed a 

success. Iy3 

As the members would soon fin& the sdiools did not enjoy any success afier 

the passing of this initial piece of legislation. The burden was too much for private 

charities and the municipality to carry. Not only would the schools have to be built, 

they would have to be stafled, and the children fed, ciothed and taught. It appears 

sEange to me that the provincial govemment was wiliing to put legal power behind 

the idea of these schoois but was not willing to offér financiai support. This act 

seemed to be one that looked good on the books but was in fact relatively dficult to 

put into action. Nonetheless, the Bill went to comminee on March 10' 1874 and 

with minor verbal amenciments the Biîî was read for a third time and passed on the 

March Idh 1874. 

A decade later it had become clear that the Toronto Board of Education was 

in no position to open an indusoial school. Amendmeno were made that aiiowed 

l Y 2  Ontario Lwslative Debates 1874, Newspgper Hansare M a .  6& 1874. 

193 %id. - 
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the board of education to delegate the responsibility to philiinthropic organizations 

and further provisions for financiai support wae made. 

On Febniary 29& 1884 Bi11 60, "An Act respecting Industrial Schools" , was 

innoduced by the member of parliament representing Middlesex, Mr. Ross.'91 The 

Bill was referred to cornmittee on Mar& 1p 1884 where again minor wording 

changes were made. It was suggested by Mr. Meredith that the duty of case for a 

child within these schools should not be imposed on the municipality. Ross 

responded that only a doiiar a week could be coilected fiom the family of the child in 

case there was not a parent or other person liable for the support of the child.lgs Thus 

it appeared that the financial burden would continue to fhli on public charities, the 

municipal govemment and the parents or guardian of the child. The Bill was read for 

a third tune on March 24' 1884 and passed. Mer the passhg of this amendment, 

SC hools were established fairly quickly . 

The Industrial Schools Acts 

As we saw in the previous chapter, the bdusm'àiScbwLr Aaof  1874 granted 

public school boards the nght to estabiish custodial and educational institutions for 

certain chiidren. These new schools were defineci as: " A school in which industrial 

training is provided and in which chiidren are lodged, dothed. and fed as w d  as 

1 w Ontario LRgisIative Assembly Journais 1884 at 99. 

195 Ontario Legislative Assernbly Debates News~auer H m &  at 1884. 
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taught. ..".'% For the purposes of the act, the term 'diildren' was a person under the 

age of fourteen. As well. that child had to be comrnitted to such a school by a police 

magistrate. The child was to be kept at the school for any length of t h e  it took to 

complete his or her training but not beyond the sixteenth binhday.'" The list of 

reasons for sending a child to such a school is quite lengthy but children could be 

committed to such an institution for any one or more of the foiiowing: begging, 

wanderuig die seeets without a pmper home, without proper guardianship, if the 

child was destitute due to death of parents or if surviving parent was serving tirne in a 

pend institution. if the family environment was encouraging a life of vice and 

idleness, and fuidiy if the chiid's parents approached a magistrate and committed 

their child for being incorrigi'ble. Thtough this means, working dass children 

would at the very lest be assured a minimal education, focussing on the 

fundarnentals of reading and mathematics, and would leam a trade. It was hoped 

that by instilling industrious habits into these children the funue crime rate would be 

greaîly reduced and the criminai dass would be stopped at the source. As weii 

children would be provided with a home and suitable ernpl~yrnent.~~ 

Oddly enough, for a decade after the passing of the 1874 legislation, as 

suggested in chapter three, not one school board exercised its right to establish a 

' "An Act to amend and consoii&te the A m  respecthg indusnial Schoois" Statutes of Ontario 
1W. c.46, at s.2. 

19' - Ibid., at S. 7. 

'" Proceedings of the Second Ontario Coderence on Child Saving, Toronto. October 1819 1895 
at 26. 
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correctional and educational institution. Paul Bennett attributes this Wwe to aeate 

the schools as a reluctance of tnistees to extead normal spheres of responsibility to 

fi NO these institutions. As weii, rnoney was scarce in the late l87û's and early 1880 S. 

As seen through the debates, hindhg for these schools was a serious issue. Who 

should be responsible for these chiidren? Uearly if a child had committed a crime or 

was engaghg in immoral behaviow, then the chiid's parents should have some 

responsibitity toward their child's upkeep. There was a fear that if parents were not 

made financially responsible then there would be a flood of parents dropping off their 

children at the school's door. Thus, parents were responsible for contnbuting up to 

one doiiar a week for the maintenance of their children?' If the child did not have 

parents or a guardian then the municipality that the chiid came fiom would absorb 

the cost? 

Therefore, ail responsibility feu on the school boani, dearly the daily 

maintenance of the schools was expensive not to mention the fact that the children 

did not go home at night and therefore needed constant supewision. dothing and 

food. 

Mer a decade had passed provincial legisLators recognized the f.âilure of the 

school boards to atablish industriai schools and altered the legislation so that schwl 

boards could delegate the authority to establish such schools to any incorporateci 

Z n 0  Bennett, WDra note 182 at 212, 

201 "An Act to amend and consoii&te the A m  respecting hdumial Schwlsn Staues of ontario 
1W at S. 22. 



philanthropic s~ciety?~ Although the indusaial school would be run by the 

philanthropic society and monitored by the Indusaial Schools Association, it would 

be affiliateci with the school board which had delegateâ the responsibility. 

In order to funher easure that the legislation was put to use, the category of 

children eiigible to be committed to an indusaial school was expanded to indude 

children round guilty of a petcy crime. Section 7(6) states any child: " Who has been 

found guiity of petty crime, and who, in the opinion of the Judge or Magistrate 

before whom he has been convicted, should be sent to an Industrial school instead of 

to a gaol or ref~rmatory".~ Thus, there was a shift in the coum using this method 

as an alternative to provincial or federal prisons. The onginal 1874 legislation had 

focussed its work on children found begging on the street or those chiidren that were 

neglected by their parents. Children found on the street were not always destitute; 

many times they were working as newspaper boys or Street vendors. The xhools 

were rneant to give these children a basic education and/or trade so they could grow 

up to find gainful employment. By extending the definition of who was eligile a, 

attend an indusuiai school, legislators were recognizing the growing problem of 

juvenile delinquency. As well, the schools could be seen as a second chance for a 

chiid guilty of a petty offence; the reformatory environment was harsh and one that 

would not Sord a child guiity of a peay offence much opportunity for reform. 

Within the schools these children would stand a better chance at rehabilitation. 

203 "An Act CO amend and consokiate the Acts respectiag hdusmal ~chools" Starutes of Ontario 
18&1, c.46, ats.5. 
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Even before the first school had opened its door a rnove was made to remove 

the au thority fiom the public hand and place it in the han& of private charities? 

The state still retained a great deal of authority, they simply shifted much of the 

financial responsibility onto volunteer societies. The changes instituted by the 

provincial legislators appeared to have got the bal r o b g .  As a result, a 

cMnguis hed group of Toronto businessmen, politicians and community leaders 

came together in an effort to create a school for the purpose of training youngsters in 

an industrious trade. On May 16& 1887, the Governor General, the Marques of 

Lansdowne, officiaily opened the Victoria Indusaial School for Boys in Mimico, 

located just outside of Toronto. One month later the fint boy was earoL1ed in the 

school and the industrial schools system in Ontario was on its way? The school 

was created as an institutional training school and was affiliated with the Toronto 

Public School Board. Pupils, at least at first, were supplied through the Toronto 

Board's Truancy Depart~nent.~' Five years later, recognizing the need for a similar 

institution for girk, the Alexandra Industriai School for Girls was opened in east 

Toronto. By the tum of the century two more schoois existed, the St John's School 

for Catholic Boys located in east Toronto, and the St. Mary's School for Catholic 

Girls in Toronto. By December 30' of 190 1, the combineci enrohent of a i i  four 

205 L'rsel, suura note 5 at 112. 

2 h  SutherIand, suura note 1 at 106. 

207 Bennetr, suma note 182 at 2 15. 
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schools totalled 226 children? It may appear to be a smaii nurnber but considering 

the schools were essentially run on a volunteer basis and depended heavily on 

hancial donations, the number is actudiy quite substantial. 

The Indusaial Schoois Association was formed to encourage and promote 

the development of educational institutions for negiected and delinquent children? 

It was intended that the association would keep a watchfùl eye on the schools and 

since it was a philanthropie society it was led and supported by community 

leaders."' The real force behind much of the industriai schoois movement and 

consequentiy the promoters of the industrial schools association was William 

Howland and Beverly Jones. Each played différent yet important roles; Howland 

acted as the public promoter of the schools whiie Jones worked behind the scenes 

securing the desperately needed financial fÛn& and legal needs of the schools. Both 

worked closely with the Victoria Industrial School for Boys."' Howland's role as a 

public figure and as the Mayor of Toronto in 1886 allowed him to publically promote 

the necessity and the importance of the schools. He was a swng supporter of child 

welfare and enthusiastic about the good these schools couid do both for the children 

and for the city of Toronto. Jones, a lawyer who had worked for the Canada 

Permanent Savîngs and h a n  Company. used hû expmke to manage the legal and 

hancial ne& of the schools. "If Howland's approach was that of a promoter and 

'Oii Sutberland, supra note 1 at 107. 

2% Jones and Rutman, supra note 40 at 19. 

210 Bennett, suora note 182 at 213. 

III m., at 214. 
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sometime visionary, Jones' efforts were deariy those of a down-to-earth, pragmatic 

institution builder" .212 The industriai schools movement owed a great deai of its 

success to reformers and promoters such as Jones and Howhd. T y p i d y  it îs J.J. 

Kelso who receives much of the aedit regardhg children, but Kelso's work was 

mostiy geared toward helping neglected chiidren and keeping aïi children out of state 

institutions such as the industrial schoois. 

Man y re forniers, including Kelso. blamed the inaeasing crime rate on " . . .the 

neglea of child-training in the homes of vice and dninkenne~s".~'~ It appeared 

appropriate at the time to place children who were famg vicbm to neglea and abuse 

within an institution that could provide a 'good' environment. What refomen failed 

to recognize was that these schools housed a large number of children. and while 

they may not have been in an environment that supported drunkemess they were not 

always carefully anended to as school promoters liked to daun. Children who were 

not guiity of a peny offence did not iive in a Large house with kindly adults 

pampering or caring for them. Instead, these children h e d  a very regimented me. 

Every facet of life was carefuliy scheduled for these children, induding play time. 

The amount of play time was far l e s  than the amount of t h e  they spent working. 

It is important to stress that there were diffêrent motivations for the 

development of the industrial schools. Some used it for the purposes of neglected 

children while others used it to treat deliaquent chiidren. However, the resuit of 

these mixed objectives was that children found guilty of criminal offences under the 

212 Bennen, supra note 182 at 21 5-2 16. 

213 Sutherland., supra note 1 at 17. 
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provincial law, and later under dominion law, intemiingied with children whose only 

crime was that they were bom to negteaful or abusive parents. 

Cumculum and Organization of the Schools 

The major advantage the indumiai schools had over other types of 

institutions for juvenile offenders is what has k e n  refened to as the cottage system. 

This system provided that a small group of children were assigned to a 'cottage' 

which was supervised by a manied couple that acted as the father and mother of the 

new 'family'. This rnanied couple effectively were known as a macron and a guard 

and were there to instruct, discipline and train the children in everyday chores. The 

hope was that this system of a pseudo rnother and father would restore a fàmily 

feeling within the children and with it would foiiow family values, a respect for 

hierarchy and industrious habits2'" Each child withiri the cottages was trained in a 

trade for the boys, and housekeeping in the case of the giris, they anended &y xhool 

and Sunday schooi, and parcicipated in drill and sports with chiidren fiom the other 

cottages ."' 
Carolyn Straage and Tina Loo argue that the indusaial xhoois worked to 

reafhm dass divisions. That is, the industriai schools worked to ensure that working 

class children would grow up to becorne working dass adults. Wbereas in the public 

school system boys were aained as derks and bookkeepers, the boys in the industrial 

2 II Bennett, suDra note 182 at 2 17. 

21s Jones and Rutman, suma note 40 at 101. 



schools were trained as manual labourers and tradesmen?' Middle dass refonners 

of the t h e  were &O revamping the public school system and they aimed at 

establishing a system of provinaal education that would ensure that boys would 

grow up to be industrious, sober and honest breadwinners, and that piris would grow 

up to be proper house~ives.~'~ 

In an address delivered by Rwerend D.H. Macvicar before the Ontario 

Teachen Association meeting in Toronto on August l4* 1879, the importance of 

rnorality in education was discu~sed.~'~ This adcûess touches on some of the 

fundamental principles and ideals behind education in iate nineteenth century 

Canada. There existed at this point in time a dose comection between aiminai 

activity and education; it was believed that the lack of education some chilâren were 

receiving would ultimately lead them into crime. Macvicar opens hû address by 

speaking about ethics and morality: 

Subtle points of casuistry and questions of nght and mong, of duty , 
what ought and what ought not to be are co~l~tantiy canvassed; and 
unfominately very many persons dogmatise and pronounce upon them 
blindy without having received any systematic or sciencifc 
instruction. Surely this natural and universai disposition to deal with 
ethical subjects should not be ignorai by the educator ... knowledge of 
the fundamental facts and prinaples of ethical science, and of their 
practical application in everyday life, should be made an essential 

? 16 Suange and Loo, suma note 4 at 50. 

217 Sutherland, WDra note I at 93. 

218 "Moral Culture: An Essential Factor in Public Education", delivered by Revernd D. H. 
Maaicar, Principal of Presbymian CoUege Monneal. Deiivered before Ontario Teachers 
Assdation, Toronto. August 14 1879. 



factor in public educati~n."~ 

Upon first reading this address 1 was stnrck with the question of is he 

proposing that only the educated cm discuss moraiity? û~ is he implying that one 

must be 'schooled' in morality in order to be moral? Aithough 1 cm not ascertain 

with certainty his intentions regarding these questions, it does appear to be dear that 

he was suggesting that morality may not be a God given matter anymore. that 

perhaps not ai i  members of the upper class are bom naturally virtuous. In fact 1 find 

this to be most inte~esting because of what it says about the working and lower class; 

in this way he is indirectiy indicating that wen those from the lower dasses, if placed 

in the right envuonment, could rise up to become Wnious beings. 

Reformers and Legislators of this time had long associated crime with 'idle 

hands'. Reverend Macvicar emphasized the importance of training the body to do 

the mind's work, in this way he was encouraging ail school systems to have more 

physical activity in the c u r r i ~ u l u r n . ~  Years later, and after the dwelopment of 

indusmal schools these views were st i l l  reflected. Thomas Hassard, superintendent 

of the Victoria Indusaial School in 1894 inforrned his coiieagues at a conference on 

child saving that: " In our institution we try to keep everyone of them busy at all  

t h e ,  because idleness is a source of aime. If we d o w  a boy to be ide we at once 

lose conuol.. . " ." ' 
Michael Katz, while researching reform xhools in Massachusetts has anived 

2 l9 Macvicar, supra note 2 18. 

Z O  Ibid. - 
Ü I  Pr~eedings of the Second Ontario Conference on Child Saving, suura note 199 at 26. 
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at four goals held by reformers attempting to reform wayward youth; authonty, 

kkidness, enlightenrnent of coiisciousness and ernployment." The idleness of han& 

was thought to be what cûew many children into criminal activity. The theory was 

that when one was not busy, presumably either worhg,  sleeping or praying, then 

one would be tempted by vice. Thus, a carehliy corisaucted daily schedule was 

created to keep the children busy, assuring that no hands would be idle. Katz sums 

up quite nicely: "...the old couplet hath truth, if not poetry, 'Satan h d s  some 

rnischief still - for idle hands to do" ."j 

Discidine 

Issues of discipiine were dearly important for those ninning a school fuli of 

u m l y  children. Corporai punishment was no manger to the children in these 

schools. I do not want to suggest that these children were beaten unmercihiily 

(although some undoubtably were) but school organizers of the t h e  dong with some 

reformers saw corporal punishment as an effective way to deal with a disobedient 

child. Keko himself in Wnting an article for the Canadian Magazine in 1894 stated: 

" In other cases the speediest and most salutary punishment would be a birching 

sufficient to cal1 forth tears and promises of repentan~e".~~ 

The use of corporal punishment was a major point of concern for reformers 

777 -- Michael Katz, The ïronv of EarIv School Refonn: E-onal Inno . * vaaon in Mid-Nineteench 
Centurv Massachusetts, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968) at 194. 

2 4  Keslo, suma note 181 at 2 16. 



and legislators as was dearly demonstrated at the second Ontario Conference on 

Child Saving in Toronto in 18% Here Senator G.W. Men expressed his concem 

about the la& of any legislation calliag for the stare to sentence a boy to 'a good 

whipphg'. Upon introducing a Bili to the Dominion Senate the previous year 

regarding juvenile offenders he had left out a clause that would allow for corporai 

punishment for fear the Biil would be tbrown out." Senator Allen went on to 

conclude that boys sentenced to a few houa in jail were often not punished enough 

and often waked out feeling as though they had bested the law. "But a boy does not 

regard himself as a hem if he is sentenced to a Little corporal punishment. 1 thinlr that 

is something that wiii take the conceit out of him...".226 Other participants whole 

heartedly agreed with him and many expressed concem for the rising crime rate and 

the apparent lack of respect for legal authority. Rev. J.R. Black, r e p r e ~ e n ~ g  

Kingston, noted that parents were as much to blame as the children: fYsty, for 

aiiowing their children to get in trouble, and secondly for not applying strict 

discipline afier the factP7 Rwerend S. Card, Chaplain of the Ontario Reformatory 

for Boys seems to have surnmed up the issue for everyone by stating: " ... there is 

much more reformative power in the end of a birch than in putting them in c e l l ~ " . ~ ~  

Thus the industriai school had becorne an agent of the criminai justice system 

when dealing with delinquent youth. The original mandate to help 'fiendles' 

2 s  Proceedhgs of the Second Ontario Conference on Child Saving, s ~ r q  note 199 at 24. 

226 Ibid. - 
2 7  Ibid., at 25. - 
228 m., at 23. 



children had k e n  replaced by one that dealt with giving petty criminals a second 

chance. 1 would go hirther to state rhat the schools also relieved much of the pressure 

fiom the provinciai reformatories. Widiin the school seteing these petty criminais 

could receive their punishrnent by havhg their h i .  swerely curtailed. and at the 

same time they could gain something fiom the experience, presumably an education. 

The schools and the criminal justice system began to work closely together. Research 

in the foilowing chapter wiii show how juvenile justice legislation came to depend in 

some respects on the schools for support. The Royal Commission Repon sums up 

the problems of juvenile delinquency and the growing influence of the schools. In 

many ways the report is foreshadowing the cwperation of the schools and the 

criminal justice system. 

Roval Commission Rewrt. 1891 

The 1 890 Royal Commission inquiry into the prison and reformatory system 

in Ontario was introduced in the last chapter. It was chaired by J.W. Langmuir and 

the final report was submitted to the provincial govemment on April grn 1891.= 

The purpose of the commission is outlined in the report as: 

. . . to coiiect information regardhg Risons, Houses of Correction, 
Reformatories and the like, with a view of ascertaining any pracciai 
improvements which maybe made in the rnethods of dealing with the 
criminal dasses in the Province, so fàr as the subject is within the 

E 9  "Report of the Commissioners Appointai to Enquire into the Prisons and Reformatories System 
of Ontario", supra note 107 at 1. 
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jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislatue and Goveniment.. .". 

The commission had seven main goals that they set out to achieve regarding the 

prison and reformatory systern in Ontario. Two diredy related to delinquent 

children; the 6rst was to fhd aay improved means for conducting and providing 

indusmal schools. The other goal regarding children was to find any improved 

means for " . . mcuing destitute &&en fiom a criminal career. " m  Uearly the 

growing problem of juvenile crime had caught the attention of the provincial 

government. The investigation was carried out in five Ontario cities: Toronto, 

Hamilton, Kingston. Ottawa, and London. The commissioners did not b i t  

themselves to the Ontario experience but visited correctional institutions in New 

York, Massachusetts, Ohio, and Michigan, as weU as ieceiving relevant reports fiom 

B ritain. Ireland and other European countrie~.~' 

The commissioners &O noted that the f int  goal of the inquiry was to iden* 

the chief causes of crime within the community . There are seven chief causes of 

crime according to the commissionen' findings and they are as foilows. The first is 

the lack of proper parental coatrol over children and the neglect of children largely 

due in part, according to the inquiry hdings. to excessive drjnking. The report goes 

on to add " ... that the great majority of ahinals begm their career of vice and aime 

at an early age, and that where there are many juvenile offenders there wiU in tirne be 

30 "Repon of the Commissioners Appointeci to Enquire into the Risons and Reformatories System 
of Ontario", suora note 107 at 5. 

22 1 ibid. - 
232 m.. at 6. 



many criminals unless proper methods of prewntion and refomation be 

emplo yed" .n3 This clearly reflects the middle dass Victorian fear of an increased 

future crime rate. 

The second chief cause of crime was intemperance. Many of those called to 

test@ before the inque  daimed that alcohol and aime were inextricably 

in tenvo~en .~  Following this logic, the third chief cause of crime was the hereditary 

transmission of evii from parents to children. Clearly in line with Victorian reform it 

was believed that some people, namely the lower classes, were bom inherently wiL3' 

The fourth cause of crime was idleness, a theory that wiü be picked up upon further 

in the chapter . The fifth cause of crime was the desire to have money for luxury ? 

Povmy was listed as the sixth cause of crime, although the report was carefùl 

to note that poverty itself is not a a i m e  but the conditions that foliow tend to foster 

criminal behaviour. For example: 

. . . the poor are often compeiled to h d  lodging in aowded lanes and 
courts and deys in which the worthiess, the &unken and the aiminal 
dweli, and though the parents may escape the contamination of the 
fou1 moral atmosphere of such places, the children whom they cannot 
confine to their miserable abodes, who must seek amusement and 
recreation on the streets are unavoidably exposed to the compting 

2.3 3 "Repon of the Commissioners Appointeci to Enquire into the Prisons and Reformatories 
System of Ontario", supra note 107 at 40. 



influences.. . .U7 

The inquiry goes on to blame the state for neglecciag the prevalence of vice and aime 

in society as the seventh cause of aime? 

Mer studying the current system within Ontario regardhg juveniles the 

commission came up with 16 recommen&tions that directly rehted to children. 

There are some that stand out as more important as others and they will be addressed 

bnefly here. First, the commission recognized the importance of the indusaial 

school as different from the reformatory system and encouraged the state to have an 

industrial school in every city and large tom. Further the commission encouraged 

judges and magisaates to use the industriai schools as an alternative to incarcerating 

a child witbia a prison.'" The commission &O recommended that children under 

fourteen years of age should not be publicady mested and detained, chat these 

children when mened should not be held in a common gaol but a place entirely 

away fiom the police station. Further, it was recommended that a child under 

founeen years of age should be tried in a special court. If that child was found to be 

guilty then he or she should never be incameerated in a common jail and should only 

be sent to a reformatory as a last resort. The emphasis was on placing children 

237 "Report of the Commissioners Appointeci to Enquire into the Prisons and Reformatories System 
of Ontarion, supra note 107 at 44-5. 
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within the industriai school system if that child had to be incar~erated.~~ Cieariy, 

the commission was setting the stage for legislation such as the Juvenile Delinquents 

Act of 1908. There was also a recommendation for the increased use of suspended 

sentences for young offenders, as wd it was recommended that a probationary 

system be introdu~ed.~~' Although the findings of the inquiry dealt exdusively with 

Ontario, the nature and results had a national impact. Consequently after its 

publication there was a heigtened awareness in Canada regadhg juvenile crime.'." 

'Incorrigibilitv' and indeterminate Sentences 

What was the definition of a delinquent child in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century Ontario? The obvious answer is of course those chiidren that broke 

either provincial or dominion law, but there existed some children who did not 

commit a a i m e  yet were considered to be pre-delinquent. With reform movements 

in fùil swing it appeared that shared social assumptiow arnong middle class 

reformes and legislators produced new notions of delinquency. Was a child found 

w a n d e ~ g  a Street enough to be categorized as delinquent in late nineteenth and early 

mentieth cenniry Ontario? Apparently foi reformers at the t h e ,  it was as many 

children feil into the trap of king termed 'incorrigiible'. It would have been usehl if 

at least this term had been dearly dehed but it was Ieft open ended and thus was 

240 
"Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquue into the Risons and Reformatories Sysrem 

of Ontario", su~o note 107 at 60. 

D. Owen Carrigan Crime and Punishmrnt in Canada. a Hinoiy (McClelland & Stewm 
Toronto, 199 I )  at 413. 



subjea to wide interpretation. 

Susan Houston argues that since dehquency in the Canadian context was not 

clearly defined as either a state or condition, the law aaed as a reminder to the 

members of the worling and lower class that it was in faa the rniddle dass who 

ruled. Houston goes on to state: "...the image of the law as an insaurnent of the 

dominant ideology in the detemination of such cases brought home to workingclass 

families and to refomers aiike the realities of class and power which circurnscribed 

their fivesw . 243 Clearly, in the Ontah experience the determination of criminal 

activity and the consequences for such activity were defined by existing dominant 

social attitudes. 

Superintendent McKinnon of the Victoria Indumial School anempted to give 

an exphnation of incomgiiiiity. Most of his boys who had been sent to him for 

being incorrigible had "...slept out all night, ran away from home, refbsed to go or 

were suspended fiom school, and had 'proved unmanageable by the parents or 

teacher~"'. '~ School records for the Victoria Industriai School show that of the first 

50 boys sent there. 25 had k e n  placed thete for king in~ompi i l e .~~~  A child 

destined to go wrong usuaüy committed a series of '&es' before completely falhg 

into the criminal dass. The fim offence was usuaUy truancy from school; when the 

child was not in school then he was fiee to discover the lwe of gambling, smoking, 

alcohol and other vices. This would wentuaiiy lead to more advanced criminal 

?4 1 Houston, wma note 180 at 13. 

244 Sutherland, suvra note 1 at 104.. 

245 Ibid. - 
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aCti~ity .~~ It was W y  believed that a child lefk alone wouid give into temptation. 

It was important for children to be in schml since aloog with the fàxnily and church, 

school is where children learned morality. If they could not be t m e d  to attend 

school regularly then society would legislate them &crc indefinitely. 

Under the 1884 hd-ial SchooIls Act, a parent could commit his or her child 

to these institutions if they could convince a judge or magistrate that their child was 

destined for txouble if'he or she was not instiniti~nafized.~~' Subsequently, the chiid 

could fhd him or herself in an industrial school for up to five yean without ever 

committing a crime. Section 7 (4) of the act smtes: " Whose parent, step-parent or 

guardian represents to the Judge or Magistrate that he is unable to control the diild, 

and that he desires the child to be sent to an Industrial School under this Act."'" 

Thus. working classparents held an element ofconnolover this situation. It is 

interesting to note that the American experience was similar and many working and 

lower class children found themselves committed to training sdiools indefinitely for 

the n i m e  of '~tubbornness'.'~~ 

Since incorrigiibility was not dearly defined it was essentially up to the 

in terpretation of the presiding rnagisaate or judge. The same can be said for those 

children who were found to be negiected. Again, these children could find 

-- - -  

?JO Katz. pmra note 2 2  at 172. 

24Q Katz, supra note 222 at 179-180. 



themselves growing up within governent institutions because their parents had 

neglected to take their parental duties seriously . Certainy this was not necessarjly a 

bad thing since many of these children were lefi to their own devices on the streets 

and in desperate need of case. 

Since the decision was ultimately left up to the discretion of a judge there were 

some major inconsistencies in the system. What was the deciding factor in what led 

some children to the reformatory and some to an industrial school for the same 

crime? Presumably, the judge would use his disaetion and what little he knew about 

the chiid to determine if an industrial school would be of any use to the hiture of the 

delinquent child. In truth, many children, male and female, were d l  sentenced to 

seme their t ime in either a provincial or federal institution with adults. The 

detrimentai effects of this and the possibiîity for abuse have already k e n  noted in 

previous chapters but the very real fact is that despite the opportunity, support f'iorn 

society and legislators, the industrial schoois were not always used to their fÙU 

capacity. Bennett assm that some magisaates sirnply did not approve of or did not 

know about the schools. Since it was not mandatory to send a child to such a school, 

the decision was ultimately left up to the magisnate or judge." Neil Sutherland 

addresses the problem of consistency in his work: 

Canadian coum of the time handied the children appearing before 
them with little consistency from one coun to another and one 
appearance to the next. Some youngsters were lectwed or let off with 
a waming, others were given suspended sentences. and many were sent 

2 _Sr> Bermen, suma note 182 at 219. 



to gaok, reformatones, industriai schools .... . 251 

New forms of state intervention were designed to Mplement ambitious new 

mategies of social intervention and m o d  regulation. Since this 'new society' 

fostered the concept of the new childhood, many old practices regardhg children and 

the criminal law had to be reealuated. What was to be done with children who 

violated municipal, provincial or dominion law? Was it really fair or beneficial to 

society and the child to house criminah of all ages together? It had becorne obvious 

to some that perhaps deterrence was not the only principle to kept in mind when 

sentencing young people. The Prisoners Aid Association, an organization that 

focussed primarily on adult offenders, had developed an agenda for the treatment of 

juvenile offenders by 1890. The agenda indudeci s p e d  courts for young offenders, 

less detention t h e ,  and qualified personnel in the prisons and industrial schools. 

More importantly this organization believed that the length of the prison t e m  was 

secondary to the rehabilitative potential of the young penon. That is, rehabilitation 

of the child was more important than the prison t m ,  therefore the period of 

detention should be arrived at according to the length of time the judge believed it 

would take for the chiiâ to be rehabilitated, for better or worse." Clause 6 in the 

Pnsonm ' Aid Associabon Report states the foliowing: 

Indusmal schools and refonnatories should not be considered as places 
for punishment, but should be utilized wholly for the refonnation of 
character. The young persans sent to the insatutions should not be 

2 5  1 Sutherland, suma note 1 at 101. 

252 Carrigan, supra note 242 at 412-41 3. 



commined for any definite period, but they should be detained untii 
reformation is attained irrespective of the tirne required? 

Unfortunately, most chiidren ended up on the short end of the deal and subsequently 

spent longer perïods of tirne in jail for crimes tbat deserveci a much Lighter sentence 

had they ody been fortunate enough to be considered an adult under the law. 

Kelso's main concern was neglected and dependent children, not delinquent 

children. He wanted to use the industriai schools as a temporary shelter for neglected 

and abused children. He dearly favoured removing children From the home of 

neglecdul or abusive parents, but he felt men more s~ongly about pmanentiy 

distancing the children from their natural parents. Indeterminate sentences in an 

indusaial school were strongly encouraged but more as a way of keeping the children 

fiom their parents and a life of vice and immoraiiity and less about giving the children 

a good education. Kelso was a fïrm believer in the foster home. Thus, the industrial 

school became a temporary residence for children in need of homes, and the 

indeterminate sentence semed this purpose weU as it would be near impossible for a 

parent to remove his or her child fkom the dutches of the state.'" 

Kelso was against the instinitionalizing of chilàren if there existeci another 

opportunity for them. He and the warden of the Central P N o n  in Toronto had 

developed a scheme over the years. Throughout the 1890s Kelso and the warden 

intervened in many children's sentences and had hem placed within a foster home. 

253 "Report of the Commissionen Appointed to Enquire into the Prison and Reformatory System 
of Ontario", suma note 107 at 9. 

294 Jones and Rutman, Suora note 40 at 50-5 1. 



When a magistrate or judge wouid sentence a child to a reformatory or indusaial 

school sometimes they would have to spend some t h e  in the Central Prison before 

room was made avaiiable. Upon hearing about a boy coming to the prison the 

warden would inform Kelso who would then find a place for the boy in a foster 

home. " The diversion, of course, was a contravention of regulations, but both 

officials conspired in the practice for a number of years" 

What is interesting about the offence of incomgibiiity is the flexibility it 

aiiowed parents to commit their own children to these sdiools. Here, there c m  be 

seen an element of power being exerted by the Iowa and working dass parents. As 

already mentioned, a parent could go to a local magistrate and clah in a personai 

statement that their child was in fact incomgible. As a general d e  parents daimed 

one of four things: the cMd was ofken tniant, bas been sleeping out, kept bad 

Company and unless the child was put under restraint he or she would fa victirn to 

vice and lead an idle Me. In effect this was a way for lower and working class parents 

to ensure that their children had a fighting diance in a rapidy changing society. At 

the very least, in an industriai xhool they would be forced to attend day school and 

would be afforded the opportunity to l e m  a useful tade. Susan Houston condudes 

b a t  despite relatively scarce evidence on the matter sending a child to an industrial 

school was a rational response to economic and social c~nstraints.~ 

7 2 2  -- - Canigan, suDra note 242 at 414. 

2 -56 Houston, Suora note 180 at 19-21. 



Conclusion 

The industrial schook legislation was important to Ontario reform initiatives 

in rnany ways. The original 1874 legislation granted the legal power needed to 

remove chiidren who were not orphans fiom the meet and place them within 

institutions where they could be manufactured into productive citizens. While this 

legisiation was not exercised it emphasized an important point. The provincial 

government was recognizing the need to care and reform these chiidren. Issues of 

financial support and provincial monitoring are secondary to the importance of the 

law here. By recognizing the need to remove these children fiom the streets and 

situations of neglect the state was backing reformers in theû goals. 

With the amendmena of 1884 the schools were thrust into action. Coupled 

with increased support this new amendment extended the definition of an 

incorrigible child to one that was guiity of a petty offence. nie  legd ramifications of 

this was great. No longer would children be forced to cany out their sentences 

within the reformatory, now there was another option open to them, the industrial 

school. Under no rneans was a judge under any legal obligation to sentence a child 

to an industrial school. Since the schools were merely a sentencing option it was still 

ultimately up to the judge to act in the 'best interests' of the child. As we have seen in 

chapter three, the aiminal justice systern was reluctant to give up its reliance on the 

old English cornmon law. Thus children, despite the establishment of the industriai 

schoois, were still within provincial reformatories and common gaols. The problem 

may have k e n  addressed through the passing of such Iegislation but it was by no 

rneans solved. Simply legisking something into action did not necessarily mean that 



it was canied out. 

The philosophy underlying the industrial schools undement a great &al of 

change duMg the decade between the original legislation was passed and the 

amendment. The original mandate was focussed on negiected and dependant 

children, it was nof und  the focus shified to indude deiinquent children that the 

schoals began to develop. This extending of the sphere demanded the cwperation 

of the criminal justice system with the industrial schools. Believing that these schwls 

could be beneficial to dehquent children, school supporters agreed and encouraged 

the opportunity to reform Ontario's dehquent youth. It would be in the years after 

the Act hr the Preventkm of Cmeity to and Protevtkm of Cbildre~, 1893 that the 

schoois reaiiy began to work with the criminal justice system. With the inaease of 

the foster home the schools were now mostiy filed with delinquent children, and the 

'school of a i m e '  that was so despised by refomers in the reformatories was 

reinventing itself within the industrial schools. 

Clearly the state could not ignore the con saving advantages of putting child 

welfare and juvenile justice in the hands of volunteex societies. The foster home 

mode1 ran on a volunteer basis, whereas an institution such as the industrial school 

was a financial burden to maintain. Keiso's constant fight to remove children fiom 

state institutions was recognized and was in part motivated by costcutting 

opportunities. The 1893 legislation regarding the protection of children changed the 

face of child welfare poîicies for dehquent and neglected children in Ontario. This 

aa shifted the responsibility for 'making children good' from the han& of the state to 
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private voluntary ~ocieties.~~' As organizations such as the Children's Aid Society 

cropped up throughout Ontario and evenhially Canada, industriai schools and other 

juven.de institutions experienced a dedine in enrollment as state involvement in 

moral regulation of children was deaeased. Thus, mernbers of the pubiic and private 

spheres worked together in an effort to reform delinquent children. The state 

essentially relinquished some authority although it retained contiol over criminal 

law, while the l e s  serious offences such as incomgibiiity was lefi to the private 

sphere. This cooperation of public and private institutions and legal and non-legal 

personnel marked the beginnings of what some have termed s o c f i e d  ju~tice.'~' 

257 "An Act for the Prevention of Cruelty to, and Bener Protection of ChiIdrenW, statutes of 
Ontario, 1893. c. 45. 

3 4  Strange and Loo, suma noce 4 at 52. 



Chapter Five: Tbe DecLine uftùe h d u s t d  S&wIs anand tbe Passig of the 
J v v d e  Ddhquent;s Act of 1 W  

As the Industrial Schools confinued to evolve during the early twentieth 

century, it had become apparent to reformers and legislators aiike that the original 

intent and purpose of the schools too had evolved. What had begun as an 

institutional branch of organized phiîanthropy to house neglected and abandoned 

children had wolved into a cbildren's prison meant to house juvede delinquents 

that could not be placed with the foster care system. As the reformatories for 

children were being phased out and replaced with new institutions with the passing 

of the Juvenile Delinquents Act, the schools were becoming the final destination for 

Ontario's child 'criminal class ' . This final substantive chapter is devoted to the 

change that these schools underwent. Were the xhoois affecteci by the changing face 

of reform movements or were they undercut by the passing of the Juvenile 

Delinquena Act of 1908, the 'last reson' for those chitdren unable to be placed within 

a foster home? Could it be that foster home supporters finaîiy won the nght based on 

the 'kt kterest of the chiid', or did simple economics win out? Perhaps it is a 

combination of all these things. What is certain, however, is that these schools and 

institutions undenuent charnatic changes during the early mentieth century and with 

increased severity after the passing of the 1908 Juvenile Dehquents Act. 

Chapter four's aim was to introduce the reader to the industriai school system 

focussing on cumculum, govemment policies, legishtive initiatives and public 

support. 1 then related a i i  of the above to the five main themes of this thesis. The 
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previous chapter ended on a positive note, that is, I ended when the schools had 

reached their peak, roughly about the same time as the passing of the 1893 children's 

protection legislation. This chapter will focus on how the industrial schools s u ~ v e d  

and ultimately redesigned themselves in the face of a changing refonn movement 

philosophy toward ' g d '  and 'bad' children, the provinchi government's economic 

policies, and the development of new f e d d  govemment initiatives designed to 

'protea' delinquent children supported by the aeation of a separate juveniie justice 

system. 

What these developrnents show is that the state did not withdraw nom the 

regdation of the lives of the targeted children. The roles of the provincial and federal 

govemrnents c hanged and repressive interventions were elaborated and re fmed, 

partly in response to problems with the industriai schools. At the provincial level the 

state s hifted the responsibility to the Children's Aid Society and the foster care 

system. This did not mean that it stepped out of intementionist and regdatory 

schemes. Instead, the provincial state retained some measure of control over 

institutions that operated at a quasi-public levei and sought to reduce expenditures. 

At the federal level the state achieved a comprehensive system of repressive control 

via new legisiation, namely the Juvenile Delinquents Act. 

This chapter does not attempt to present a comprehensive examination of the 

origins and passage of the Juvenile Delinquents Act. Rather, it is intended to 

highlight how experiences with the industriai schmis contributed to the development 

of the Juveniie Delinquents Act and to present the final diapter of the story of the 

industrial schools in Ontario. 



Continued Decline of Schools 

The 1893 Ontario Act for the Preveatioa of Crue ,  to, and kfter Protect70n 

of Ci i ldm,  was much more widely accepted and practised than the 1888 legislation 

regarding child protection. The effedveness of this a a  was due in part to the rapid 

establishment of Children's Aid Societies. A consequence of this was that the catch 

phrase used by reformers, 'new childhood' now gave way to 'the best interests of the 

chiid'. There was a push to place children who were neglected or abandoned within 

a famiiy setting. Furthmore, it was beïieved that chiidren who had k e n  neglected, 

abandoned or abused should no? be aliowed to mingle with diildren who were 

termed delinquent in anyway. What is key, however, is that chiidren guilty of 

deluiquency were now king pushed through the Children's Aid Society and into 

foster homes in hopes of rescuing them fiom a life of crime. Society had spoken, the 

best place for a delinquent or neglected child was within a family home, one that 

would foster a better lifesty le filled with good health, Christianity and morality . As 

we& a good home would a a  as a preventative measure agaha future aime.25P The 

uplifüng of these children fiom the lower echelons of Society to middle dass 

standards was the goal of reformers. Children lefi to their own devices in such 

situations of neglect and dependency would be lefi to fend for themselves and would 

surely turn to a life of crime. The Royal Commission report of 1891 echoed this 

beiief c i ~ g  a poor home life as a major cause of crime? Thus, as previousiy 

754 - Sutherland, swra note 1 at 17. 

' " "~e~on  of the Commissionen Appointed to Enquire into the PNons and Reformatories System of 
Ontario", supra note 107 at 40. 
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discussed, the foster home had become the fàvoured solution for dealing with both 

delinquent and nondelinquent chilüren . Not only wouki this keep children from 

institutionalized a r e  but it would aiso answer the province's cost-saving needs, since 

the foster case system was mn to some degree on a volunteer basis. 

A great deal had changed from the onset of the industrial schoois movement 

in the 1870s. D u ~ g  the 1870's there stiU existed a strong belief in g e n d  deterrence 

and retibutive justice. By the time the 1890's roUed around rehabilitation had 

become the favoured means and message when deaiing with young people. Thus the 

1880's were a transitional stage for juvenile justice and chiid welfare. By the late 

1880's a new and second generation of 'child savers' were beginning to favour the use 

of the foster home as a rehabilitation family mode1 of justice as opposed to the strict 

discipline found in the provinces juvenile refomatories. The industriai schoois fell at 

the centre of the specmim between a li'beral new way of dealing with children via the 

foster care system and the traditional disciplinary style of the reformatones. 

Prior to the 1893 child protection legisiation a problem existed for child 

reformers who were attempting to aid chikiren who had committed a crime. As a 

general mle the most common aime committed by children was larceny, a criminal 

offence under the Criminal Code and therefore under dominion jurisdiction. Thus, 

reformen could only help a smaU minority of young offended6'. Recognizing that 

the 1888 protective legislation did not gant ' a d  savers' any jurisdiction over 

criminal offences, the campaign began for separate trials for young people. In 1893 

-- 

26 1 Jones and Ruman, supra note 40 at 101-2. 



the newly codified C h i n a i  Code of Canada read as follows: 

The triais of ai l  persons apparently under the age of sixteen yean shalî, 
so  far as it appears expedient and practicabfe, taire place without 
publicity, and separately and apart fiom that of other accused persons, 
and at suitable times to be designated and appointeci for that 
~urpose?~ 

As was the case with the majority of traditionchanging legislation passed at the 

tirne, not ail police magisaates found it either expedient or practicabie to try these 

young people separately. It would not be until1908 that separate trials for young 

people would become mandatory. What these dwelopments suggest is that some 

aspects of the regulation of 'problem' children were king delegated to institutions 

that operated at a distance from the state, while sophisticated state repressive 

measures under progressive labels such as 'best interem' and 'iehabiiitation' were 

k i n g  elaborated. 

Placing children within a family setting tended to work weil with the nation 

building and state formation campaigns that were king consciously and 

unconsciously conducted aaoss the province. A 'good' fàmily was the Canadian 

ideal and one which society, and the federal and provincial govments were 

attempting to encourage. Chiidren fiom the lower rungs of the soaal iadder could be 

absorbed into these families and white they received the required dose of love and 

rnorality, as dictated by Kelso and the local Children's Aid Society, they also 

conveniently enough would Iose touch with their former lives and adopt a more 

middle class mind set. I do not want to diminish the efforts of many of the foster 

262 Criminal Code of Cana&, 1893 at S. 550. 
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parents. Indeed, I believe thqr were aaswering the need to house these chilâren. 1 

tend to agree that a child taken from an abusive and negative environment would fare 

rnuch better in a home setting than in an institutional one h g  with 50 or 60 other 

unfortunate children. What I am atternpting to show is the shift in institutions and 

methods used to achieve the same end: a moral, productive young adult defined fiom 

the standards of privileged refomers and iaw-makers. 

The bottom line remained the same, children were regarded as special and 

required special attention, but more importantly, children became adults. The social, 

econornic and political needs of the province and ulcimately the nation, came to 

depend on the effective formation of good citizenship. Whether a child was 

neglected or delinquent had little relevance for the final product. If the chiid was 

negiected then he or she foUowed a preventative route, if delinquent he or she 

followed a rehabilitative route. Both of these paths were designed, administered and 

monitored by the same group of reformers, legislators and govemment 

administraton. What changed was the means. 

The family itseif'may be viewed as an extension of institutional social 

regulation. In this way I believe that the new fmer homes were insatutional foms 

that were similar to the industrial schools. There may have been fewer children, less 

regiment and possibly less potentiai for abuse and exploitation, but the product was 

the same - a chiid would grow up and conmibute in a positive mamer to the country 

both socially and economically. The foster home, as much as it was promoted, was 

developed and maintaineci upon the same principles and philosophies as previous 

methods. Religion and morality were fùndamental to one's chddhood, hard work as 
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a child meant hard work as an adult and a respect for social ordering and the British 

crown meant a govemable populace. Foster homes and the juvenile dehquents 

systems, no l e s  than the industriai schools, served to reinforce the hieraschies that 

mled the l ive of Canadians durhg the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

The industrial school system was in trouble, but the reformatories were on the 

brink of closure. The changing population, the creation of the juveniie court system 

and the child's court movernent meant that many more children were now king  

treated and prosecuted as criminals instead of wayward y ~ u t h . ' ~ ~  KelSo and child 

reformers, trumpeting the new philosophy of the best interests of the chiid began to 

get involved. With their position secure regarding child w e k e  many child savers 

now ~ r n e d  to juvenile delinquency, and while the indusmiid schools were a deemed 

inappropriate for petty crirninals, the provincial reformatones were institutions that 

reforma deemed cruel and ttierefore not in the best interests of the child or the 

Future of the  Dominion. As a result, the wheels were set in motion for the eventual 

closure of these institutions. The fight was not a hard one or a long one and by the 

early years of die twentieth cenniry both the reformatory for boys in Penetanguishene 

and the refuge for giris had dosed their doors." 

The Penetanguishene Reformatory for Boys officiaiiy closed its doors in 1904. 

The closure was seen as a triumph for supporters of a new juvenile justice system but 

263 Paul Bennetr, "Taming 'Bad Boys' of the Dangerous Class': Child Rescue and Restraint at the 
Victoria Industrial School, 1887-1935" in Histone Social/Social History, vol. XXI 11-41 (Mai-May 
1988). at 94. 

?rd Sutherland, suvra note 1 at 118. 
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there were serious repercussions for the industrial s ~ h o o l s . ~ ~ ~  When the boys 

reformatory closed, the provinciai government made no moves to build a new one. 

Instead the province, at Kelso's persuasion, had the boys placed within a foster 

home or an industrial school, and any himre cases were to be dedt with though the 

child's local Children's Aid Society or the nearest industriai school. Many claimed 

that this closing was a great success because 4 years later none of these boys was 

found in the federal penitentiary . Where were they? These boys of the ' criminal 

class' had simply migrated to the industriai schoois which were now acting as a 

juvenile jail. In reaiity the industrial schools had replacecl the provincial 

reforma tories for young people and had become the favoured institution for placing 

boys and girls who dqlayed delinquent behavioun. Since the reformatory for boys 

had shut down with few problems, the Ontario Refuge for Girls began downsizing in 

1908.2w 

Settin P the S tape for Juveniie Justice 

The idea of separate triais for children was not unique to the early twentieth 

century. Legislation pnor to 1908 provided this as an option for those under 16 years 

of age?' In 1894 the federal government passed an act that set the stage for a great 

deal of juvenile refom to foiiow. An A a  R m g  Anes, Tn-d andlmpnonmmr 

- - 

26 5 Bennett, suora note 263 at 94. 

3 6  Sutherland, suDra note 1 at 118. 

267 Criminal Code of Canada, 1893 at S. 555. 
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of YouthfUI Oflendm was passed in parliament on July 23 1894." This act was an 

assertion of the fedeml govement's jurisdiction over criminal law and a way to 

consolidate all the older provincial legislation for the past concerning aial procedures 

of young people dating back to 1857 legislation dealing with the speedy trial and 

punishment of young offenders. The aa's main achievement was the separation of 

yo ung people fiom older criminals during their anest and trial. As weii, provisions 

were made for the privacy of the young person and for the Chiidren's Aid Society 

having a role in recommending aîternative sentences2@ However, it would not be 

until the Juveniie Dehquents Act was passed that further advmces would be made 

toward a completely separate system of justice for young people. 

The 'child's coun movement' reflected a push to have not only separate trials 

but a completely separate court system, complete with specialized judges and offcers 

of the court, rules in regards to questionhg an under age witness, and sentencing and 

aial regulations. The principal idea was to remove delinquent children fiom the 

police and assize court system. and place them within a specialized system that 

encouraged reformation and ~ehabilitation in a patemaiistic 'best interests of the 

child' frame~ork."~ Whiie Kelso has been credited with much of the advances made 

in child welfare, W.L. Scott, president of the Ottawa Children's Aid Society, was a 

catalyst for the quest for a separate juveniie justice system. 

268 "An A a  Respecting Anest, Trial and Imprisonmenr of Youthful offenders" Statutes of 
Canada, 1894. 

'69 Carrigan, suma note 242 at 4145. 
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Scon believed that ûttawa and those delinquent chiidren within the aty's 

Children's Aid Society would benefit from a child's court and parole system. It was 

an exwmely hard task trying to keep track of the large number of cbildren within the 

system and in an effort to give them a second chance Scott and other members 

wanted to supervise these children within the community, preferably through a foster 

home. Scott had wanted to do this under previous child legislation but he soon 

discovered that new legislation was needed to achieve his goal. Realizing he needed 

some help from other communities, Scott broadened the scope of his projea not only 

to a provincial scale but to a national one. Once it had become a national issue, 

ideas fiom other communities and provinces came pouring in. Scott, a lawyer and 

social reformer, had just the political connections needed to pull this off. His father 

was Senator R. W. Scott, secretary of state in Sir Wilfrid Laurier's government. 

Scott, with the aid of his father and Senator F.L. Beique, began draffing the Bill 

which would evennialîy evolve into the Juvenile Delinquents Act."' 

In April of 1907 Senator R. W. Scott introduced the Juvenile Delinquents Bili 

into the Senate. The Bill sparked discussion and debate around issues of haeasing 

crime rates, juvenile delinquency , and the fate of the nation itseif. During the second 

reading of the Bill Senator Ellis told his feJiow membexs that while the statistics 

showed there was an increase in crime, the statistics also failed to indicate that there 

had also been an inaease in legisiation pertaining to the criminal law. Using Sunday 

Observance and prohibition as examples, he went on to say that in previous years the 

271 Sutherland, suma note 1 at 120. 



same acts were comrnitted without aiminal repercussion~.'~ 1 fhd it interesting that 

he tried to dispel some of the myths or moral panic atound crime. During his speech 

Ellis also noted that when reading the newspaper and coming across an artide about 

coiiege boys piaying pranlrs on their young dassmates, society tends to dismiss this 

as youthful pranks. When these same pranLs are played by boys from the lower 

classes the prank suddenly develops into a criminal offence .m 

. . .when the sophomores have to asset thei. power over the freshrnen, 
and when the coming graduate has to show to the man below how 
much superior he is. Here the young men are fitted up by the state to 
occupy very important position in Me, some banisters, some 
doaon.. . . if a waif were to do anything iike some of the things which 
are reported in the newspapers as king done by students, he would 
soon find himself at the bar of justice, and have to answer to the police 
magistrates for the wrong he had c~mrnitted.~~' 

Other members expressed concern for provincial rights and the fate of the 

industrial schools. Senator Beique pointed out that the Biii was not intended to 

interfere with the industrial schools in anyway and was intended: "... to redeem them 

[delinquent chilcisen] in their early years, and make good citizens of them".2" This 

did not dispel jurisdictional concems for some members. Under the proposed Biii 

the federal govemment would be legislating into action youth courts and youth 

detention centres. Under the constitution diis feu under the jurisdiction of the 

27 2 "An Act respecnng Juvenile Deiinquents" Debata of the Senate of the DominionofaQ. 
1906-7, at 887-888. 

273 E d . .  at 890. 
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provincial governrnents. Despite a ciause that stated that the federai legislation 

would only go into effect if the provinces wanted to establish these courts and 

detention centres many members of the House and the Senate had problems with 

blurring jurisdictional hes .  Senator Cloran informed the Senate that the British 

North America Act did not aiiow the federal government to aeate either courts or 

reformatories for provincial means. He then went on to say that he understood that 

the clause within the new Bill did not remove this right fiom the provinces but 

ailowed them to apply federal legisiation through the creation of these coum and 

detention centres. Cloran and other m e m h  had a problem with enacting a law that 

rnay very weil have been unenforceable without the cooperation of the provincial 

governrnents. ".. .it [the îaw] would be useless because we would have no machinery 

to enforce it'? 

W ith the exception of Ellis, there was general acceptance that there was a 

problem with current legislation that deait with young people and the manner in 

which it was imposed. As a whole the Bill was responded to favourably but the 

jurisdictionai issues caused continued concem. The Mlinister of Justice asked Scott 

to remove the Bill and give the Senate hirther time to consider it; Scott complied. 

Both father and son were eager for parliament to pass the Biii at the next session.277 

In May of 1908, Senator F.L. Beique introduced another Bill into the Senate 

which was very simiIar to the one introduced the year before by the elder Scott. 

170 "An Act respemg Juvenile Delinquents" 
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Beique put forth an effective argument and the Biii was considered again by the 

Senate. During the second reading of the new Bill Senator Coffey raised concem 

about having the police court and the new 'children's court' in the same building. He 

went on to say that the name of the court did not matter since it was under the same 

roof and the children would stiil be in the vicinity of adult offenden and aime.27a 

This matter was of great importance to him as he believed that any stain upon a 

child's Me wouid carry into adulthood. Despite the cost of setting up a separate 

building or area to house these new courts Coffey felt that the expense was much less 

now then it would be in the long run. In the spirit of nation building Coffey stated: 

... but for large centres of population the expendinire of a sum of 
money should have sîight weight in the min& of municipal authorities 
when contrasted with the saving and guardianship of children whose 
after lives mean much for Canada. To us of this day belongs the task 
of transfonning them as much as we may into usehil citizens? 

Again we can see the importance of producing a 'good', produccive, and above ail 

govemable populace to ensure the future success of the Dominion. 

Another point of contention was brought forth by Senator Macdonald and 

this referred to the punishment of parents. Under the proposed Bi& section 28 

provided that the parents were to be held responsible for crimes committed by their 

children either through imprisonment or by a Fine of fwe to fifty dollars. Macdonald 

noted that rnost of the families were poor and this would have lictle effect. While it 

was agreed that there should be an elernent of punishment for the parents of 

378 
te of the D o m o  . 
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delinquent children he felt that this fine was too o n e r o ~ s . ~  When finally passed the 

Juvenile Dehquenû Act had in fact not reduced the severity of the penalty but 

increased the fine to up to five hundred dollars and/or imprisonment for a p e k d  not 

exceeding one year.'" 

It is interesting to note that the indusaial school's future was a point of issue 

for some rnembers. Senator Power informed the Senate that; "When this Bill 

becomes law, it wiU, to a certain extent, put the industiial schools throughout the 

counw out of b~siness"?~ What Power was refemng to was the fact that in the 

original Bill there was no real provision made to send chikiren under 16 to an 

industriai school but rather to the detention centres (that s t .  needed to be built), or 

they would be absorbed hto the foster care system. Beique argued that he believed 

his BiLi would not interfere with the schools, only that a smaiier number of children 

may be sent there. "It is not my understanding of the Bill that it WU interfere with 

the indusaial school. Of course there may be smder n u m b  sent to the industrial 

schools. because o tha  means wiii be tried before having recourse to that.. ." ."' 

Nonetheless, an amendment was made to the BiU that made it impossible for a judge 

to release a child From an industriai school without a report of the superintendent of 

2m 
"An Act respecting Juvenile Delinquenn" Debates of the Senate of the Dominion of Canada. 
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neglected and dependent children of the province? 

Another point of clarification was made by Senator Beique when he was 

asked about children who turned 18 during the term of their sentence. Beique 

responded by asking an amendment be made to the Bill to have aii children, once 

under the control of the act, to remain wards of the court until the age of2 1 .285 

The Biu then went to the House of Commons where the Minister of Justice. 

A.D. Aylesworth. presented it as a govenunent measure. There was far less debate 

surrounding the Bill in the House than there was in die Senate, although the debate in 

the House was much more aggressive. For example, the M.P. for Simcoe, Mr. 

Lancaster, protested mongly during the third reading against the passing of the BU 

because he felt it would seriously affiea the character and liberty of eveq Canadian 

child. He went on to state that the Minister of Justice had hastily presented the Bill: 

Here is an Act respecthg juvenile delinquenû, brand new iaw, brought 
in during the dy ing hours of the session, containhg thirty-five sections, 
and after midnight we are asked to pas, but not consider it. It anects 
the Liberty, the diarmer and the treatment of every liale child in this 
country. 1 am not going to stand for this Bill going througb with this 
most uncalled for haste, and 1 think the Minister of Justice is not doing 
his duty in trying to nish it though in this way? 

The debate continued and grew inaeasingly heated with various hidden insults 

given by various members. The Biu was then discussed in some detaii during this 

28.4 
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third reading in an attempt ta c a h  the tensions and issues raised? 

An issue brought up by Mr. Lancaster was the idea of the chiid not king 

afforded the right to triai by jury. In an attempt to p t e c t  the chiid from the public it 

was put forth that there be no place for a triai by jury within a youth court. 

Aylesworth echoed this intent: "The objection to triai by jury is the publicity; the 

whole idea is to avoid that"." EventuaUy the section that prevented trial by jury 

won out, despite Lancaster's vehement arguments. Thus, the Bill passed third 

reading and was passed into law on July 8, 1908. 

What is interesting is that throughout ail the readings of the Bill concem was 

raised about Canada being 'behind' other nations in issues of juvenile delinquency. 

Constant reference was made to advances made in this area in European countries 

and especiaily in England and the United States. There seemed to be a fear of how it 

would look to have Canada still using antiquated methods and practices when 

dealing with juvenile delinquency. This appears to be a manifestation of concems 

about nation building and the state formation of modem citizenshq. Canada was 

trying to portray itself as a progressive, forward-looking nation, and the state was 

concerned about moulding cornpliant identities, targe~g young people in conflict 

with the law. These progressive yet repressive measures under aiminal law 

jurisdiccion complemented the restxucturing of responses to chiidren at the provincial 

level. 

:ut 
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The Juvenrle Dehauents Act, 1908 

Within the act itself one can find distinct definitions of what it meant to be a 

child, and especially a delinquent chiid dwing the early twentieth century. Under the 

act a chiid was a boy or girl under the age of sixteen year~.*'~ A juvenile delinquent 

merited a much more extensive definition: 

. . .any child who violates any provision of me CNnLai Code, chapter 
146 of the Revised Statutes, 1906 or of any Dominion or provincial 
statute, or of any by-law or orciinance of any municipality, for which 
violation punishment by fme or imprisonment may be awarded; or, 
who is Gable by reason of any 0 t h  act to be committed to an 
industrial school or juvenile reformatory under the provisions of any 
Dominion or provincial statute." 

The intended effect was that the Juvenile Delinquents Act would have complete 

jurisdiction over any chiid involved with the iaw in any way, provided that child was 

not transferred to adult court by the youth coua. 

The Juvenile Delinquents Act was one that viewed children as special and 

hindamentally different fiom adults, so ciiffixent that a separate systern of justice was 

needed. Reading through the a a  there is a lot of reference to 'the best interest of the 

M d  and the cornmunity'. In this way the act was attemptiag to balance the needs of 

both the child and the community. Clearly if a chiid commiaed murder then the 

community would be fearfbl for their safety; in this situation the needs and protection 

of the community would win out. Section 16 (5) of the a a  requires the court to take 

- 
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46 8 1  into account " ... the child's own good and the best interests of the community . . . . 

But if a child committed petty the& then the emphasis was on granting a second 

chance or at the very lem not to have one misguided event min the child's Wé. 

Section 3 1 of a d  makes this dear as it provides that : "...as fu as practicable every 

juvenile delinquent shaii be treated, not as a aiminal, but as a misdirected and 

rnisguided child, and one needing aid, encouragement, help and assistance" ."2 This 

set the stage for the system of juveniie justice that was to exist within Canada. 

Stemming fiom this philosophy, the act legislateci into place a variety of 

safeguards regarding the protection of the child's identity and future. For example, 

section 14 of the aa aüowed a judge to condua the triai of a child in an informai 

manner as long as the proper adminimation of law was not cornprorni~ed.~~ 

Section 1 0 dealt extensively with the privacy that should be awarded to the child 

under the aa. The trials were to be private and without publiaty, under no 

circumstances was the name of the child to be pMted on the mal report. Further , the 

mai could be held in a private place other than the coweroom. A judges chamber or 

another pnvate room in the court house or municipal building was deemed 

appropriate? In an effort to fuly ensure that the children were kept separate nom 

any publicity and adult offenders, section 10 (2) furthet stipulated that "...an interval 

of half an hour must be doweci to eiapse between the close of the triai or 

29 1 "An Act respecting Juvenile Delinquats" -tes of Caw, 1908 c. 40 at s.16(5). 

3 2  m., at S. 31. 
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examination of any adult and the beginaing of the trial of a child" .= Clearly there 

was an emphasis on protection of the child withui the law. 

The act dealt extensiveîy with jurisdictiod issues, reflecting concems 

expressed during its passage, and the success of the act would ultimately depend on 

the coopmtion of both the provinciai and fedeml governments. As set out in the 

British North America Act, 1867 the federal governent was given exclusive 

jurisdiction over the aiminal law and the provinces jurisdiction over its 

administration. The provincial govemment had also been given jurisdiction over the 

civil status of persons. Thus the act dehed delinquency as an act committed by a 

boy or girl under the age of 16 at any level of law? Suice the provinces were 

accorded the nght to set up courts at certain leveis the federal govemment had to 

depend on the provinces to do their share and set up youth courts and detention 

centres. Consequently the Juvenile Delinquents Act would only be put into force 

after the provinces had developed both detention homes and juvenile coum. Section 

34 of the a d  clearly States: 

This Act may be put in force in any province, or in any portion of a 
province, by proclamation, after the passing of an Act by the legisiature 
of such province providing for the establishment of Juvenile Courts, or 
designating any e M g  courts as Juvenile Courtî, and of detention 
homes for ~ h i l d r e n . ~  

Therefore the passing of the Juvenile Delinquents Act itseîf did not in itseIf create a 

295 "An Act respec~g Juvenile Delinquentsn amtes of lanada, 1908 c. 40 at S. lO(2). 

296 Sutherland, smra note 1 at 121. 

297 "An Act respecting Juvenile Deîinquents" Statutes of Cana&, 1908 c. 40 at S. 34. 
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separate system of juvenile justice. It took the cooperation of the federal and 

provincial govenunents to irnplement the Act. 

Once the provinces had developed these detention homes and juvenile courts, 

the Act granted the juvenile court wide powers. Section 16 of the Act provided that 

no matter the severity of the crime the youth court had complete jurisdiction. It was 

then up to the discretion of the court if the aime was to be considered an indictable 

offence and if the chiid should be transfmed to adult court. Once in adult court the 

youth coun lost all jurisdiction as the cMd would be treated as an adult and for all 

legal purposes was considered an adult?' 

The youth coun also had a wide variety of options available to them when 

sentencing a child who had k e n  found guilty of a crime, the ody stipulation king  

that the court act in the best inter- of both the cMd and the community. These 

options ranged from giving the chiid over to the Children's Aid Society or an 

indusnial school. The a a  absolutely forbade the coun to sentence a child to any 

institution or home that housed adult offenders such as the penitentiary or a common 

gaol? "No juvenile delinquent sha& unda any circumstances, upon or after 

conviction, be sentenced to or incarcerated in aay penitentiary, or cowity or other 

jail, or police station, or any other place in which adults are or may be 

imprisoned" The act also provided for juvenile coun cornminees and probation 

officm to advise juvenile court judges on how to deal and communicate with 

298 "An Act respecthg Juvenile Delinquents" &tutes of Cana&, 1908 c. 40 at S. 16. 

m., at s.22 

3 0 0  Ibid. - 



Effect of the Juvede Delinauents Act on die Industrial Schools 

The schoois were directly affected by the passing of the Juvenile Delinquents 

Aa. although 1 hesitate to daim that the a a  was solely responsible for the schools' 

dedine. In the fourth report of the Superintendent of neglected and dependent 

children for the year of 1896, Kelso informed the reader that: 

The industrial schools question has occupied a good deal of public 
artention during the past year, owing largely to the decrease in the 
number of comminals to these institutions. There has k e n  
considerable speculation as to the cause of this dedine, but there can be 
no doubt but that the popularity of the Children's Aid movement, and 
the sirnplicity and economy of newer methods, has had much to do 
with it? 

Despite the fact that this report was nled almost 8 years before the passing of the 

Juvenile Delinquents Aa, it is dear that the stage had aiready k e n  set for the dedine 

of these schools. A new appreciation for chi ldhd which had infiuenced child 

reform initiatives during the early years of the child welfare movement had 

reinvented itself to oow included those chiûiren under the control of the iaw. When 

the schoois fixst opened there elristed no other institution for cMdren who had fden 

into evii ways. In fact, Kelso aswts that during the 1880s it was not uncommon to 

see parents bringing their chilchen before the magistrate in an effort to get their 

. -. 

"' "An Aci respecthg J u v d e  Deiingueno" Sotutes of Canada, 1908 c. 40 at s.23 & 2 4  

302 "Founh Repon of aork unda the Children's Proteaion Act of Ontario" 1896, at ntii. 



children off the streets and in hopes of them securing an education, a trade and 

hope fuily a prosperous fu~re ."~ W ith the changing face of these schools there was 

not a move to enrol one's chitd anymore; instead of a 'boardhg school for the poor' 

these schools eventuaiiy became an institution steeped in criminal activity and 

aggression. The dosing of the reformatories had transforrned these s c h d  into a 

prison for children guilty of crimes more serious than larceny or petty the&. 

A fear that was expressed during pariiamentary debates and within society 

itseif was that with the passing of the Juvenile Delinquents Act the schools would 

eventuaiiy be forced to close. This was not the case; in the 1908 report of the 

Superintendent of neglected and dependent children it was reported that the schools' 

population was in fact increasing? Yet the schoois continued to decline in terms of 

a healthy atmosphere and initial reform policies, the school had becorne, in many 

ways, like the provincial reformatories that had k e n  closed eariier. Frorn 1% to 

1908 the total population for the Four industriai sehoois in Ontario increased from 

35 1 to 4 1 3 ~ h i i d r e n . ~ ~  It appeared that more children were k ing  prosecuted as 

criminals and since there no longer existed a reformatory for either boys or girls they 

were k i n g  sent to the sdioois. 

Legislators Wre Scott and other reformes g e n d y  felt that the new act had 

effectively met the dernand for a separate system of justice for young people. Indeed 

303 "Fourth Repon of work under the Children's Prothon Act of Ontario" 1896, at W. 

thi "Sixteenth Repon of work under the Children's Protection Act of Ontariow 1908.83. 

30 5 bid. - 
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it did in rnany respects. "In a veiy reai sense, therefme, those responsible for its 

passage could look upon the new Juveuiie Delinquents Act as a great mumph for the 

idea of familycentred û u e  of problern ~ h i l d r e n " . ~  It effectively consolidated into 

one act many of the advances made during the tail end of the nineteenth cenmry 

regarding young people and crime. The emphasis was on rehabilitation and the 

foster care system was king tnimpeted as an environment conducive to rehabiiitative 

practices. 

The Juvenile Delinquents Act bridged a jurisdictional gap between the 

provin cial and federal govemment regarding children . While the Act represented 

advances in setting out distinct roles and procedures for children, I think its most 

important advance was that the best interesc of the cbiid were no longer solely in the 

han& of the judiciary. Previous legislation that tended to challenge traditional niles 

was often not supported by the coum as we saw in chapter three. Instead, the 

government at both levels had a larger role to play in determinhg the 'bat interem' 

of the child. Again we see that paaiarchy was not displaced but simply transferred. 

Nonetheless , the Juvenile Delinquents Act represented a compre hensive repressive 

measure that extended nation-wide and empowered officiais with wide disaetionary 

powers over the lives of chilken in codict with the law. A detaiîed study of this 

measure is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Perhaps it is not faû to daim that there was a deche in the schools but a new 

development. There was a need to house children within society. What had 

.w Sutherland, supra note 1 at 123. 
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origindy k e n  institutions meant to house chiidren guilty of petty municipai and 

provincial offences and/or negiected children had become the equivalent of a child's 

prison. In the interest of building a nation that was govemable the state, coupled 

with efforts by reformers, was essentially separa~g  the good horn the bad. The 

'good' children, those worthy of a second chance, were placed within foster homes. 

The 'bad' children, those destined to spend a Me in crime and poverty were not as 

luchy in finding a place in the fôster care system and were forced to reside in the 

schools, which by the tum of the twentieth century had become a hardened 

environment emphasising discipline and order. 

As such issues of overcrowding, lack of proper support and poor management 

plagued the schook. In an effort to survive, the schools were forced to take in older 

children, those up to 16 years of age, in accordance with the new Juvenile 

Delinquents Act. As such, by 1910, only 2 years d e r  the passing of the Act the 

schoois' population was made up of older boys who had been hardened due to their 

experience with the criminai  la^."^ 'Ihe schools continued to receive criticisms in 

the face of a changing refom movement. Paul Bennet informs us that: 

The school, wictoria Indusoial School] which had begun in June of 
1887 with such great enthusiasm and reforming zeai, gradually 
deteriorated into a dilapidated, 'cold-blooded state institution' in the 
1 920s and was W y  ordered dosed by the Ontario public seaetary in 
December 1934 amid semational public accusations that it was a 
'barbarou and antiquated' institution? 

307 Bennett, suma note 182 at 225. 

308 ibid. - 



Economics had a great role to play in the dedine of the schools. 

Philanthropie efforts tcurnpeteâ by reformes such as Kelso and Scott were much 

more economically efficient. Depending upon the state to run institutions such as the 

industriai schools had become a burden for both those who were r u d g  the schools 

and for the govemment itself. The Juveniie DeIinquents Act was based u p n  the 

existence of such institutions but this federal legislation did not prode  the financial 

support for the schools. Instead, this f d  onto the provinces. The foster care system 

was run with little state support as it was primarily a volunteer effort. Thus 

philan thropic efforts were favoured o v a  soite sponsored institutions. 

Conclusion 

The demise of the indutrial schools coincided with the decentralizing of 

mesures at the provincial level, notably the increased importance of the Children's 

Aid Society and foster homes. This did not represent a withdrawal of the state from 

the Lives of children. Radier, the state's interventions were made more cost effective, 

enlisting the support of non-state institutions, and most sigolscantly were extended 

in the repressive sphere through the passage of the Juvenile Delinquents Act. This 

introduced a comprehensive and targeted system of control over the lives of chilchen 

in confhct with the iaw. While intementions were developed at both lwels of 

govemment, an earlier intemention, the industrial schoois, becarne increasingiy 

irrelevant . 



Cmciusion 

The research presented in this thesis has shown the changing pattern of state 

intervention mto the lives of delinquent and/or neglected chiltiren during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century in Ontario. The state was involved in the 

iives of these diildren to some degree throughout the nineteenth century but the level 

of direct inmision into the family sphere changed over this the .  The industriai 

schools have been at the centre of this research. I believe the industrial schools are an 

important point in the nineteenth century developrnents since this is one intervention 

where we can see with particular darity the state participating directiy in the task of 

reforming and rehabilitating children. Through the passing of the industriai schools 

legislation and the aeation and maintenance of these schools, the provincial 

govemment was sending a strong message. Children who were either deemed to be 

delinquent or pre-delinquent needed to be institutionalized in order for them to be 

transformed into 'good' citizens. Once reformed they would re-enter society and 

presumably fùlfill their place in society as hard working, industrious, healthy and, 

above aii, cornpliant citizens. 

This research was not aimed at al chiidren, indeed most Mdren in Ontario 

and Canada led normal lives and were not instinitionalized apart fiom their exposure 

to public schooling which, of course, &O developed throughout the nineteenth 

cenniry. This research has k e n  directed to those children who either came in contact 

with the aiminal law or who were neglected or dependant Middle class refonners, 

intent on making the world a better place for these children, were working within 

mixed objectives. True, there was a probIem with child poverty and neglect but there 
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existed another agenda. These chiidren duttered up city street., they were unkept, 

many were involved in street vending and they were perceived by middle class 

refonners as the future aiminal class. 1 believe that these movements were as much 

about 'saving' these chiidren as they were about keeping the city streets free of 

troublesome youngsters and teduchg funire crime rates. 

There have ben Five basic themes that were introduced in chapter two and 

have mn through this thesis: nation building, state formation, moral regulation, the 

'new childhood' and reform movemenû in civil suciet.. These five concepts have set 

the social and political context for the research within this thesis. Each touches upon 

the ideas and objectives behind the industrial schools, child welfare legisiation and 

juvenile justice in some way. 

What was hindamental to the development of legislation and institutions 

directed at reforming, housing and training chilken was that middle dass concems 

were addressed and government initiatives were implemented to ensure that 

Canada's future would Test in the han& of competent adults and good citizens. If the 

citizens did not share the views or ideais of the dominant social interests and 

govemments, then the nation was sure to fail encomtering deepening conBict and 

crisis. Canadian middie and upper cias refonners and politicians aiike undetstood 

that the key to the success of the country lay in the han& of the children. These 

children, some neglected, some dciinquent, needed to be taught to respect prevailing 

hierarchies and institutional structures withia Society and a cornpliant and 

govemable populace would foilow. 

Judgmg the rnodiq of others fd into the han& of midde class reformers. 
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The state certainly had a part to play in the task of moral regulation but it was the 

reformers that tmk the fint active initiatives, making it easier for the state to get 

involved in an area that it was traditionally somewhat removed from. Perceived 

notions about the evils of alcohol, Ucit Literature, sex and other social vices 

penetrated the minds of middle dass refomiers and in mm was played out in refom 

propaganda. Middle class society was obsessed with reform initiatives though not ail 

were geared at children, many were focussed on women and the daily iives of the 

working class. 

Regulatory schemes intended to manage the moral nature of these groups 

were widespread and penetrated every facet of daily Me and the law was an 

important means of intervention. In the case of chiidren it ranged nom public 

schoohg to cruriinal justice. In the research presented here moral reguiation played 

a large role within the industrial schools. Children were not only trained in a trade 

but were schooled in religion and middle class values. Young girk were taught the 

basics of housekeeping and child rearing, their ultimate goals in Me. Young boys 

were discouraged from gambling and drinLing and told of the evils that ensued once 

one had partaken in these evils. Underlying these regulatory schemes was an 

emphasis on family. Girls were told that their roles as women was to he a wife and 

mother and boys were told that theu role was that of the breadwinner. The emphasis 

was on producing Canadian citizens and ones that would be brought up within 

m iddle class values and ideais. 

The fear of working class children becoming part of the a h i n a ï  class was 

then expanded to di children. Many middle dass reforrners feared that poorly 
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brought up children would have an influence upon those diildren fiom the middle 

and upper classes who were properly brought up, but may suffer a moment of 

weakness and be suscéptiile because of prooximity in urban settjngs. It is this attitude 

that justified the reformers' beiiefs in encouraging the state, via organizations such as 

the Children 's Aid Society, to enter a home and remove the diildren if it were 

deemed that the home lik was not suitable. This also encouraged the iâea of 

segregarion and the separation of public schook. This did not necessarily mean that 

these children were to be elevated to the middle dass. On the contrary , these children 

were intended to remain within the working class, but they were to pass on to their 

Future children m iddle class philosophies values. 

The image of Canadian chiidhood underwent cirastic changes fiom colonial 

times to the beginning of the twentieth cenniry. The idea of 'chiid', originaily 

regarded as a miniature adult, wolved into philosophies about pro tehg  and 

managing both delinquent and nondelinquent children. Who was reaiiy responsible 

for these children? Clearly parents were responsible for their children but what 

happened when the parents were perceived to have fded in this task? Legislators, 

through pressure from refomers about the perceived mils of the home life of lower 

and working class children, stepped into the private fimily sphere and legisîated 

accordingly . 

The law played a centxai role in this transformation. As I have shown, the 

English common law before the nineteenth was steeped in patriarchy. Traditionai 

patriarchd common law was dilaced, to some degree by the new legislative 

initiatives as set out in chapter three. These new legislathe initiatives bluned the Line 
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between the public and private sphere resulting in inaeased regulation of the famiiy. 

Receiving pressure From new legislation did not necessarily change what occuned in 

the court rooms. In fact, more than not judges initially dung to the old English 

common law as the best and ody way to &al with these children. Whereas in the 

traditional common iaw the father was seen as knowing what was best for his farniiy, 

particularly the children, the state eventudy stepped in as the patxiarchic figure to 

more advely determine what was best for these children. The implementation of the 

'bat interests' philosophy was left in the han& of officiais whose values tended to 

reflect privileged or middie class male amtudes. How could these men know with 

certainty and objectivity what was tnily in the best interests of these children? 

Section 7(6) of the 1884 Industrial Schools Act is reflective of the 'bat 

interests' philosophy. The section, recommending that children found guilty of a 

petty offence be sent to an industrial school as opposed to a provincial gaol or 

reformatory, gives the impression that society felt that these institutions were too 

harsh an environment for these children. The law reflected two positions; on the one 

hand the law gave the option to judges to place children in the industnal schools 

answering societies concem about the harshness of the reformatones, on the other 

hand sentencing children to institutions meant only for juveniles was not made 

mandatory Thus. the power still iay with the judiciary and they could deem what 

was in the best interest of the child based on what iittie they knew of the child and his 

or her circumstances. Tt was oniy witb the passing of the Juvenile Delinquents Act of 

1908 that the judiciary was forced to sentence juveniles to institutions developed 

specifdy for young people. 



As expressed in the law, the state had long taken a 'hm& off approach 

towards children. As chapter three has shown there was a &astic shift in state 

intervention expressed shrough legisiation beginning with the 1 799 Apprentice and 

Minors Act to later legislation such as the 1893 'Children's Charter". The 

government at ail levels had taken the plunge into the private sphere and once there it 

was impossible to remove the state from the family. Consequently, during the 1870s 

and 1880's we see a building fienzy of chiidren's institutions with the indumial 

schoois at the centre. The provincial government reacted to perceived social 

problems through the ody means it had, building institutions and passing repressive 

legislation. It would not be uncil the 1890's that reformea would again pressure the 

stare . This tirne the state was asked to remove itself fiom its role as child protector 

and reformer and delegate the responsibility to organizations such as the Children's 

Aid Society who. backed by the legal power of the state, decided that they could act 

in the 'best interests' of the child. This did not mean that the federal or provincial 

state removed itself fiom the lives of these children. Instead they worked in the 

shadows and allowed private organizations to do the work, s w i n g  both money and 

the image of a neutral state. Many of the state initiatives meant improvement in the 

lives of children but it also meant a dramatic inaease in the role of the state, for 

better or worse. 

Legal initiatives were reflective of social demands in many respects. As 

society reacted to the perceived increase in juvenile delinquency the state was forced 

to react. As shown through the legislative debates surrounding the Industrial Schools 

acts and the Juvenile Dehquents act, Canadian and Ontario legislators were 
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concemed with presewing Canadian identity and king dinerent than their American 

and British counterparts. There was a m n g  desire to maintain Canadian purity and 

identity through this legislation. The goal was to reaa to the problems of juvenile 

delinquency such as the Arnericans and British had but with a Canadian touch. 

Thus, children were to be taken off the streea and housed in schools were they could 

obtain a basic education and not duner up Ontario's streets, whereas London was 

overnin with 'begger children'. With regards to juvenile delinquency Canadian 

children were to be reformed through Chrisaanity and education (in theory) so that 

when they were released they would not recommit and contribute to the growing 

perceived problem of juvenile delinquency as the Americans were experiencing. 

How does the research presented here relate to the events of today? That is, 

what have Canadians leamed fiom the industrial school experience? What 1 see to be 

the most fundamental theme emerging fiom the research is the need for the juvenile 

justice system and the Children's Aid Society to CO-operate more effectively. During 

the late nineteenth and eady twentieth century diildren were seen to be either 

delinquent or neglected and depending on which category a child feu into determined 

if that child received punishment or sympathy. Children involved in criminal activity 

generdy need help fiom both systems. I kel that we still fhiî into the trap today 

when dealing with delinquent and/or neglected children. One group evokes 

compassion and the other fear. If the juvenile justice system and the Children's Aid 

Society could find a way to CO-operate more effectively then possibly we could help 

as many children as we aim to punish. 

The industriai schools system also shows us that the more things change the 
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more they stay the same. The schoois were introduced in an anempt to eliminate the 

reformatories and to ease the soaal pressure of neglected children. Eventudy the 

< 
reformatories did close d o m  and the 'aoublemakers' the indusaial schools were 

trying to avoid slowly moved in and within no tirne the industrial schmls soon 

resernbied the earlier reformatories - hardened schools of crime for young people. 

Sirnilarly we see the same idea happening today. Sentencing goals continuaily 

change. In the 1980's there was a push for rehabilitation of youth and taking a softer 

approach to juvenile crime then in previous years. The pendulum has swung back 

again and society is demanding harsher sentences and laws regarding young 

offenders. It appears that Canadians are continuaiiy changing their mincis from 

generation to generation on how to best deal with young people in conflict with the 

criminai law . 

This thesis shows that with the introduction of systematic state intervention 

into the lives of perceived troubled chiidren, regulatory initiatives cannot be 

separated from repressive ones. The industriai schools and other legislative initiatives 

such as child protection legislation were meant to help children but at the same tirne 

they were also meant to regulate them. Quasi-public organizations such as the 

Chilcireni Aid Society and the foster care system were excellent examples of how the 

state lent its power to the cause of reguiahng chikiren. The state stepped in to 

monitor the workings of these organizations and granted the Children's Aid Society 

the legal power needed to enter a private citizen's home and remove his or her 

children. The industrial schools stand as an excellent example of the shift in 

patriarchy within society. Chiidren once under the d e  of their father were now 
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under the mie of the state within the walls of the industrial schools where they were 

educated in Christianity, moraiity and middie class values. 
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